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Lone Ranger To
Signal MHS Band
"A fiery horse with the speed of light,
a cloud of dust and a hearty 'Heigh ho,
Silver!'"
When Murrayans see the Lone
Ranger and his Indian companion, Tonto, riding off into the sunset during
televised coverage of the Macy's 54th
Annual Thanksgiving Day Parade from
New York City, they will find-the Murray High School Band close behind.
"The Legend of the Lone Ranger,"
one of three new floats in this year's
parade, will precede the band in the
two-and-one-half mile parade, according to Judy Cohn, parade publicity
director.
The band, which will perform for two
and one-half minutes on nationwide TV,
is the 62nd entrant in the parade and is
scheduled for the second hour of NBC's
three-hour parade coverage.
Local viewers may tune in to NBC's
nearest affiliate, WPSD-Paducah,
Channel 6, from 8 to 11 a.m, for complete parade Coverage. The CBS network will telecast portions of five
parades from 8 to 11 a.m. Murray .
High's performance possibly will be included in that telecast.
In addition to the Murray High Band.
the parade will feature 10 other championship bands, 16 major floats and
nine giant balloons.
The 128 local band members and 30
chaperones attended a matinee performance at Radio City Music Hall Tuesday afternoon and saw the world
famous Rockettes do a precision drill,
band director Charles Cobb said in a
telephone interview this morning.
Unlike Monday's rainy weather in
_Washington, D.C., the weather in New
York was clear and perfect for evening
viewing of the city lights from the top of
the Empire State Building Tuesday
night, Cobb said.

MINI-FEAST: The Robertson kindergarten children of Ann Chrisman, Norma Dunn
and Mary Johnson relived the feelings of the Pilgrims and Indians on that first
Thanksgiving. Dayid Vandergrift (top left) is being,helped with his collar by Mrs.
Chrisman sshile Shannon Farley, Melissa Muscio, Kisey Kehr, Damon Cohoon, and
David Harp (above)are enjoying the feeling of being Indians. The children entertained
one another with songs and fingerplays while eating home-ground cornbread, fresh
cranberry relish on wheat crackers, popcorn, celery, carrots, and apple wedges with
milk.
Photos by Barry johnsorr-

inside today
Murray State ,University football coach Mike Gottfried reportedly. hal. •
been contacted by several universities regarding head coaching jobs.
See Page 9 in today's sports section for details.
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storm watch
Winter storm watch for tonight
and Thursday. Increasing
cloudiness tOday with a good
chance of showers. Highs in the
mid to upper 40s. Snow or rain
tonight possibly becoming- hea
Lows in the low 30s. Snow on
Thursday possibly heavy at
times.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
353.80
Kentucky Lake
354.28

Council To Use Revenue
Sharing Funds For Firemen
The Murray City Council voted to use
$65,000 in unappropriated federal
revenue sharing funds for firemen's
salaries at their regular meeting Tuesday.
Also at the meeting, held -Tuesday
due to the Thanksgiving holiday
Thursday,the regular meeting day , the .
council:
— Approved the low bid of Petter Supply of Paducah for Ripe and fittings for.
the water division of municipal utilities.
Petter's bid was $8,280. Others ,subniitted were Consolidated Pipe, Louisville.
$8,311.53; G & C Waterworks, Atwood.
Tenn., $9,357.26; and Hendric Co., Fen-'
ton, Mo.,$8,586.67.
— Enacted following second reading
an ordinance establishing a four way
stop at the intersection of 17th and Olive

streets.
-- Approve:Ube reappointment of Dr.
Hugh Oakley to a term on the MurrayCalloway County Airport Board.
The council was also presented, for
'consideration at a foture meeting, a
suggested ordinance for regulating fire
and burglar alarm installations in the
coninnmications room of the police
department.
Those-regulations would allow the appointment of one firm or individual to
hapdle all installations and .modifications to equipment at citi hall and
Ingtitute-WiriofilhTy or annual fee
to alarm users.
•
The recommendation was approved
by the public safety committee with the
request that the ordinance be adopted
-prior to Dec. 31.

Several band members were surprised, he noted, when they met other
youths from Calloway County who were
.also visiting the Empire State Building.
The other local students were attending
the U.N.-Washington Seminar sponsored by the Memphis Conference of
the United Methodist Church.
The' band was scheduled to take d
Grey Line tour of the city and a boat
trip out to the Statue of Liberty today
before rehearsing for tomorrow's performance. The group will have dinner
at Rockefeller Center tonight followed
by "lights grit" since they must on the
street and .ready to rehearse for NBC
See BAND;
Page 20, Column 8

Audits Of Four
System Funds Given
At City School Board
Audits of the four Funds of the Murray
Independent School System for school
year 1979-80 were presented at the
Tuesday night meeting of the board by
E. L. Howe Jr.
HOwe, .with Richardson, Trevathan
and Howe, Certified Public Accountants, termed the general, activity,
school lunch and Head Start funds as
"financially sound."
In addition to approving food bids
presented by food service director Glinda Jeffrey, the board employed James
Moore'as a custodian. In other personnel action, the board added Jarnie
Frank, Kathleen Kelly 'and Patricia
Yassi to the substitute teacher list.
The board scheduled both a noon luncheon meeting as well as a 7 p.m.
meeting on Thursday, Dec. 18, instead
a the usual semimonthly meetings. _

h

HONORED BY THE GOVERNOR — Officers of the Murray High School
Band and the band's directors accept a proclamation from Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. in recognition of the band's invitation to appear in the Macy's
54th Annual Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City.-Gov Brown also
proclaimed Friday, Nov. 21, as Murray, High School Marching Band Day in
Kentucky. The band, one of 11 bands Chosen foom 386 applicants, is the
only band from Kentucky to participate this year in the parade. Accepting
congratulations from the governor are, from left, assistant director lim
Wright, director Charles Cobb, band vice. president Becky Shuffett,
president Robert Johnson, treasurer Tracy Beyer and secretary Eddie
Rogers.

Gottfried Says Division I-AA Ratings Are'A Joke'
Inc
artirlr, a pant iffari
M urea y Ledger
was cozily not far out of the picture despite having been upset
A Time,. ttttttging relitar 1:efor licl:ntrlwan and sports
by Akron,21-10, early in the season.
vilitor Dared Ili/AN:Is. COW((Itt
.t and
But the facts speak for themselves:
ttttt
MP ItrliVrN.I
After the Colonels defeated the Racers by 10 points; 24-14,
"The Division I-AA poll is a joke."
they jumped from 10th to fifth while previously top-ranked
That was the response from Murray State football coach. MSU fell all the way to
eighth. Then, after its total devastaMike Gottfried after his team was left in another lath-place
tion of Western Kentucky, the results were curiously much
tie in this week's rankings.
different for Murray State.
The time has come for somebody to pick this confusing
"Our drop this year from first to eighth was unDivision I-AA poll apart,so it may as well be here.
precedented," Gottfried said. "But it is nothing to get upset
Before anyone reads what follows, it is only fair to admit about. We have no control
over it."
that the circumstances surrounding this mystery do not take
Even though Gottfried cannot determine where the chips
as much effort to piece together as a Columba sequel.
will fall each week,there is a panel of four athletic directors,
After pounding top-ranked Western Kentucky, 49-0, Satur- one from each region and
another who hold a conference call
day to knock the HiIltoppers to fifth in this week's Division Ion Monday each week to make their final decision.
AA rankings, Murray State remained mired in the 10th place
During the regular Season, that panel included Don Combs
position it had held for the previous two weeks.
of Eastern Kentucky, Andrew Mooradian of New Hampshire,
Meanwhile, in the confusion that those events are sure to
Lyle Smith of Boise Smith and ...Milton D. Hunter of South
arouse, Eastern Kentucky scooted up a little more into a
Carolina State.
third-place tie with South Carolina State.
While the Racers held onto their grip on the number one,
Warnings about these strange events had begun long
Gottfried and his compatriots accepted-, without too much
before the Racers even traveled to Eastern Kentucky where
growling, the games that were apparently being Played.
the Colonels have not been gaining too many frienda lately..
When asked for his explanation for why Murray State was
Murray State had been Jockeyed in and out of a first place
left in a 10th-place tie this week after its devastating perfortie with South Carolina State for several weeks while Eastern
mance, Combs, who was replaced on the voting conunitte
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this week since his team was hot in the running, said he had
great difficulty accepting the fact that Murray did not move
up.
"I have been concerned about the poll," Combs said. "Personally. I do not feel a team should drop eight to 10 places
after a loss.
"1 think the thing that hurt Murray was losing to Austin
Perry,There may be people in other areas of the country who
do not know what kind of team Austin Peas' has.
"Conference affiliation, however, does not have anything
tido with who is selected."
In search of an explanation as to why the Racers remained
In the perennial "tie" in 10th place following its dOtistation
of number one ranked Western last Saturday, we turned to
Jerry Miles, director of men's championships for the NCAA,
who participates in the polling conference call each week.
"Perhaps there is an error in this week's poll," Miles said
in a telephone conversation this morning, "but the committee does the best it can do.
"Obvious a-49-0 win by Murray over Western had to be
vory. very impressive, and it was," the NCAA official said
. giiess It, there's a mistake in that evalpation, Murray
should bailie moved as much as Northwest Louisiana.
"Perhaps the committee did not give Murray State full
consideration, but if so, it was unintentional," Miles said. "I

-..iwwaroartommakeebeeierkeel4
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take full blame because its my responsibility to point things
like this out."
(Northwest Louisiana, also tied for 10th last week, nioved
up to 8th after squeaking by Southeast I.ouisiana, an unranked team, 16-14.)
Miles explained that Southeast Louisiana is not eligible to
berated because the school has not yet met the qualifications
for Division I-AA. He inferred that had SE Louisiana been
eligible, it might have been in the top ten.
In a telephone interview Tuesday, Miles had explained apparent discrepancies in the movement of ranked teams from
week to week by saying "we have to look carefully at who
they ( the teams) have played."
Miles said one consideration in evaluating Murray State is
that the Racers' opponents this year have a losing record. He
said three of the Racer orponents, Western, Eastern and
Austin Peay had winning seasons while the other eight posted
losing records. The record of.Murrayltate's opponents was
53 wins,65 losses and 1 tie.
On first impression, that seemed to support the lower ranking given MSU in recent polls But what about the records of
other ranked teams?
As it turns out, Murray's foes recorded more wins than did.
the opponents of either Eastern I tied for 3rd this week) or
Continued in Sports Section, page 94
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Attend Kentucky
Social Work Meet
Two members of the faculty state organization; Miss
in the Division of Social Work Karen Shipley, president of
at Murray State University the Student Social Work Club;
and two social work students and Steve Buckingham,
attended a workshop spon- secretary-treasurer of the Stusored by the Kentucky dent Social Work Club.
Association of Social Work
Entitled "Social Work
at
Educators
Lake Employment/ Unemploy Cumberland State Resort 'pent: Where Do We Go From
Park near Jamestown, Nov. Wee," the workshop was
13-14.
designed to assist social work
They are Dr. Julie Lovins, educators in Kentucky to exassociate professor; Dr. amine the .issues of
Rosemarie Bogal, assistant declassification. licensure and
professor and secretary of the funding as they affect the
social work profession.
Resource persons available
at the workshop were Toni
700,925
Gauthier, MSW, Project
Director of the National
Validation
L•lassification
John Tee'Cite
'URBAN
Study sponsored by the NaCOWBOY'
tional Association of Social
Workers, and Al Gonzalez,
CenOwl Ca • 1513314
MSW, Legislative Associate
Ends Thurs.
and Principal Lobbyist of the
7715 9:20
National Association of Social
Workers.
.1,4...•
1.11411411
The meeting was attended
PRIA A11
by 45 social work educators,
BENJAMIN
practitioners and Students
0'
II!!!!!
representing all accredited
undergraduate and graduate
social work programs in KenEnds Tonight
tucky.
Coalminers Boughtdr
7:00. 9:20
Starts Wed.

All Seats

Planned By The Girl Scouts
Bear Creek Girl Scouts will
hold their annual Showcase,
on Saturday, Dec. 6, from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Murray
Expo Center.
Showcase provides all age
levels of Girl Scouts a place to
show craft items they have
made, to teach others how to
make the crafts and to sell
craft items for troop profit.
Troops may participate in
the demonstrations and selling, or they may come only to
observe and shop.
Troops planning to display
WELCOME WAGON — Officers of the WAlcome Wagon Club oi Murray were installed by Kathryn Outland, advisor, at the Weeting held Nov. 13 at the First Christian
Church. Joan Overby presented a program on cosmetics. The club planned a Christmas party for Dec. 4 at the Community Room of the Peoples Bank. New officers are,
left to right, seated, Meredith Zehr, first vice president, Susan McKnelly, president,
Marcia Dillon, second vice president, standing, jene Wrather, recording secretary,
Ingeborg King, hostess, Judy Krouse, corresponding secretary, Sharley Wade,
historian, Florence Hensley, treasurer, Madge Woodard, hospitality chairman, Larue
Williams, sunshine chairman, and Mary Hamilton, hostess.

R
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Thru Thurs.
7:15,9:00 .
Don Knotts•Tirn Conway
''The
Pr,rate Eyes PG

Ends Thurs,
7:25,9:15

olostnui St •753 3311

What's slower
than a
speeding bullet?

AIRMAN

and sell should register from 9
to 9:30 a.m. Demonstrations
will be judged from 10 to 11
a.m. Following the judging,
craft items will be offered for
sale.
Troops who display crafts
for sale will be demonstrating
the making of at least one item
all during the day. All craft
items and baked goods will
have been made by the girls
and will include many related
to Christmas.
Mary Jean Gunter, Coordinator for the Showcase, em-

11:140 fEEFOIN
0171
Is Having A

way you can use the tart red
berries.
Candied Cranberries
1 2 C. sugar
cranberry juice
C.
13
cocktail
11 2 cups fresh or frozen
cranberries.
Ina saucepan boil sugar and
juice, until syrup clears. Add
cranberries all at once and
simmer until tender. Watch
carefully to prevent overcooking. Skim berries and place in
a single layer of waxed paper
to cool for several hours.
Reserve the syrup and any
badly broken berries to use as
pancake or waffle syrup or on
ice cream. The candied berCranberries are connected ries are much too sharp to eat
to the traditional American alone but lend a nicely tart
holidays and here is a new touch to sweet desserts.
averages.
Katharine Graham, the communications tycoon, again
captures top spot among a list
of the nation's 25 most influential women compiled by the
World Almanac.
The annual balloting for the
Almanac placed Rosalynn
Carter second, Ann Landers
third, Barbara Walters fourth
and Jane Fonda fifth.
Nancy Reagan, the nation's
next First Lady, was on the
ballot but didn't win enough
votes to be among the top. 25.
Maybe next year, Nancy,said
Jane D. Flatt, the Almanac's
publisher.

• II
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GUEST HERE
Mrs. Frances Chester of
Milburn is the guest of her
grandson, Brian O'Neill, at his
home on Olive Street, Murray,
for the Thanksgiving holidays.

CHOICE '795"

Bv R4INEi APPERM" *

William B. Mead and Mike
Feinsilber, former UPI colleagues, have completed a'
new book on the "American
Averages-Amazing Facts'of
Everyday Life." It is the
reverse of the Guinness Book
of Records.
The average American,
they report, each year
swallows 215 aspirins, 50
bananas, and 374 bottles of
beer. His dog weighs 32
pounds. He says home sick
from work six days annually,
takes off another three days
and goofs off 45 minutes a day
on the job. Twenty-eight
American mailmen, on an
average day, are bitten by
dogs. And the average
American eats four gallons of
ice cream each year, including 1.7 gallons of vanilla.
Trivia buffs will have the
latest word and now we know
what happens to all those

phasized that this event is
open to the public from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m., providing them an
opportunity to see and support
one of the many "Faces" or
facets of the Girl Scout Program.

1 -CARAT CLUSTER
COMPARE and SAVE!

ainey
6
'

Happy Thanksgiving to each
of you. Thanksgiving is a
tradition that symbolized
friendship, peace and love
throughout the years. We hope
it brings you closer to those
you love and holds a special
PATIENT AT JACKSON
Mrs. Louise Bidwell is a pa- meaning for you. We all need
tient in Room 7016, Jackson- to give thanks for our many
Madison County Hospital, blessings.
Jackson, Tenn., 38353. She
Patricia Pasco Jones,
recently underwent surgery
daughter of John Pasco, 306
there.
North 14th Street has just
completed an instructors
HOSPITAL PATIENT
manual in "Psychology for
Dismissed Nov. 6 from the Teachers and Students."
Community
Hospital, Patricia is manager of
Mayfield, was Dorothy Lillian Marketing and Research for
Tucker of Hardin Route 1.
the Lexington Herald Loader
in Lexington, Ky., and'worked
five years for KET before takMAYFIELD PATIENT
ing this position. She
Harmon L. Marine of Farmgraduated at Murray State
ington Route 1 was dismissed
and got her MS at U.K. and is
Nov. 8 from the Community
now completing work at UK on
Hospital, Mayfield.
her Phd. The book is being
received quite well in its field.
Working full-time and completing a book too is some accomplishment.

Airplane
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"When You Think of Diamonds. Think of DeBeers"
Lay-a-way—Visa —Master Charge—Financing
Open 10 A.M.-9 P.M.Daily. 1 P.M -5 P.M Sunday—Phone 443-3200
Paducah Mall 3200 S. BeIlline Paducah Ky.

5th Anniversary
SALE

Sale Starts 9 a.m. Friday

44

00
•

INVENTORY
TO SELL

Juni
_ Vey
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New Fall, Winter, Holiday, Quality
Children's Clothing-Infants To Size 14 Girls
Infants To Size 20 Boys-Regular, Slims, Huskys
Our Loss Is Your Gain
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linen
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Barbeque Ribs Special

Pie

Every Friday From
5:00 P.M. Til 10:00 P.M.

To

styl

Acr

OFF

.
Rec

The Special Includes
White Beans

Corn Bread or Rolls
All For

Carryouts
are

Entire Stock of Clothing Reduced
Free Gift Wrapping Over $5.00 Purchase

Tossed Salad or Cole Slaw
Steak Fries

$395

tAXOTA:
roARE1

7he
7S9-44SS
Cheeinvi
St.

Children's Fashions

Stela Qeachier

available

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1795
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Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Fri.
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Garden Department-

Community Happenings

scouts

that tins event is
he public from 11 a.m.
providing them an
uty to see and support
he many "Faces" or
I the Girl Scout Pro-

74

• Wednesday,Nov.26
Salem, Sinking Spring, and
Oak Grove Baptist Churches
will have a community
Thanksgiving service at the
Salem Church, north of Lynn
Grove on Highway 893 at 7
p.m. The public is invited.

Thursday,Nov.27
Murray High School Band
will perform during the
Macy's Thanksgiving parade
at New York City about the
middle of the parade. This will
be telecast on NBC.

Murray Art Guild will be
open from g a.m. to 5 p.m.

Senior Citizens centers at
Douglas, Ellis, and Hazel will
be closed for Thanksgiving:
Meals on Wheels will be
delivered.

Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
Union, North 15th Street.

1UEST HERE
Frances Chester of
is the guest of her
1, Brian O'Neill,at his
Olive Street, Murray,
hanksgiving holidays.

Douglas Center and Hazel
Center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at 12 noon at Douglas and at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel.
Thanksgiving service by
West Fork, Kirksey, Coldwater,and Owen's Chapel
Baptist Churches will be held
at 7 p.m. at the Owen's Chapel
Church, located on PennyAirport Road,Highway 783.
All classes scheduled on this
date and until 7:30 a.m. on
Monday, Dec. 1, at Murray
State University will be
dismissed for the Thanksgiving holidays.
Thursday, Nov.27
Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway
County
Ministerial Association, will
be at 10 a.m. at the First
Assembly of God Church,
South 16th and Glendale Road,
at 10 a.m. •

k-Way

Is

Writing

Disabled
American
Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Friday, Nov.28
Local Chapter of National
Association
of
Retired
Federal Employees will not
meet today.
Mothers Morning Out will
not be held at the First Christian Church.

Friday, Nov.28
All night singing will start at
7 p.m, at the Union Hill
Church of Christ, located east
of Hardin.

Christmas Open House
Nov. 30 1-5 p.m.
Free Refreshments
Door Prizes
All
Christmas,
Arrangements
Cash & Carry Only

Juanita's Flowers Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd.
-Murray, Ky.

Saturday, Nov.29
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Harvest
Table at 10 a.m. at The
Winter
Homeplace-1850;
Nature Photography Techniques from 1 to 3 p.m. and Snug
As A Bug at 3:30 p.m., both at
Center Station.

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m, for
afternoon shopping.

Sunday, Nov.30
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Eagles At
LBL at 1 p.m. and Feeding
and Sheltering Winter Birds
from 2:30 to 4 p.m., both at
Alcoholics Anonymous and Center Station. Center Station,
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at Empire Point, and The
the west end of the West Ken- Homeplace-1850 will close totucky Livestock and Exposi- day for the winter. Group
reservations and calendar
tion Center.
programs will continue at
Ada Stevens, pianist, will Center Station through Dec. 4.
perform in the lounge of Lake Normal operations will
Barkley State Resort Park at 8 resume at all three facilities
on March 1,1981.
p.m.
Saturday, Nov.29
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.

Hears Maxine Clark On 'Biblical Plants'
Maxine Clark, associate
professor of English, Paducah
Community College, spoke on
"Biblical plants from around
the World" at the Nov. 6th
meeting of the Garden department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
The
speaker
made
reference to 21 plants which
are mentioned m Biblical
scripture and are found in the
world to,y. The "burning
bush" of E odus is thought to
be the t orny acacia which
could have been covered with
ripened mistletoe berries to
give the red glow. Camphor is
mentioned in the Song of
Soloman; cinnamon in
Revelations and Exodus. •
The onion, which symbolized the earth and had
medicinal uses, is mentioned
in the book of Numbers. A

mentioned in the Bible are
hissup,
ivy,
leeks,
frankincense and myrrh.
Barletta Wrather, department chairman,conducted the
business meeting, which opened with Mary Wells giving the
inspirational
thought.
Welcome to new members
was extended by the chairman
of Cecilia Brock, Hazel Crenshaw, Nell Hendon, Faye McConnell, Sallyanne Sawyer,
and Ann Uddberg.
Mrs. Wrather will serve as
the department representative to the Chamber of Commerce.
Members were asked to
work during the Christmas
season at the Bank of Murray
and Peoples Bank selling the
Murray Woman's Club
Cookbook and the Cranberry'
Cookbook.
Ruth Wilson reported on the
Audubon District meeting
held in Owensboro, which was
attended by four department
members..

plant which was considered
sacred is the resurrection
plant. This plant, when dormant, appears dead but when
placed in water opens and
flowers. Sandalwood was used
as an antiseptic, whereas,
anise was used to heal skin
wounds.
In the Song of Solomon and
Proverbs, apples are mentioned. It is thought these may
have been apricots as the apples grown in this area were
not very good. Barley, which
has less protein than wheat or
rye, was used in the Bible as a
symbol of poverty.
The book of Samuel mentions the bean. The olive tree
had important uses for everyday -- from oil to soap. The
bulb from the Star of
Bethlehem was roasted and
ground into flour. Other plants

Down the

arden Path

Douglas and Hazel Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Douglas at 12 noon and at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Weaving at
10 a.m. at The Homeplace-1850
and Solar Energy: A Time
Line at 8 p.m. at the golden
Pond Visitors Center Theater.

,

rale'•-

•••
TREE PLANTED - A flowering crabapple tree was plan.
ted by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club in honor of Effie Vaughn, left, past chairman of the
department, on the club house grounds. On the right is
Millie Graves, also a past chairman. A money donation in
Mrs. Graves' honor was made by the department to the
Kentucky Garden Club headquarters for the Wallis
Home,

GUEST SPEAKER - Maxine Clark, left, spoke on "Biblical
Plants From Around the World" at the meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club. On
the right is Ruth Wilson, first vice chairman of the department.

RinErir

OPEN FRIDAY
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

AFTER

ANKSGIVING SALE
Your Christmas Purchases Beautifully Gift Wrapped, Free
Minimum purchase of 4"for Free Gift Wrapping

VISA'
BRIGHT'S CHARGE
or LAY-A-WAY

All
Winter
Coats

Famous Name
BRAS
Regular Values
8'to 13'

ileolossigormn'

GLOVES
Regular Values
1500

Except Our Genuine Furs
& 100% Qiano' Nylon Coats

SPECIAL

SPECIAL VALUES

3899

Long Sleeve
Dress or Sport Style.
Regular 14.00-16.00

Shirts

1288

Regularly priced at 44.00

000
ONO
NOW si

lined. Choice of Teal Blue, Hunter Green grid Burgundy. Buy

Regular Values
36" to 320"

Entire Stock - Ladies'

Junior and Missy
Wool Blend

Handbags

Skirts

Regulary priced $6 to $50

20

Pleated, 4-gore and A-line
styles in colorful plaid patterns.
Acrylic-wool
blend fabrics
Regularly to 22.00

NOW

'150°

OFF

OFF

FALL DRESS
CLEARANCE

Ladies Gowns
& Robes

Styles for
Juniors and Misses

25%
OFF
Assorted styles and olors
in sizes'5/6 to 16 Buy for
yourself. . or for Christ
mos gifts

v

COPY AVAILABLE
.e•

Famous Name
LINGERIE
Valves... 19.00-24 00

Sweater Savings

Men's Fashion
Levis
Reg 25 °4°

12.88

Junior & Missy
SWEATERS
Regular Values
H"'to 38"

•
NOW 113 OFF

Poly/Gabardine
PANTS
Regular Values
16'to 24"

Off

Regular Values
36" to 75-

Sale! Junior and Missy

12.88

Off

00

/
1
2Price

Values. .. 14.00-18.00

1/3

IOW?

By Loraine

DRESS
SALE

NOW

BEGINNING SUNDAY...
OPEN NIGHTS Ill 8:30
OPEN SUNDAYS 1:00 TO 5:00

One Group

848

Regular Values
6'to

Choose from o sensational selection of
coats everything from Down Ski Jackets to
the most elegant For Trimmed Cloth Coats.

New 200 OFF

Regular Values
56'to 70'

now for Christmas gifts.

Fashion Style
JEWELRY

OFF

Regular Vafi•es
6'to 12"

Velveteen
BLAZERS

Very popular this season. Fully

PLAID SKIRTS

20%

BILLFOLDS
ASST. CASES

VISA
BRIGHT'S CHARGE
or LAY-A-WAY

TO

Junior and Missy
Velveteen

OPEN FRIDAY
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

9•30

STARTS FRIDAY

3" 7"

Men's Assorted

A money donation has been
made to the Kentucky Garden
Club headquarters, the Wallis
Home, in honor of past chairman Millie Graves.
Announcement was made of
the funding by the Kentucky
Humanities Council of six
newspaper articles on
beautification written by six
Murray State professors in the
humanities. The- -department
chairman, Barletta Wrather,
and Nancy Adams submitted
the grant request to the Kentucky Humanities Council.
The Murray Woman's Club
will sponsor the appearance tit
the articles.
Hostesses were Dorothy
Byrn, Irene Young, Clovis
Jones, Billie Hall, Lily
Williams, and
Gloria
McLaughlin.
Memberg'are reminded of
the Dec. 4th meeting which
will be a Christmas workshop
and covered dish luncheon
beginning at 10:30 a.m, at the
club house.

4

By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS i40.4:4440.44/a.
How much Thanksgiving
growth and new freshness. A
will you feel in your heart
few Impatiens and wax
next Thursday? Everything
Begonias are still hanging on
around us should be a
looking so bright and pretty. I
reminder of the many things
have enjoyed my pink
we have to thank God for. The
Geranium for its rich blooms
wonderful rain that has been
that have afforded me
so badly needed, and so
several bouquets during
outstanding
welcomed, the
these last few months.
beauty of the world during
Inside my Thanksgiving
smell
few
weeks,
the
the last
Cactus is a mass of rosy pink
of the crisp fall air early in
blossoms, lush and beautiful.
the morning, all these and
The big Angel Wing Begonia
hundreds more ,have shown
has given me some of the
us God's goodness. I am
prettiest sprays all during the
thankful that 1 can be aware
month. Outdoors the big
of these things as they come
Ginkgo tree is at its peak, but
about. Added to that is the
after a windstorm the big fan
fact that we have had a
shaped leaves will be tumblpeaceful election and change
ing down very quickly. There
of government without bloodare so many beautiful things
shed and riots. There are
to enjoy as you drive around
very few countries on earth
through town. A lovely shrub
where such a thing could haphere, a blooming rose there, a
pen and for this, be thankful.
pretty flower bed in another
I could go on and on. Just
yard, an interesting plant in
look about you and notice the
another. All so heartwonders of this age. We take
warming. I hope we apit all for granted but they are
preciate all these things, the
nothing short of miracles. So
efforts of someone who is
be thankful.
happy to plant and to share
We still have a few
with others.
blossoms with us. I don't have
Trees are nearly all bare
any Chrysanthemums, but I
now, but still beautiful. Just
see them in other yards.••• take a close look at the patSince the cooler weather,
terns they make against the
they are putting on new
sky, no two alike.

C
ri;Vigilleffi
-Blazers

16.88
Assorted Styles and
colors in acrylics
chenilles and boucles

23"
TO

Regulai Values
6'to 28'

49"

4"To 20"

Large Group
FALL SUITS
Regulor Values
78" to 135'

um

113

Off

.,••••

Men's Basic Levis
Bell, Big Bell, Boot
Straight Leg
Reg. 19.00

12.88

•

BRIEFS 81
BIKINIS

Early Fall
PANTSUITS

ZIP-OUT
COATS

A Special Group
HANDBAGS

Regular Values
2. pair

Regular Values
.12" to 98'

Regular Values
BO"to ii 5"

Regular Values
15"tIrtr
.

3

FM 433

•

25%

Off

62"TO 89"

1099 n

69"
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Iterhose Home-

Mr. and Mrs. Dean Morris
of Merrywood, Benton, announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Rene', to Joe E.
Ellis,son of Mr.and Mrs. Raymond Ellis of Alamo,Tenn.
Miss Morris is a graduate of
Benton High School and
received a Bachelor of Science
degree and a Master of Arts
degree from Murray State
University. She is presently
employed by the Marshall
County Board of Education.
Mr. Ellis is a graduate of
Alamo -High School and
received a Bachelor of Science
degree from Murray State
University. He is currently
employed by Dement Construction Company of Memphis, Tenn.
The wedding ceremony will
take place on Saturday, Dec.
20, at 6:30 p.m. at the First
Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton. A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the ceremony and the
reception.

THE ACES°

IRA G CORN, JR

--Morris and Ellis Wedding

Scene Of Luncheon Held
By Chapter M Of P.E.O.

iliss Hem."
—(o iced Joe
4.01.110.

Members of Chapter M of
P.E.O. were entertained at a
buffet luncheon on Saturday,
Nov. 15, in the home of Mrs.
James Berhow in Mayfield.
Assisting the hostess were
other Members who live in
Mayfield, Mrs. Edward Nunnelee and Mrs. Jack Vincent.
Mrs. Hugh I.. Oakley led
devotions, reading from the
- 100th Psalm.
Mrs. William Wissmann, a
member of the Chapter was
reported to have moved to
California, where she formerly lived.
Following the theme of
"Contributions of Women,"
the program was presented by
Mrs. Nunnelee who cited
numerous ways in which
Women contribute to the
celebration of Christmas. Exhibiting many beautiful
samples,she cited gift suggestions, decorations, tree trimmers, linens and garments,
recipes and favors.
Her program closed with an
individual favor presented to

"In great matters men
show themselves as they
wish to be seen; in small
each member.
matters, as the). are
-than
In attendance other
Gamaliel Bradford.
those mentioned above were
Miss Bernice Lutes of
It is no small matter for
Madisonville, and Mesdames
Harlan Hodges, Gerald D. declarer to make the winHudder, A. C. LaFollette, ning play in today's taxing
William Major, Henry McKen- game. Put yourself in
declarer's seat and see if
zie, John C. Quertermous,
you can wind up as the big
Harry M. Sparks, F. A. Stub- winner.
blefield, and Paul W.Sturm.
East wins his club queen
and returns the ace of clubs.
What do you play on this
CHINESE ART
KANSAS CITY, Mo. AP) — trick?
If you ruff impulsively,
A large exhibition of Chinese
painting is being shown at the you've made a poor play.
Gallery-Atkins Next, you play two rounds
Nelson
Museum through Jan. 4,1981. of trumps and West refuses
"Eight Dynasties of Chinese to play his ace. Now regardless of how you proceed,
Painting" traces 20 centuries
West is in charge and the
of artistic development — game goes down one.
from the 3rd century B.C. to
If you lead another
the inidl9th century. It con- trump, West wins and
sists of 300 works.
punches you with another
The show is to move to the club (your last trump), and
Art
for
Cleveland Museum of
the defense gets two
exhibition Feb. 11-March 29, trumps, a club and a
1981, before traveling to the diamond. If you leave
Tokyo National Museum trumps alone and play
where it will be displayed Oct. spades. West will ruff the
third round with his low
6-Nov. 23, 1981.

trump and the defenders
score the same four tricks.
The correct play at trick
two is to discard the diamond trey. This is a loser in
any event and it will help
you keep control of the
trump suit.
After your discard, you
ruff the third club and lead
trumps. West can hold off if
he wishes, but he cannot
force you to lose control.
When he wins his trump ace,
he cannot lead another club
and you will have time to
draw his last trump and collect four spades, four hearts
and two diamonds.
NORTH

South
1•
4V

EAST
•9 6 3 2
•4
•10 5
•AKQI074

SOUTH
4 A Q J 10
•K Q J 108
•K 8 3

West
Pass
Pass

North
2•
Pass

East
3•
Pass

Opening lead Trey of clubs
If you have an unavoidable loser, it often pays to
surrender that loser instead
of weakening your own
trump holding
Bid with Corn

South holds.

11-27-B

•8 5
V A 752
•Q J 9 6
•.1 9 3

II-27-A

•K 7 4
V 96 3
•A 7 4 2
4862
WEST
•8 5
A 752
•Q J 9
•J 93

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South the bidding

North
•
2•

South
1 NT

ANSWER: l'ass If pushed
South can bid three diamonds
However, a voluntary raise
would be an overbid
Send bridge questions to The Aces
PO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

45

This Huge Event Starts Friday Promptly at 10am.-Bel Air Center & Olympic Plaza!

Fall Velour Tops, Fall Pants.
Early
r R IFc
alE
l D ressL
es
E
, Tops
Ac

tA
& More!
N E

1

HOLIDAY HOURS
Bel Air Center & Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 10-9, Sunday 1-5

FREE GIFT BOXES!
Give a Gift or Gift Certificate
from Minnens. and Minnens will
give you a FREE DESIGNER GIFT BOX
with your purchase!

SKI JACKET SALE $28
You'll be warmed all over when you see Minnens
great selection of washable nylon and poplin Ski Jackets.
Zip-off Sleeve, Quilted. Hooded and Reversible Jackets.
Sizes S-M -L Reg. $39 A Super Gift Idea!

isarer
CVIVINCIOLOVFS wow *MANNA

SALE! Aris Isotoner) Gloves
Driving Glove Reg $19 $16
Winterized Warm-Up Glove Reg $22 19
A complete selection of popular lsotoner Gloves on Sale at Minnens'
Navy, Brown, Camel, Black. Wine. Grey, and two-color accentsBrown/Camel, Camel/Mink. Black/Mink. Gift Boxed Free
Your perfect Christmas Gift-One Size Fits All!

a,-

CORDUROY
BLAZER SALE
'35
Here's a terrific fashion blazer
you will want for yourself- and
want to give for a special gift'
Minnens sharply styled 100% cotton
Corduroy Blazer with fashion
detailing patch pockets, pleated
back, hunting jacket lapel tab
fully lined. of course' Camel
Sizes 5-15 Reg $42

Your Chirstrnas Fashion Store
with "More for Your Money... Honey!"

Bel Air Center 8. Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 10-9, Sunday 1-5

4

•

r

"-BEST COPY AVAIL)
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Down Concord Way—

Buchanan Couple Wins $10,000 In
Contest; Writer Speaks, History

)le: North-South
ith the bidding
North
2•
Pass

I
a
is

East
3.
Pa,

lead: Trey of clubs
iave an unavoidait often pays to
that loser instead
ming your own
ding
Id with Corn
a

Field Trip
Is Taken

11-27-B

S
i 752
1 J 96
r it
ith

MURRAY PRESCHOOL —
Shown, in top photo, at a recent field trip to the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center are "buddies,"
David Graves and Rob
Carpenter, students in the
morning program of the Murray Preschool Corporation. In
the side photo is }Casey Wilson,
also a student in the morning
program, as she perches atop
a "cave" made from giant
blocks. The Preschool is currently accepting applications
to fill vacancies as they occur
and for the 1981-82 school year.
Persons may call the
membership chairman, Cindy
Hale, at 753-2896, for more information.

:R: Pass If pushed
bid three diamonds
a voluntary raise
in overbid
questions to
163

The Ares

Dallas, Texas 75225

ressed stamped envelope

Plaza!

CASH FOR HOLD

LOOK!!!

1

If you hove been selling your
gold rings and silver without
getting our offer you've
probably lost some money.
ot
Please get our offer before 1111
you sell. It makes Dollars and
Sense. Free Appraisols Secur411111kem..11.
ity provided
Seam and Buyers •16.1.1 Coin,
$142'3434110420
on
Spume:004:00

Gold & Silver Pawn Shop
Buy, Sall or Trod,
Olympic Plaza

Wi
753-7113

UI

& SILVER —CASII FOR SOLO & SILVER

—CASH RH

generations have gone, also.
Felix Dunn, who kept his
home hill mowed so beautifully while his mother lived, has
finished his work.
Like leaves falling to the
ground, we die daily. "Then
whose shall those things be we
have provided? May someone
hold high the torch our failing
hands drop."
In these days of unemployment there seems to always be
a shortage of housekeepers for
disabled people who wish to
remain in their homes.
Available and trustworthy
women should advertise or tell
doctors who are dismissing
patients who desire help.
Mrs. Christine Spiceland
Dawson may soon be dismissed from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
We are so glad that Mrs.
Derwood Edwards has been
able to again attend her church.
Dane McClure, after
surgery,is recuperating at the
home of his son, Grayson, at
Panorama Shores.
Mrs. Vidie Shackelford is
back at her Concord home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Louis of
Sikeston, Mo., have vacationed a few lovely days with the
Guy Lovins'.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Lovins
will, on Thanksgiving vacation from teaching, have a
turkey dinner at their comfor-

SPITAL NEWS

SHYER —CASH FOR GOLD F. SILVER —;

Gs
a

By Estelle Spiceland
• Nov. 12, 1980
Mrs. J. D. McClure, retired
teacher, hears that congratulations are in order to
her first cousin, Mrs. John
Rowlett, Sunday School
teacher at Buchanan, Tenn.,
Methodist Church, since the
Rowletts have recently been
awarded a $10,000 tteaders'
Digest Sweepstakes award.
Thei son, Darrell Rowlett, is
married to Sharon, a granddaughter of Fred McClure of
Murray.
Congcatulations to the Kirby
Jennings' on their. book, The
Story of Calloway County, 1822
to 1976.
Many enjoy their brief story
of Calloway County which appears in the Murray Ledger &
Times now. Many incidents
they relate revive memories
of the past.
When there was a New Concord School here, teachers
often had students to write
New Concord history.
Now there are few left who
remember old days.
The sands have been washed from the footprints of those
who built the first homes, the
stores, shops, schools, and
churches here.
Many of their names are on
tombstones in New Concord
Cemetery which we hope will
be maintained.
Many of the younger

11-18-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mitchell, baby girl
Melissa), Rt. 4, Murray.
Bradford, baby
boy
( Dorothy), 51 Shady Oaks,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sharon Lueck, 720
Nash, Murray; Mrs. Lorrain
M. Roach, Rt. 5, Murray; Linda G. Hayes, 1004 Pearl,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Rosemary
L. Clayton and baby boy, Rt. I,
Hardin.
Mrs. Sherry J. Boyd and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs.

'Me
Cherry's &

Sylvia S. Peschon, Box 822,
Paris,Tenn.; Jereme E. Rose,.
Rt. 3, Fulton; Dena L. Thompson, 1544 Oxford, Murray;
James F. Ross, 1719
Keenland, Murray.
Mrs. Phyllis J. Dunn, Rt. 8,
Benton; Mrs. Margaret C.
Thomas, Box 569, Cadiz; Mrs.
Geneva G. Farris, Rt. 4, Murray; Baxter 0. Wade, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tenn.; Choysanclra R.
Perry, 1619 Sunset, Murray.
Max E. Bailey, A14 Fox
Meadovio, Murray; Ores
Nelle Bumphis, 104 Pine, Murray; Mrs. Sandra K. Turner,
Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Brenda K.
Mason, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Annette Ranke, Box 8193, Woods
Hall, Murray.
Mrs. Udell M. Duffy, 508 L.
P. Miller, Murray; Mrs.
Carolyn J. Boggess, Dexter;
, 1301
John R. Gadberry,
Poplar, Murray; Hafford L.
Cooper, Rt. 1, Hazel; Frank B.

Taylor, 106W. Sixth, Benton.
Mrs. Lola Hale, 705 Rile
Court, Murray; Mrs
Catherine L. Andrus, Dexter;
Mrs. Alice Fleming, Fern Terrace, Murray; Mrs. Doris E
Bradley,809 North 18th Street.
Murray; Mrs. Oina Fulton, H2
Southside Manor, Murray.

table country home.
We have come a long way
from -Over the river, and
through the woods, to Grandmother's house we go."
The grandmothers' old
houses we knew are falling in
decay, and the grandmothers
gone, but precious memories
flood our lonely lives.
Blessings on those who still
carry on the tradition of counting blessings.
PAINTING ACQUIRED
PITTSBURGH, Pa. ( API —
The Museum of Art, Carnegie
Institute, says it has acquired
a major painting by American
Abstract Expressionist Philip
Gaston.
Museum director John R.
Lane says the panting,
"Plain," is a large oil on canvas, was painted in 1979 and is
one of the artist's last large
works.

Don't Forget

Pier 1 Imports
Bel-Air Center

for the largest selection of imported
decorative accessories & tropical
furniture in this area.
Open Nights &
Sunday Afternoons
Free Gift Wrapping
& Layaway

Church
isfor kids
and old people.
A lot of people feel this way. They want no part of church
themselves, but think that the young folks should have a good
moral base on which to build eheir lives and that old people are
just studying for final exams.
What about all those years in between? What about those
times when you just can't cope with your job or serious personal problems? To whom do you turn when a 'Member of your
family has died?
There is never a time when we don't need God. We always
need His strength, His forgiveness, His wisdom, His presence
and His love.
• You can find all of these at the Christian Church ( Disciples
of Christ). You'll also find kids and old people, but they're in
church for the same reason you will be. To worship God.

NEW VICTIMS
OF ARTHRITIS
Last' year, 600,000
Americans became new victims of arthgtis, reports The
Arthritis Foundation. Don't
become a statistic. For a free
booklet called "ARTHRITISTHE-BASIC FACTS" write to
the Kentucky Chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation, 1381
Bardstown Road, Louisville,
Ky. 40204. Your support of the
chapter's fund raising drive,
now underway, makes these
free public service booklets
available.

The First Christian Church
North of the squareon Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Holiday Savings

The Cherry

Branch
AFTER THANKSGIVING
SALE
SAVINGS UP TO

50%

LARGE GROUPS

iets

_

_

SAVE $7.11

PANTS
SHIRTS
BLAZERS
SKIRTS
SUITS
DRESSES
COATS
JEANS
JEWELRY
BLOUSES
CO-ORDINATED SPORTSWEAR

'19"
Beat the cold winter weather with
these fleece lined Coasters' casuals Genuine suede uppers In
rust
Men's Reg. 526,99'

1

SAVE $4.11

Rugged sporty bottoms accent
these Coasters' casuals Padded
collars and tongues Tricot linings
In rust
Women's Reg. $12.99

Genuine leather Honchos' sport
boots with wooden heels and
Goodyear welt construction
Handy pull tabs In tan
Men's Reg. $39.99

These Coasters' casuals feature
soft. flexible vinyl uppers lined with
cozy fleece for cold winter wear In

$1288

rust

Girls' Rag. $16.99

NOW

88a,,

America's#1 Self- Service Shoe Store:

Payless SheeSource

1204 Chestnut — Murray

Central Center 641 N. Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 1-6

•

- COPY AVAILABLE

SAVE $10.11
$2988

Women s Triple Roll Bobby Socks
Reg.$129

Downtown — Murray
1900 Broadway — Paducah

SAVE $3.11
$988

•••11b,

0
,PS gOrkl
,980

Shop

r
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Hospital Dismissals Are Listed And Newborn Admissions

Your Individual
Horoscope
- Frances Drake

-—

FOR THURSDAY,NOVEMBER 27, 1980
What kind of day will tomorrow be To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Both pleasant and business
happenings may occur now.
Still, it is wise to keep both
these areas separate. Enjoy
harmony.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) :
1 14
(
107
Relationship harmony indicated. Use intuition to solve
a domestic problem. Joint
assets, insurance and job matters are favored.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Watch your: tongue on the
job. No cute remarks. Luck
through close ties. You're able
to anticipate another's needs.
Enjoy togetherness.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22
Romantic trends prevail,
but you'll have to watch spending. Take pride in accomplishment. Work leads to
financial gains.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22 I
If you can keep temperament in bounds, you'll meet
with success in romance.
Short trips and creative work
also afford satisfaction.
VIRGO
Aug.23 to Sept. 22 I rIP L
1.
. Morning finds you in a
buoyant and expansive mood.
Both work and pleasure are
highlighted. Don't let minor
hassles lead to tension.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 --1
1-ri
Add a decorative touch to
the home. Your enthusiasm
attracts benefits, but: watch
arguments with friends about
money. Accent tact.

412

SCORPIO
)
r
.
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov. 21) ITbf
Behind-the-scenes luck in
finances possible. Don't be
discouraged by minor career
problems. Determination wins
out.
SAGITTARIUS
.0 Ae,
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 ) "akfr
You'll be popular with your
social circle. Benefits through
friends. Avoid ideological
disputes. High-minded pursuits are favored.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
Be quiet about a lucky
break. Don't be careless with
credit. Do further research in
insurance or investment matter. Retire early.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Your optimism attracts
benefits. Higher-ups are
favorably disposed towards
you. Be cooperative with
others. Enjoy social life.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20
Romance in connection with
travel. Enjoy cultural
endeavors. Be protective of
health. Success in career if
you avoid carelessness.

Adults 144
Nursery 3
1I-14-80
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Utley, baby boy ( Connie ),_
Rt. 1, Big Sandy,Tenn.
.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Connie Gibson and
baby boy, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Mrs. Teresa J. Duncan, Rt. 1,
Almo; James W. Crabtree.
534'2 W. Broadway, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dianna M. Butler, 416
Maple Street, Fulton; Steve D.
Frame, 1213 E. Magnolia
Street, Hickman.
Mrs. Linda Ann Mayo,
Hales Trailer Court, Murray;
- Mrs. Linda L. Lester. CR Box
2, New Concord; Mrs. Audrey
B. Cook, Rt. 6, Murray; Leroy:
Todd, itt. 1, Aline: Mrs.
Priscilla Ann Edwards, Rt. 3,
Benton; Rebecca A. Loyd,
7819 Shady Oaks, Murray.
Thais D. Lanning, 303 South
13th Street. Murray; Herbert
Scott, 504 North Fifth Street,
Murray; Mrs. Joann McLeod,

Rt. 3, Murray: Mrs. Kathy L.
Wrye, 1213 Melrose Street,
Murray; Mrs. Cindy L. Cartwright, 1015 North 13th Street,
Mayfield; Mrs. Kathy E.
Reid, Rt.8, Benton.
Walter L. Polly, 1524 Oxford, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
D. Anderson, 504 Highland
Street, Mayfield; Mrs. Brenda
J. Vinson, Rt. 2, Clinton;
Ronald D. Hill, Almo; Dallas
T. Doran, Box 246, Murray.
Mrs. Myrtle A. Latta, Water
Valley, Bobby J. Carson, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Margaret P. Dubbs, '84 Dills
Trailer Court, Murray; Ralph
B. Lorenz, Rt: q, Murray;
Mrs. Irene Little, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Mrs. Ruth E. Vaughn, 1616
Main Street, Murray; Jerry
D. Edwards, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Troy Green, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray; James 0.
Elkins, Rt. 1, Almo; J. - P.
Smith, 104 North College
Street, Paris, Tenn.

Adults 136
Nursery 7
11-15-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Boyd, baby girl (Sherry),
Rt. 1, Sedalia.
boy
Clayton, baby
Rosemary), Rt. 1, Box 126,
Hardin.
boy
Timmons, baby
(Darlene), Rt. 1, Grand
Rivers.
Hancock, baby girl Iretta
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Randolph Allen, 808 North
19th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Pansy May Pritchett, Box 81,
Dexter; Rita K. Dawson, 113,.
North Ninth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Elizabeth Jo Reeder,
1907 Coldwater Road, Murray; Edward R. Mathis, 1505
Johnson Street, Murray.
Joanne Hatcher, 401 North
Fifth Street, Murray; Lynda
G. Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray;
Mrs. Betty S. Riley, 104 Parks
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Lucille

4IM

Imift

M. Dunn, Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs.
Karen G. Hopkins, Rt. 2, Murray; Wiley E. Russell, 320
Center Street, Mayfield.
Mrs. Myra E. Kimberlin,
219 Frankie Lane,Fulton; Roy
0. Weymouth, Box 324, Benton; Robert B. Myers, Rt. 1,
Henry, Tenn.; Tonne Cavitt,
504 North Cherry Street, Murray; Mrs. Carrie E. Cunningham, Rt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Reba A. Clayton, 422
South Eighth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Zula Stone, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Iva A. Brandon, Rt.
1, Hazel; Mrs. Freddie M.
Todd, 1808 B. St., Paducah;
Homer Beall, Rt. 8, Murray.
11-16--80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda N. Duncan, Rt.
1, Farmington; Dorris E.
Elkins, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary D. Todd and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Murray; Danny M.
Rogers, Rt.8, Murray.
Mrs. Geniva Springfield,

AFTER

Box 185, New Concord; Mrs.
Lottie R. Garner, 719 Riley
Court, Murray; J. W. Walls,
101 Chestnut Street, Murray;
Joel P. Ellis, 204 Covington
Avenue,South Fulton, Tenn.
11-17-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Ross, baby girl (Teresa
Rt. 1, Hardin.
McNutt, baby girl ( Brenda ),
1405W. Main, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Diane R. Foster, 407 L. P.
Miller, Murray; Darlene D.
Foster, 407 L. P. Miller, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy S.
Wagoner,202 Poplar, Murray;
Mrs. Cowinta P. Teague and
baby girl, 1008 Pearl, Paris,
Tenn.; Steve Justin Page, 610
N. Brewer, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Judith A. Tate, Rt. 1,
Benton; Mrs. Verda Nell
Culpepper, 1417 Dudley, Murray; Jimmy L. Warren, Sr.,
608 Dunlap, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. June R. McCuiston, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Misty

The seven wonders of the
ancient world were the Great
Pyramid, the Hanging
Gardens of Babylon; the
statue of Zeus at Olympia; the
Temple of Diana; the Tomb of
King Mau.S'olus; the Colossus
of Rhodes, and the Lighthouse
of Alexandria. Of all these
structures, the only one remaining is the Great
Pyramid.

THAMISGIVIII1G

So

9A.M. Friday,
november 28th

Daily 10 to 9
Sunday 1 to 6

YOU BORN TODAY are a
law unto yourself and
sometimes have difficulity
holding your temperament in
check. Both artistic and
you
business-oriented,
sometimes have trouble
reconciling these qualities.
Often you hold down two jobs
at once. You have executive
ability and are attracted to
law and brokerage. Do not let
a need for security keep you
from taking a chance on your
artistic talents. You can succeed in art, literature,
publishing,
philosphy,
teaching and travel. Learn to
listen to your intuition.

Dawn Wilson, Box 132, Hardin.
Mrs. Georgia M. Garland,
Rt. 1, Almo; Richard H. Vann,
106 S. Porte, Paris, Tenn.;
Gary L. Wicker, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Beulah Paschall, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Emma
James, Rt.6, Murray.
L T. Bumpous, Rt. 8, Benton; Mrs. Daisy M.Swope, Rt.
1, Aurora; Mrs. Lillie B
McAlpin, Fern Terrace, Mui
ray; Buford Downey, Rt. 8.
Murray; Mrs. Gertie M.
Garland,609 Broad, Murray.

Central Center
753-7991

His
Society To
Meet, Marshall School
The regular winter meeting
of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society has been set
for Saturday, Dec. 6, 1980 at
the Marshall County High
School cafeteria near Draffenvine.
The members will see and
hear a program prepared by
their president, Dr.- Wendell
Rune of Mayfield. The title is
-A Journey Through the Holy
land," with color slides and a
narration by Rone who made
the trip earlier this year. .
The banquet preceding this
multi-media presentation will
begin at 6:30 p.m. following an
assembly in the commons
area of the high school.
This Christmas program
will be the first of three during
Dr. Rune's administration.
The others will be announced

later for March and June of
1981.
Checks in the amount of $6
per person must be sent to the
by
Friday,
secretary
November 28 so the cafeteria
manager' will know the
number of meals to prepare.
The .address is: Jackson
Purchase Historical Society;
Miss Margaret Heath,
secretary-treasurer, 1202 Joe
Creason Drive, Benton,42025.
Since it is be..eved the
facilities will handle all who
wish to come, non-members
and guests are welcome.

Concert Pianist To
Play, Lake Barkley

Ada Stevens, world traveler
and concert pianist from
Laguna Hills, Cal., will perform on Saturday, Nov. 29, at 8
p.m. in the lounge of Lake
Barkley State Resort Park.
Ms. Stevens has traveled exPATIENT AT HOSPITAL
tensively in Europe and has
Jennifer Leigh Paschall of performed many concerts
Murray Route 7 was dismiss- there and abroad. Many of the
ed Nov. 11 from the Communi- selections she will be playing
are her own personal composity Hospital, Mayfield.
tions.
The recreation staff at the
HOSPITAL PATIENT
park welcomes the public to
Dismissed Nov. 12 from the visit thepark and enjoy an
Hospital,
Community
evening of concert music proMayfield, was Ralph Hawkins vided by Ms. Stevens, a staff
of Farmington Route 1.
spokesman said.
• ,
.

"Golden Touch
Suede" Jacket
- Dress
Assorted holiday tones

Reg. 55.00

Velveteen Vest
and Skirt Set

Reg. 57.99

25.99

Otelveteen vest with pleated
wool plaid skirt

24.99

,

Perfect for holiday parties!
Belt accented with shimmering buckle

15.99

...,

111

Save on
Jazzy Separates
for the Holidays

.

.1%
..

4:
,
! f

,
.,

i
;

,

25.99

Blazers

Reg to 60 00

Shirts

Reg. 15 99

Sweaters

Reg. 19.99

7.99
8.99

Plaid Skirts Beg 19.99

10.99

Wool-Blend
t.
411

li

\

Western Jean

8.99

Assorted styles

Reg. 15.99

Plaid Blouse

7.99

Assorted fall plaids

Leather Blazer

Reg. 119.99

M sses and Jr sizes
Burgundy only

69.99

All-Weather
Coat
Assorted styles with zip-out
lining Some hooded

Reg. to 69.99

39.99

Classic combo ...
peppy plaid skirts topped with
blazers, and" shirts in solids
and plaids, some with button
down collars. For a special
look add a sweater of wool or
acrylic blend. Separates in Jr.
and Misses sizes. Sweaters
S, M, L.

Always Free Layaway'

Santa Saver
Specials
Designer Jeans

Reg 38.99

Fantastic savings on jeans by
Levi, Calvin Klein, Bill Blass,
Sassoon, and Gloria Vanderbilt
All first quality

19.99

Handbags

5.00

Reg. 15.99

Dress Sale!

9.00

Reg. to 35.99

Beginning November28

Caftans and Floats

Open Von. Thru Fri.
'Ti!6:30
Sun. 1-5

Reg. 19.99 to 22.99

Fleece Robes
Reg. to 20.00

9.99
7.99

Better Gowns,Sleepcoats
and Pajamas
Reg. 13.00 to 17.00

Sale!.
Rabbit Coats
Wrap or Jacket
Style

Rey to 89 99

Misses and Jr sizes Sore
hooded Fur natural and dyed'
rabbit

-
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Beautiful CowlNeck Velour
Dress

PAGI

Reg. to 24.99
Your Choice

Blazers, skirts,
s, b
sweaters. pants- Misses and
Jr Sizes

8.99.

Famous Name
- 'Req. to 1999.
Misses
Coordinates Your Choice

Names you'll recognize,
• Blazers
• Shirts
• Sweaters
-• Skirts
•-Pants

8.99

Warm Brushed
Gowns
Reg. 9.99 to 13.99

Nylon Gowns
Reg. 9.99

Sale! Panties Reg. 1.25 ea.

r7.7".".1.:•••••!:•••••••••••••••

5.99

4.992.99
4 for 3.00
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Robert Moyer was nanwd chairmai
of the Murray Planning conimissioil
the meeting held on Not 24 Lomat-.
Vaughn was named vice chairman ah.
Robert Killington was re-elected a
secretary. Other members are 'Deana
Hogancamp, Mayor Holmes Ellis, ott
City Councilman Howard Koenen.
Deaths reported include Marv:.
Miles, 79.
Nancy Jones, daughter of Dr. am
Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, Murray-,is one
16 semi-finalists to survive prelimina
judging and will compete in the Mis
Murray State Pageant on Dec. 4.
- -00 A new wand globe has been purchas
ed and placed in the Calloway Publil
Library in memory of Mrs. Robert:,
Hamlin Coleman, Mrs. Hontas
Coleman, and James Henry Colemat
by the children and grarektuldren.
Birth.s reported include a girl to MI
and Mrs.„Daryl Hill on Nov. 20, a buy t,
Mr. and Mrs. David Palmer on Nov . 23a girl to Mr. and Mrs,Thomas E. I it I
on Nov:
a girl to Mr:' and Mrs l'..
Miller on Nov. 24, and a girl to Mr :in.
uanny Nix on Nov.

EDITORIAL

One Election Mandate:
Close Polls Simultaneously
(Reprinted by permission of
The Philadelphia Inquirer)
The nation, and much of the
world, is engaged now in the
speculation of what (U.S.) election means and what it portends
for the future. The substance,
and even much of the style of
the Reagan presidency and the
profound shift in the Congress
will emerge slowly. There is one
lesson, however, which can be
drawn without further speculation.
In the aftermath of the voting, a good many people on the
West Coast are angry, and justifiably so. They had been disenfranchised so to speak.
The culprits were this age of
electronic wizardry and a president who threw in the towel just
after the sun set in the Pacific:
The election, for all intents and
purposes, was over before many
Los Angelenos began their commute home. Or at least that was
the message broadcast by NBC
News at 5:15 p.m. PacificTime.
Ronald Reagan had won the
race in a landslide.
As a result of that and other
early projections about voting
trends, thousands of voters in
the West were convinced their
trip to the polls was unnecesary.
The effect of that on countless
other races will never be completely known, although many'
political observers directly attribute the outcome in a number
of Congressional races to the
absences.
For the record, after NBC
news called enough states to
give Reagan the election, ABC
News projected Reagan the
winner at . 6:52 p.m: Pacific
Time, and CBS followed snit at
7:32 p.m., 40 minutes after Mr.
Carter had conceded. The polls
in California, Oregon and Washington closed at 8 p.m.
What is the answer to this
problem? At first blush, the simplest solution would seem to be
to forbid thv networks from
making their projections until
after the polls close. That response ignores the motivating

Business Mirror

force behind making the projections:' competition. If ABC-TV
can shoot J.R. two minutes before CBS, they will. And if John
Chancellor can project Jimmy
Carter the loser before Walter
Croniite, thit's well and good,
too.
As the networks become increasingly sophisticated in their
"exit polls"(and the accuracy of
those voter interviews wasamazingly high in this election);
the frustrations felt by West
Coast residents will increase
A far better solution to the
problem would be to establish in
national elections a uniform
closing time for polls across the
country. Such a plan has been
suggested before - in 1972 and
1976, not surprisingly. Along
with that, another proposal is
tha election day be shifted to
Sunday so that voters would not
be hemmed in by working hours
in getting to the polls. While
those proposals may not entirely eliminate the problem of voters feeling their trips to the
polls are meaningless, it would
eliminate the impact of having
the results of Eastern states'
final polling reported long before Western voting is completed. And it ought to help sooth
the psyches of Westerners who
have reason to feel .that their
franchise is being tampered
_ with.
Suppose -that the polls on the
West Coast closed at 7 p.m. local
time and the polls on the East
Coast closed at 10 p.m. local
time. (Opening times would be
optional in each state.) There
would, of course, still be the possibility of networks reporting
pre-closing projections, but that
has been of Minimal impact. It
is statistics of the final vote totals, selectively projected quickly after the closing time, which
has been the major source of
complaint and of deterrent influence.
The national political parties
ought to make such a campaign
one of their top priorities. It is a
reality of the electronic age
which has to be faced.
II% John I amniff

Government Management

10.99

ii

Looking Back,
10 Years.Ago

NEW YORK (AP)- Ronald Reagan
may have committed a serious blunder
if he has already committed himself to
a chairman-of-the-board style for his
administration,a management authority says.
To be effective, management style
must precede structure, says Eugene
Jennings, who for decades has advised
corporations and managements.
"Style determines structure," said
the Michigan State University professor, warning that "he who seeks success in structure will surely find failure
in style." Structure, he said, cannot be
"instituted."
As he describes it, style is the
primary one-on-one manner- of relating
to individual team members. President
Carter, he said,- centralized decisionmaking,and Reagan has indieated that
he will decentralize,
But, says Jennings, "Reagan
shouldn't promise in advance the kind
of management he is going to deliver,"
because "until he finds his gait he can't
know how to handle the reins."
Jennings offers these corollaries to
his rule that style precedes structure:
-It is more difficult to go from
decentralization to centralization of
authority than the reverse.
-Management decentralization can
come about only after the team has first
learned to work together in tight
harness.
-Decentralization can work only
-when the chief executive fully respects
the team members, and knows frdm
ofiservatioli their 'strengths and
weaknesses.
--Decentralization is no better than
the amount and reliability of information shared by-and with the team.
Decentralization, says Jennnings. is
an invitation to subordinates to grab
and hold power. It works only when the
Oktlef has clearly established a sense of

" COPY AVAILABLE

purpose and communicated it.
Jennings believes .President Carter
failed to establish a clear sense of purpose,and that "if he had delivered decisionmaking authority widely to department heads'he would have had sheer
chaos." .
Reagan, he says, has effectively
stated his purposes - build military
strength, rally the economy, reduce
government, for example - but may
have committed himself too strongly to
decentralization.
"To get control of government," he
said, "Reagan must have dedicated,
politically active department heads
who believe in his purpose and who
make decisions that are faithful to the
cause."
The President-elect, he said, may
have blundered if he has already committed himself to a decentralized structure rather than remaining flexible and
permitting a workable, compatible
structure to evolve.
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1.
EARTLINE
Heartline. is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies a ill be printed in thisscolumn.
TIEARTI.INE: Will Medicare pay for
diagnostic tests by an independent
laboratory? W.F.
ANSWER: Medicare's Medical Insurance iPart "B" I can help pay for
diagnostic tests if the laboratoryiacertified by Medicare for the services you
receive. Not all laboratories are certified by Medicare and some are only
61R AFF
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20'Years Ago

certified for certain kinds of tests. Your
doctor can usually tell you what
laboratories are certified for the tests
you need.
If you find that you occasionally need
information concerning your Medicare
coverage, our Heartline-s 1981 Guide to
Medicare is one of the best references
you could have. Itis written in easy-to
understand question and answer form,
like our column. It covers most of the
things you will ever need to know about
the Medicare program. To order your
copy, send $1.75 to Headline, Dept. M.
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.
HEARTI.INE: I have filed an application for a hearing before an administrative law judge-in an attempt to
receive Social Security disability
benefits which have previously been
denied me. Under what circumstances
might the administrative law judge reject my application for such a hearing?
L.S.
ANSWER: An administrative law
judge may diS'mjss the case under the
following circumstances: •
I. The claimant requests it.
2. The claimant does not appear at a
scheduled hearing or dies.
S. The request-was not filed within the
time limit.
4. The person was not a party to the
reconsideration.
5. -There has been a previous deter-mination or decision as to the rights of
the claimant on the same - facts and
issues now present, which has become
final.
HEARTLINE: I was in the Army
+4-++4-4•-#4-4-++4-4-4444-144
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Former Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield died July 23, 1970, afte:
being elected two times to the high county office, second term,
however, was cut short by declining health. His wife was appointed
to fill out the last two years of the office. Cohen was buried in
Hicks Cemetery. Sheriff Stubblefield's first term 1958-62 was one
of the most remarkable records of fulfillment• in the sheriff's office.
ever attained in Calloway County when not a single major crime
committed during his term of office failed to be resolved. In honor
_of this fine sccord, a plaque was erected in the main hall of the
court house, a constant reminder to future officeholders of one
sheriff's dedication to high principles.
Calloway County Public Library held a grand opening of the
cultural center August 4. It was the fulfillment of a project care.fully nourished to 'become a reality by ardent sponsors and must
be confessed a generous contribution to the general welfare through
improving good citizenship of all the qualities acceptable as being
desirable.
Despite every effort to elevate the high quality of good citizenship in Calloway County, there erupts a tragedy here and there
that shakes the foundation of our faith and 1970 was no exception.
Jackie Boyd, N years of age, was charged with the shotgun and
pistol death of his friend Eddie Hargrove, 25, in early August. Extensive manhunts were organized by state and county officers hut
to the piiblic appeared to be -lackadaisical or fearful in prosecution.
Suddenly Boyd appeared Aug. 12 at Bonner's Landing, only a few
miles from the site of the death of Hargrove, attempted to commandeer an automobile belonging to an Ohio family here on vacation. Owner of the car, S,amual F. Hamblin, 29, an Ohio state
trooper in civilain clothes, asked that he be permitted to get a few
personal belongings from the car. Granted, he took his service
weapon from the glove compartment and opened fire on Boyd
who collapsed after several shots were fired into his body. Falling,
Boyd began firing his weapon, one shot mortally penetrated. the
neck of the trooper's father, Charlie Hamblin, who died a few hours
later at the hospital.
•
Former tax commissioner Robert •Young died from• a heart
attack august 11 at the age of 56 after a meteroic career as a'
political leader and business man. During his life, native of New
Concord community, he operated the. Murray Milling Company,
managed a grocery and at the time of hit death was-a rural nide
postal carrier. The World War I veteran was buried in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
To Be Continued
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from Feb. 3, 1956, through Feb. 2, 1958,
and was honorably discharges. Recently I have become disabled due to an accident which was non-service connected. Am I eligible for any disability
payments from the VA? I.R.
. ANSWER: No. In order to be eligible
for VA pension, a veteran must have
had honorable service for 90 days or more, and that service must include at
least one day during a wartime period.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare cover
meals delivered to my home?
ANSWER: No. '

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 26, the
331st day of 1980. There are 35 days left
in the year.
On Nov. 25, 1.-9404.-508,1r Jews ittWarsaw; Poland, were ordered to live
within a walled ghetto.
On this date:
In 1764, the Roman Catholic Jesuit
religious order was suppressed in
France.
Ten years ago: A Bolivian disguised
as a'priest tried to kill Pope Paul VI in
the Philippine capital of Manila, but the
pontiff escaped injury.
Five years ago: A federal jury convicted Lynette "Squeaky" Fronune, a
member of the former Manson family. •
of attempting to assassinate President
Gerald Ford.
One year ago: Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini called on all Iranians to learn
how to handle weapons and urged the
nation to mobilize against the United
States.
Today's birthdays: Singer-actor
Robert Goulet is 47 years old. Former'
television commentator Eric.Sevareid
is 68. Artist George Segal is 56.
Thought for Today: When money
talks, nobody notices what grammar it
uses -anonymous.

Blanch Thebom, mezzo-soprano it
the Metropolitan Opera, will presented in a concert on Nov. 30 at titi
auditorium of Murray State College
This is being sponsored by the Murray
Civic Music Association.
Deaths reported include Harley Hall
72,and Mrs. Althea 0. Hamlin,87.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 45 of th•
First Methodist Church will hold its an
nual "Old Toy Roundup" on Nov. 29.
Mrs. Jo Ann Davis of Murray was
named as the first "Mrs. Murray
State" at the football game betweet•
Murray State and Southeast Missouri.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Edward Knight; a girl to Mr;an Mrs.
Donnye Grogan; twins,a boy and a-girl .
to Mr. and Mos. Bobby Hays: a girl I.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brunk:- and a ge
to Mr. andltIrSt Danny COnncii.
Elected as officers of the Altar S...
ty of St. Leo's Catholic Church Mrs. Ray Kern, Mrs. Al -Lampe. t'
Clarence Rohwedder, and Mrs. .1, t
Resig.

30 Years.Ago
Barkley Jones, Lynn Grove lirgh
School principal and State Represer
tative, won the Kentucky Farm Bureatt
Youth Speech contest held in Louisville.
He will represent the state in the national contest at Dallas, Texas, Dec. 1:
13.
Deaths reported include Sid Windsor
The hanks of Calloway County vvert
hosts for a recognition dinner f•ii
farmers of the county that participated
in the 1950 Green,Pastures Program
held .-at the Murray Woman's Cha
House with John F. Graham.
agricultural representative for the Kentucky Bankers Association, as speaker.
"Murray Electric linemen had the
cold job of putting up wiring for the
Christmas decorations. Will look
mighty good when it is all complete,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C
Williams.
Mrs. Fred Stone was hostess for the
meeting of the Women'%, Society of
Christian Service of Ote Goshen •
Methodist Church held at her home.

Humanely Speaking

Pet Stress
'Cold weather brings special problems
.and stresses for our pets. As in all such
matters, prevention is our aim. Thus
we need to make sure our pets start the
winter in good health. First, check to
see that all immunizations are up to
date. Next, a stool examination to
detect internal parasites ( worms) is
necessary. If parasites are found, proper treatment should follow. And, as
always, animals need regular grooming to condition the skin and discover
external parasites(fleas: mites I.
Feeding adjustments will need to be
made. Outside animals will need an increase in amount of feed. The colder it
is; the more feed will be net.dett to
maintain normal weight. Activity will
also affect feed requirements. Indoor
pets receiving minimal exercise may
require small, frequent feedings to get
needed nutrients. Inside cats will
benefit from a pot of sprouted wheat or
other grasses, and remember_ that only
healthy barn cats have the energy to
hunt mice. The animal's weight and
condition will be your best guide to
determine adjustments in feed, but all
feed should be clean and of feed quality.
Read labels. '
A plentiful supply of clean, fresh
water should always be available to
your animals.- Be sure the water is not
frozen.Grazing animals now eating dry
hay will need more water than when
they were on pasture.
Bad weather and short days may interfere with proper exercies of pets, so
it is important to establish a daily
routine and stick with it. A brisk walk is
one of the best ways to exercise a dog.
_Lunging ortureing-oet wiltdo.for large_
animals. Lack of exercise will lead to
poor muscle tone and boredom, both of
which can lead to other, more serious
problems.
When you bring your pet in from ex-

ercise, check the pati
..'•
If they have been in contact v,itti lc, melting chemicals, wash pads with
warm water. Hoofed animals need to be
checked also and ice packs removed.
Shelter is a necessity. In winter tit,
best location is a sunny. dry area
Animals need protection from the wind
and drafts. Shelters for dogs and cats
should have a windbreak at the en
trance. A heavy fabric tacked over the
door wilt do. The shelter should be no
larger than necessary. It should allow
the animal to enter and lie comfortably,
but too large a shelter will- result in
body heat loss. The shelter should be
clean and dry with bidding five inches
thick; this can be straw or clean rags.
Soiled bedding must be replaced at once. If your pet will not leave bedding
in the shelter, tack it down with largeheaded nails or replace it as necessary.
Last, the shelter should be four to six inches off the ground to prevent dampness.
Large animals also need protection
from wind and weather, and a dry,
draft-free spot to rest. This will keep
them both comfortable and healthy,
and since they will burn up less of their
feed trying to maintain their body
temperature, they will require less
feed. In fact, unsheltered large animals
eequire approximately one-third more
feed to get them through the winter
than animals whose basic needs are
providtd.
Before giving any of your animals additional vitamins or supplements,
check with your vet. Too much of a good
thing may.cause problems•-: • •
An investment of time and effort now
towards your animals' health and comfort will save much needless suffering
and expense once winter settles over us
in earnest.
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing
Dept.

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid's Dept.

Prices Good Thru Nov. 30

Prices Good Thru Nov. 30

American 6-Foot Balsam

35
Lights

Christmas Tree
Beautiful snow covered tree, pre-shaped
flame retardant 114 tips, with stand
use year after year
No 72-114-23

HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY.'

ome items not exactl

Entire Stock

Wintuk Yarn

Gold No. 7138, Clear No. 7136, Red No,
7139, Blue No. 7134

t

Stock Up
Now
And
Save!

Brachs Medallion

Funster California
Walnuts
1

•

Funster Fancy
Mixed Nuts

Sale

Adjustable Razor

Pratt
Austin _
Big Deal
Boxed
Stationary
100 Sheets
30 Envelopes
No 77-411

Sale

99'

Contains 8 Oz.
Aqua Velva
Ice Blue After Shave

$239

Panty Tights

4 8. 5 Buckle
100 00 Waterproof
Long Wearing

Reg. 51.99

$389
No 3384 sate

$995

Now Only

1388

Ingraham Digital
Alarm Clock

Special Selection
5 Buckle Sale Price

Lighted Digits/Repeat Alarm

Men's

1 488

Either Style
Save $5.11

Work
Boots

$

Toastee Sox

On Sale

$277

Bonnet Adjusts For
Child or Adult Use.
3 Heat Settings
Sturdy Luggage Style Carrying Case

Model HD-21 Sale

Hulk, Spiderman,
Batman, Wonderwomen
4 1 1"tO 8 1/2"

Roycine 9-Piece Home
Hair Trimming Set

Cleans electro-sonically in
minutes, removes tarnish stains
and dullness, gives your jewelry
that like new sparkle, complete
with cleaner.

$

99

Sale

'By Oster
Complete Set Includes
Clipper, Barber Shears,
4 Guide Attachments, Barber Comb,
Blade Guide, Storage Troy, Oil, Trim The
Entire Family With Complete Confidence
No. 274-09

87

Clairol 20
Instant
Hair
Setter
For Quick Setting,
Lasting Curls, 20 Exclusive Rollers
Lightweight, Compact Case

$1988

Meow= no or

Cleo Beautiful
Holiday Bows

..47C

Cleo 3 Jumbo Rolls
Christmas Gift-Wrapping Paper

Ladies

Denim
Jeans

20%

•

Ladies

Thermal
Underwear
$399
Print

Off

$

Entire Stock

Men's

Men's & Boys

Sweaters
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Shirts
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Reduced

"By Clairol''
1200 Watts, 3 Watt_
Settings, Fold Up Handle
Snap Qn Concentrator

Model MD-1 Sale

$349
Tops or Bottoms
S-M-L-XL

Entire Stock
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Solid White

One For The Road
Compact Travel
Dryer

Paper 8 Foil, 3 Jumbo Rolls, 8 Sq. Ft.
No. 256-2941

Save Now

Levi, Wrangler,
Viscount and
Many More
Junior & Misses

To Complete Your
Holiday Gift Packages,
with stick on backing
25 Bows
No 504-0111

Cleo Christmas
Gift Wrap

Reg. 3.49

Sale

$2277

Gem Sonic
Jewelry
Cleaner

No 872 Sale $

1 49

$

4 Buckle Sale Price

G.E. Portable
Hair
Dryer

Brush release hair spins free for no more tangles, mist to
help set hair and help prevent drying, dual voltage for
worldwide travel. Model H81640

Cf) 9771

Over Shoes

Model 59-030 Sale

Norelco
Curly Plus
Curling
Brush With Mist

100 Sq. Ft.

Children's Seamless

MO/

$1237

S XL

Uniroyal
Red Ball

1"!

Your fingers set the action for soothing, relaxing
penetrating swedish Style Massage

I.

$988

Sale

After Shave Lotion and Stick Deodorant

41111Fge"'

Model C20-S Sale

By Wrangler
Reg. $12.99 Save $3.11

Old
Spice
Gift
Set

Wahl
Swedish
Style
Massager

Model 4300 Sale

Shirts

,,$4298

Aqua
Velva
Gold Bar
Decanter

In

Men's Flannel

Twin blade action, floating heads, closer
shoves and still no "gotche 9 settings,
pop-up trimmer, easy flip up cleaning.
Model HP1601

$5298

Ti;

Gray, Camel, Navy
& Burgandy

Sale
Two Controls Reg, 38.99 Sale $25.99

Rotatract

With new twin action retractable blade,,
to beat all wet shaves, 3 floating heads
9 settings, pop up trimmer.
Model HP1318
Una IT OR

21

Norelco

-0 • j New Norelco Rotatract
Rechargeable Razor

99

1

A

CI

Wrangler,
Over The Top

One Control - Reg. 32.99

;77

Sole99 C

Sale $1 09

Boys Sizes 8-14
Student Sizes 26-29
Mens Sizes 29-36

Including Christmas Yarn

Electric
Blanket

Heat Resistant, Non-Allergenic,
Completely Washable. Ideal size
with pillow.
$
No. 1625-70
Sale NI

Real Milk Chocolate
No 2'611/ 9 Oz

Reduced To

St. Mary's

Restwell Wicker
Design Pet Bed

Chocolate Covered
Cherries

Lb Bag Sale 894

88'

Sale $269

I, •nlre-111;
'

vatiur

as •ictured

Sterling Miniature
Light Set

$2997
015V .41

PA

Off

98

ur Reg. to to Price

15

•.

s- xi
Reg. Price

S7.99-S9.19

la

eve

Save Uji To $4.80
Boys Sizes
S-XL
Men's Sizes
S-L
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MSU's Hold On 10th Called 'A Joke'

Division I-AA Poll
By The Associated Press
The Top 10 teams in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division I-AA football
poll, with this season's records and points:
1. *Lehigh
9-0-2 44
2. Grambling
9-1-0 43
3. Eastern Kentucky
9-2-0 39
(tie)S. Carolina State
10-1-0 39
5. Western Kentucky
9-1-0 35
6. Delaware
9-2-0 30
7. *Boise State
8-3-0 29
8. N.W. Louisiana State
8-3-0 24
9. Boston Univ.
9-2-0 20
10. Connecticut
7-3-0 16
(tie) Massachusetts
7-3-0 16
(tie) Murray State
9-2-0 16
*Clinched playoff berth.

30

I.

(Continued From Page One)
Western 5th this week). EKU's opponents recorded
51 wins,
67 loses and one tie while Western's had 48 wins,60 losses
and
one tie. Who did play the tougher schedule?
"I cannot justify Eastern being ranked over Western,"
New Hampshire athletic director Mooradian said. "When we
have our conference Sunday morning to pick the last two
teams, the committee will have to come up with some good
reasons why Western is ranked below Eastern.
"I would have to listen long and hard to the southern
representative," he said.
"I think Murray State has a great team, but we cannot rate
all the OVC teams 1, 2, 3,4," Mooradian pointed out. "I do not
think their being rated 10th is an indication of what we think
of the teams.
"Where would you want to move Murray?" the New Hampshire representative said. "A lot of teams are pretty well
bunched up as far as the quality of the teams.
"I have my doubts about South Carolina State. I have voiced my opinion when it comes to comparing the schedules. I do

not think they play as tough a schedule," Mooradian continued.
"As far as I am concerned, I have always been in favor of
Northwestern Louisiana. I think they play a tough schedule
even though they lost some games earlier in the season."
Miles said he understands the concern of Murray fans
about the poll but pointed out that he feels "they're doing a
good job." He said it's difficult for the committee in many instances because of the lack of intersectional play among 1-AA
schools.
"In all honesty, we try to keep any bias out of the poll,"
Miles said. He pointed out that Combs of Eastern Kentucky
and Hunter of South Carolina State will be replaced by alternates this weekend when the conference call is held to select
the remaining two teams for the four-team I-AA championships.
Lehigh has already locked up the bid from the East and
Boise State will represent the West. One team from the South'
will get an invitation and one school will be invited at large.
The remaining two slots in the playoffs will be filled prior

Calloway Teams Sweep,
Tigers Split In Jamboree
In the Calloway County Middle School basketball jamboree held at Calloway last
night,the Laker boys and girls
team swept their games from
Mayfield by scores of 20-2 and
23-12, respectively, while Murray split its games with
Puryear, with the girls winning, 17-13, and the boys falling
in overtime,20-18.
The Calloway County boys
were sparked by guard Mark
Waldrop, who came off the
bench to pick up two steals
and three assists along with
five points. Waldrop helped
rally the takers from a 6-0
deficit with just over eight
minutes remaining in the 15minute game.
The Laker girls were never
tested by Mayfield as they ran
their lead to 20-0 before the
final Mayfield basket Terri
Malcolm paced Calloway with
eight points,five rebounds and
two assists.
In the Murray girls win,
I.eslie Thompson scored
eights points in helping her
team jump out to a 10-1 lead
before holding off a late
Puryear rally.
Johnie Johnson did almost
everything for the Murray
boys but win the Tigers' game
against Puryear. Johnson had
10 points, including the game-

lannel
rts
ingler
Save $3.11

88
Sizes S-XL
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tying free throw, but was riot
enough despite his two points
in the overtime.
Murray 17, Puryear 13
Murray 117) — Leslie
Thompson 8, Ann Harcourt 2,
Kim Greene 2, Mel Jackson 2,
Michelle Hounshel 2, Sheri
Swift 1.
Puryear 13) — Denise
Lassiter 6, Kim Underwood 4,
Pam Gallimore 2, Lori Osborn
1.

to balloting on the final season poll, Miles said.
• • •
Members of the I-AA committee are appointed for three
year terms and can only be re-elected for one successive
term, Miles said. Also, he pointed out, an individual may only
serve on the committee a total of nine years.
Any NCAA member insititution can submit nominations
for committee vacancies and those nominations are consider
by the NCAA "committee on committees." The committee
on conunittees then makes a recommendation to the NCAA
convention. That recommendaton, Miles said, is "almost
always" approved.
Boise State's Smith is chairman of the committee this year
His term and Mooradian's term expire this year while
Hunter's term expires in 1983 and CoMbs'in 1982.
Miles said that any time a committee member's school is
involved in a ballot, that member is replaced on the panel by
an alternate. The committee members regularly receive input from an advisory panel in their region, he added.
"As division I-AA grows," Miles said, "there will be a need
for realignment."
Present the division is made up of 46 teams with 22 of them
in the south region, 15 in the east and nine in the west. One
team from each of the three regions along with one team at
large is selected for the playoffs.
Miles said he could not forsee expanding the playoffs to
eight teams until the division reaches a total of 64 member institutions. Next year, he said, he expects three schools to
move up to 1-AA from Division II and three I-A schools made
drop back a notch.
Miles said that the committee has considered splitting I-AA
into four divisions but, with a four-team playoff, that would
eliminate the at large bid and would obligate the committee
to take on team from each region into the championships

Gottfried Contacted
By Other Schools,
Busy With Job Here

Puryear 20, Murray 18
Puryear (20) — Randy
Puckett 10, Thomas Puckett 4,
Kenny Suter 4, Jimmy Spicer
2.
Murray (18) — Johnie
Johnson 10, Jay Wells 4, Paul
Dailey 2, Mark West 2.

Having been reported to be
under serious consideration
for the head coaching positions at Cincinnati, Memphis
State and Kent State, Murray
State football coach Mike
Gottfried said today that he
had been contacted about a
couple of jobs.
The only thing I can say is
that I am working hard here
trying to do a job," Gottfried

Calloway 20, Mayfield 2
Calloway County (20) —
Terri Malcolm 8, Kelly
Jamison 3, Amy Bryan 2,
Angie Reeder 1.
Mayfield (2) — Kim Barnes
2.

said. The situation here has
been super and I feel comfortable in my position.
When the other schools call
and say they are interested in
talking to me, I am willing to
talk to them.
•'These coaching changes
move fast at this time of the
year. We are in our toughest
part of the year here."

MSU Defense Still First

Calloway 23, Mayfield 12
Calloway County (23) —
Frank Wise 6, Mark Waldrop
5, Todd Contri 4, John Mark
Potts 4, Brad Skinner 4.
Mayfield (12) — Toure Conner 10, Marty McClure 2.

IT'S A HAR(D)COURT GAME — Murray Middle School guard (Ann
Harcourt, facing) goes to the floor after a loose
ball as three Puryear players(right) try to take it away in the Tigers' 17-13
win.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

In this week's NCAA Division I-AA statistics, the Murray State defense has
solidified its position as tbe top
team in fewest points allowed
at 9.1 a game.

The Racers also moved to
second in total defense at 203.4
yards a game to 193.5 allowed
by Massachusetts and to
fourth in passing defense at
101.7 yards.

Phillie Slugger Is Unanimous Choice

Schmidt Wins NL MVP

Dts

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Mike
Schmidt, power-hitting third
baseman for the world champion Philadelphia Phillies,
was named the National
League's Most Valuable
Player today in a unanimous
vote of the Baseball Writers
Association of American.
Schmidt collected all 24
firstplace votes from a BBWA
committee comprised of two
writers from each National
League city. Gary Carter of
the Montreal Expos and Jose
Cruz of the Houston Astros

aIe

1999
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ns & Boys

finished second and third, strength of his remarkable
respectively, and were the on- .390 average,Schmidt slugged
ly other players named on all his way to the NI.award.
24 ballots.
His average was only .286,
Schmidt joined Orlando but his 48 homers, 121 runs
Cepeda, the winner in 1967 for batted in and .624 slugging
the St. Louis Cardinals, as the percentage each led the
only unanimous NI. MVP in league. The No.2 slugger in
history.
the NI., Jack Clark of San
Schmidt is the third Francisco, had a slugging
Philadelphia Phillies player to average 107 percentage points
win the award, and the first in lower than Schrnidt's.
30 years. Jim Konstanty won
The 48 homers by Schmidt
in 1950 and Chuck Klein in were a major-league record
1932.
for a third baseman, breaking
Unlike George Brett, who the previous mark of 47 by Edwon the AL MVP award last die Mathews.
week primarily on the
The 31-year-old slugger also

Northern Edges MSU In Final Seconds
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. Racers also lost the reboun— The Murray State women's ding battle, 49-35.
basketball team dropped its
The winners hit 30 of 63 field
second game in three outings goal attempts for 47.6 percent
Monday night as four Nor- while Murray made 34 of 72 for
themn Kentucky free throws in 47.2 percent.
the final 11 seconds clinched a
The MSU guards, Janet'
78-74 win.
Lynn and Janice McCracken,
The Lady Racers had rallied led the scoring with 22 and 16
from a nine-point deficit to tie points, respectively. Jeanette
the game at 74-all with 49 Rowan was the Racers'
seconds after having trailed, leading rebounder with 12.
41-37, at halftime.
Murray was still playing
Northern had 24 more at- without Bridgette Wyche, who
tempts at the free throw line, is expected to return after
conneng on 18 of 32, while Thanksgiving.
MSU it six of eight. The
The Racers are now 0-1 in

the KWIC.
NKU 78, MSU 74
Northern Kentucky (78) —
Jennifer Lyons 16, Janet
Brungs 16, Nancy Dickman 11,
Nancy Williams 9, Amy
Flaugher 8, Barb Harkins 6,
Sharon Mattingly 6, Brend4Ryan 2, Debbie Elwer 2.
Murray State (74) — Laura
Lynn 22, Janice McCracken
16, Jeanette Rowan 13, Cheri
Nagreski 6, Nancy Flynn 4,
Diane Oakley 4, Shelly
Steinkoenig 4, Lori Barrett 2,
Marla Kelsch 2.
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was the MVP of ;he World
Series, in which the Phillies
beat Kansas City in six games.
The regular-season MVP
balloting is done before the
playoffs.
Schmidt amassed 336 points
with his 24 first-place votes,
each of which was worth 14
points. A second-place vote
was worth nine, third eight,
etc.
Carter got 193 points to
finish second and Cruz 166 for
third.
Schmidt was at his best in
the last weeks of the season,
when the Phillies were locked
in a do-or-die pennant race
with Montreal and Pittsburgh.
Schmidt had 13 homers in
September and hit one in each
of Philadelphia's last four
games, including a dramatic
game-winning blast in the 11th
inning Oct. 4 against the Expos to clinch the division title.
From Sept. 1 on, he hit .304,
drove in 27 runs and had a .p88
slugging percentage.
s "This year, we found a way
to win at an important time in
the season," Schmidt said.
"That's so important,g ore so
than great statistics. That's
what every team wants to find
— a way to win."
"If he isn't a runnaway
MVP. I've never seen one,"
said teammate Tim McCarver, a major-leaguer since
1959, before the playoffs.
"This was also the year he
emerged as a real,leader. He
was the guy the players looked
up to to carry them offensively. And he kept doing it, which
just reinforced their confidence and his."
"He's the only guy. I know
who gets no cheapies,"- said
teammate Pete Rose, "Greg
Luzinski gets them. George
Foster gets . them, Steve
Garvey gets them, and I get
them. But not Mike Schmidt.
He gets out in front of the ball,
he doesn't top it. you can't jam
him and he always hits it
hard."

ISMS
804 Chestnut

753-6656

FREE
Pepsi,
Pizza,
Sandwiches,
T-Shirts
with a
Mr. Gatti's
Coupon

You
May
Win
This
Giant
Santa
Claus

In Celebrating Christmas, Mr. Gatti's is having a. . .

Santa Give-Away-Contest
Receive a coupon upon purchase which entitles
you to a FREE Pepsi, pizza. sandwich and T-Shirt
and it may be one of the 50.coupons'eligible for the
drawing. Contest starts Monday.
Drawing To Be Held 6:00 P.M. Sunday
Dec. 21, 1980
,

•
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Defending Champ Retires From Fight, Boxing In Eighth Round

Will

Leonard Wrests WBC Crown From Duran By TKO
waved referee Octavio Meyran not to believe there was some
Um.
two points, 68-66, on the cards
Leonard away as the boxing misunderstood Duran's ac- legitimate reason for it," said
"This time, I boxed," said of judges Mike Jacobs and
technician advanced on him.
tion. It looked as if the champ trainer Ray Arcel.
NEW ORLEANS API —
Sugar Ray, who tried to slug it Jean Deswert, and a single
Leopard was ahead on the
The judges had Duran was showing contempt for
Sugar Ray Leonard, an artist
out with Duran in their first point, 67-66, on the card of
slightly behind on points when Leonard, saying to his oppo- cards of all three judges, winin the sometimes brutal
meeting and lost the WBC title judge James Brinunell.
he turned his back on the nent,"No,you can't hurt me." ning four of the seven rounds. to his opponent June 20 in
business of boxing, is World
Sugar Ray seized the offenmeans
a
was
by
no
fight
But
it
.
The
referee
waved
the
career so uniquely suited to
Boxing Council welterweight
Montreal. "I'm versatile. He sive at the start of the round,
fight
and
that's
why
onesided
on and Sugar Ray crashed a
the man.
champion again, wresting the
couldn't change tactics. I tagging Duran with three
"I' was surprised," said right to Duran's midsection. its sudden ending raised some could."
crown from Roberto Duran
quick left jabs in the first half
Leonard. "I don't know why Again the champ walked eyebrows. Officials of the
who quit the fight and boxing
Leonard set the tone for the minute. The men fought on
he quit. He just stopped throw- away, shaking his head from Louisiana State Athletic Com- fight in the first two rounds. fairly even terms for the rein the middle of a remarkable
ing punches and walked away. side to side and waving mission said Duran's • $8 He came out jabbing, sticking mainder of the round when
Leonard off. It was over and a million purse would be Duran with IRts and scoring suddenly, Duran decided he'd
I took full advantage."
"Um tired of fighting," said
the man whose fast, powerful
At first, both Leonard and stunned crowd saw the green withheld pending a medical with effective counter punches had enough and simply walktitle belt taken away from the examination of the Panama- every time the champion at- ed away.
man who was many things, nian.
tacked.
,
He left behind a remarkable
"I've never seen anything
but never before a quitter.
Duran, whose swarming career. The loss was his first
Emile
before,"
said
like
that
"At the end of the fifth
style has always made him a in eight years and only the seround, I got cramps in my Bruneau, chairman of the crowd favorite, kept stalking cond in 74 professional fights.
stomach and it kept getting commission. "The trainers Leonard and paying the price He held the lightweight chamworse and worse," Duran said don't even know what happen- as Sugar Ray repeatedly tagg- pionship from 1972 until 1978
later. "I felt weaker and ed."
ed him coming in.
when he relinquished it to
.A LE X SACHARE
expansion club against power- cut the Sixers' lead to 67-61 Nuggets didn't threaten after weaker in my body and
Jerry White, a member of
Leonard seemed to regain move up to the welterweight
AP Sports Writer
ful Philadelphia with op- with 4:32 left in the third that.
the commission, said, "We control of the tempo in the division.
arms."
The best played the worst in timism.
Center Swen Nater added 26
quarter. But the 76ers
have to give some explana- sixth round, stinging Duran
Then came the shocker.
Together with Leonard,
the National Basketball
"You can't go into a game outscored the Mays 10-2 over points and 20 rebounds for the
"I am retiring from boxing tion. Some people paid $1,000 with a series of lefts. Then, in Duran generated two of the
Association, with predictable just hoping for a 10-point the next 1:58, with Erving get- Clippers, while Dan Issel and right now," he said. "There to watch this and they don't
the seventh,the challenger did biggest paydays in boxing
results.
loss," said Motta. "Heck, ting seven of those points, to David Thompson led the Nug- will be no more fights. I'm know what happened."
the unthinkable. He taunted history. Sugar Ray earned $10
Julius Erving scored 15 of we're in the NBA. If you don't break the game open.
gets with 20 points each.
Superdome
crowd
the
What
tired of fighting."
Duran, mocked the macho million and Duran got $1.5
his 41 points in the third think you can win, if you don't
Hawks 112, Blazers 108
Motta blamed the loss on
And so one of the great of about 30,000 fans saw was a champion and dared him to do million for their first fight in
quarter as the Philadelphia think you belong, then get sloppy ballhandling. -When
John Drew's 34 points careers in the ring ended with lesson in ring artistry ad- something
about it.
Montreal June 20. This time
76ers pulled away to a 108-92 out."
you play the best team in the helped Atlanta win its third in a suddeness that even his ministered by Leonard
By now, the fight had swung they split $15 million with
victory over the Dallas
In other NBA games, the world,if you expect to win you a row and handed Portland its seconds failed to completely straight out of the boxing tex- back in
Leonard's direction. Duran getting $8 million and
Mavericks Tuesday night. San Diego Clippers beat the can't pass the ball the way we 10th straight road lass.
tbook.
comprehend.
All three judges gave him the Leonard $7 million.
Philadelphia's 20-3 record is Denver Nuggets 108-94 and the did," he said.
The Hawks scored the first
"The name of the game this seventh round and two of them
"I was shocked," said cut
Next for Leonard could be
the best in the NBA, while the Atlanta Hawks edged the
11 points of the game,led by as man Freddie Brown. "There time was boxing and scientific gave
Clippers 108, Nuggets 94
him the sixth, as well. World Boxing Association
expansionAavericks are 3-20. Portland Trail Blazers 112-108.
Reserve guard Freeman many as 17 points late in the
was no indication he was in techniques," said Leonard, But Duran certainly was still welterweight king Tommy
Philadelphia Coach Billy
The. victory at Dallas was Williams scored 28 points, 19 first quarter and were never
pain or getting weak."
whose dancing and darting in the hunt when the eighth Beams. But the money must
Cunningham said that despite the 10th straight road win for of them in the second quarter, headed.
"I've been with him too long jabs drove Duran to distrac- round began. He trailed by be right:
Dallas' poor record, he hadn't the Sixers, who lead Boston by as San Diego beat Denver.
taken the Mavericks lightly.
five games in the Atlantic
Denver trailed 80-71 enter"No game is a tuneup Division. "We've gotten out of ing the fourth quarter but
_game," he said. "We came to the chute pretty good," said scored the first five points of
play this game and win."
Cunningham, -but we've still the period. But Williams made
And Dallas Coach Dick Mot- got a long way to go."
a threepoint basket, two free
-•
ta said he had approached the
A basket by Jim Spanarkel. throws and a dunk to give San
have cramps, too. "Why can't physically."
went along began piling up a still is a great champion.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
. unenviable task of sending his who led Dallas with 20 points. Diego an 11-point lead and the
people
accept
that
I
beat
Duran, dour yet showing no
Leonard
resented
the
sugAll
the
slight
advantage.
AP Special Correspondent
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — while, Duran fought back with gestion that his victory car- Roberto Duran. I am ver- outward disappointment, was
"I beat him fair and satile. I was able to change niy pushed into a white station
Exit a great champion. Hail a tigerish ferocity.
ried a taint because of the square'," Sugar Ray insisted. tactics. Duran wasn't. I oiW wagon and hauled away under
fresh-faced young hero.
"If somebody hit you astard fought him and confused him. the heavy guard of his en- The bookies in Las Vegas unusual way the fight ended.
The end in the eighth round as I hit Roberto you would I beat him mentally instead of tourage.
and London would have laid
100-1 odds against the bizarre came with dramatic sudfinish of the Superfight in the •deness and chaos. Nobody
Olympic Plaza
Phone 753-2380
0E1 N 12th Murray. hy
Superdome Tuesday night knew exactly what happened
that
saw Sugar Ray Leonard until the first emissaries inSERVICE
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION
jumping with joy in the middle vaded Duran's quarters and
'
of the ring while stunned at- even then the mystery retendants hovered around the mained unsolved.
The Louisiana State Athletic
beaten World Boxing Council
welterweight
champion, Commission immediately imI:
pounded Duran's purse,
Roberto Duran.
High Potency Formula
,i1Ci.
With
it was quick and merciful, estiamted at $8 million.
."t3
The
big
sports
arena
buzzed
confusing.
but madly
:
Just In!
'
310.
With 2:44 gone in the eighth with speculation. Was Duran
New
....
round of a furiously waged really hurt bad enough to
$379
New Shipment For Christmas
Shipment
battle and only a few points quit? Had .this legendary
Of Perfumes : separating the combatants,. street fighter taken all the
60's
punishment he could stand
For Christmas : the ,29-year-old Panamanian
street fighter known as"Stone and decided himself to throw
•
One Group
C0.424:e
I •
Hands"'turned and walked in the imaginary towel? Did
he simply choose to take his
away.
"I quit," he said after the reported $8 million purse and
wave 'of near hysteria and run?
In short,did he dog it? Fight
disbelief had settled.
He wasn't knocked down. He, fans will be debating the matBy HAL BOCK

AP Sports Writer

trainer, said. Henrique said
Duran was OK and that he had
merely entered the hospital
for a checkup—though not the
checkup which boxing officials said they would require.
The proud Duran walked into retirement a ring legend.
Frustrated from chasing
Leonard and complaining of
stomach cramps and
weakness in his arms, he quit
unexpectedly with 16 worlds

style earned him the
nicknanie Hands of Stone and
the admiration of his native
Panama and of people
throughout Latin America.
Duran, who quit fighting in
the 8th round because of what
he said were artn and stomach
problems, spent the.night in
Baptist Hospital here, said
I.uis Henrique, an interpreter
attached to the Panamanian
embassy. He confirmed what
Angelo Dundee, Leonard's

left in the 6th round. He

Best-Worst Clash Has Predictable
Results As Sixers Trounce Dallas

. Exit Great Champion, Hail Fresh Hero
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was apparently unhurt. He ter for years.
was still very much in the Leonard was miffed when
fight in which all three judges he was repeatedly prodded to
had Leonard ahead by two give some explanation of
Duran's strange surrender.
points or less.
"I don't know why the man
"I will never fight again,"
he added later in the hectic quit," Sugar Ray said.
dressing room while a handful "Something terribly wrong
of reporters and his red, white must have happened to him.
and blue bedecked entourage Don't knock him. He has a
great heart. He has been and
hovered over his shoulders.

"I got cramps in the
. stomach.
Camera
My arms got tired,!
. started getting weak.So I quit:
Bags Er
"I will never fight again."Flashes
.
"Are you serious? Do you
For
• mean 'never?" asked skepChristmas ' tics.
"Never," the bearded
.-: Panamanian replied through
.., With Coupon.. .
his interpreter,,,Luis HenriSend k-que. "I have been fighting a '
'
• long time. I am tired of the
Strong Medicine For Colds
Your
-,
sport.
ti.
treIt
,, is time for me to
Christmas
Greetings
No one could ever have imagined such a docile surrender
With The
from the bearded, brawling
Best...
ring killer from the ghettos of
Guarare who learned his skills
-Ambassador
$
with street gangs, who once
Christmas
decked a horse with a single
40z
punch and who as "the best
Cards
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Quality!

fighter in the world poundforpourid" had battered out 72
victories against a single loss.
He had ruled both the
lightweight and welterweight
-divisions with a reign of terror.
The wise guys had predicted
he would demolish the 24yearold Leonard from whom
he had seized the WBC crown

Coupon 1 ::
k.• .: last Junk. "They'll have to
:.: scrape ol''Stone Hands' off
the canvas to beat him," they
:.: said.
Whata shock.
:Quality Developing Et Printing
But not to Leonard."I knew
••
• I would beat him when I step12 Exp.
•• ped into the ring," Sugar Ray
.. said. •
Not to Leonard:s trainer24 Exp. $3.69
-: manager. "Duran quit
36 Exp. $5.79
:- 'because(he Miran got whip.. ped,"said Angelo Dundee.
We process Kodak, Fuji, Focal and all other
••
Leonard fought masterfully.
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Moving and sucking, he took
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Wildcat Coach Also Not Sure His Team Is Class Of South

Hall Cannot Understand UK's No. 1 Ranking
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA API — Coach
Joe B. Hall says he's having
trouble understanding why his
Kentucky Wildcats, a young
team with eight freshmen and
sophomores on its 12-player
roster, earned the No.1 ranking in The Associated Press
preseason college basketball
poll.
"I'm a little bewildered by
the pick," said Hall. "I can't
visualize how we got picked
No.1 in the nation."
Hall even has trouble with
his Wildcats being picked the
class of the South, a region
that also features such potential national powers as defending
NCAA
champion
Louisville, Atlantic Coast Conference favorite Maryland
and a fellow Southeastern
Conference team that beat
Kentucky twice in three
games last season — Louisiana State.
"ISU deserves a higher
ranking than we do," said
Hall.
"There's not much reasoning in picking an inexperienc-

ed team No.1," he added.
"Last year's champion,
Louisville, and the runnerup,
UCLA,each have four starters
back."
He also lauded the potential
of DePaul, Indiana, Oregon
State, Maryland and North
Carolina.
"We enjoy the situation
because it's a long time before
we have to prove anything so
it's a good time to be picked
No.1," Hall said.
Kentucky, seeking its 33rd
SEC championship and winner of five national titles in its
colorful history, may be inexperienced, but the 'Cats are
loaded with what many call
the best young talent in the nation.
For starters there's Sam
Bowie, a 7-foot sophomore
who got some added experience last summer when he
made the U.S. Olympic team.
There has been considerable
praise for freshmen Melvin
Turpin, another 7-footer, and
Dicky Beal and Jim Master,
the latter guards Kentucky it
counting on to help take up the

slack from the loss of AllAmerican Kyle Macy.
Fred Cowan is the veteran
of the bunch, the only senior
expected to receive much
playing time. Dirk Minniefield, a speedster, will run
the show from point guard.
If the Wildcats get a
challenge within the SEC, it
should come from MU; which
posted a 26-6 record last
season, the most victories in
the school's history. The
Bengals feature a pair of exceptional performers in fleet
guard Ethan Martin and forward Durand Macklin.

Coach Denny Crum said
history doesn't favor the Cardinals since there has been no
repeater in the final four in the
past four years and there
hasn't been a repeat national
champion since UCLA did it in
1973.
With Kentucky leading the
way,the South had five teams
ranked among the top 13 in the
preseason poll. Louisville was

ranked No.3, Maryland No.4,
Virginia No.8, ISU No.12 and
North Carolina No.13.
Maryland got the nod in the
ACC because of Olympian
Buck Williams and Albert
King, last year's Player of the

lour yet showing no
isappointment, was
to a white station
I hauled away under
guard of his en-

Ic.

Eameni Contreras.
Atlantic Division
W
I.
Pet GB
Philadelphia
3
.870 AI
Begin
13
6
.644
5
New York
13
7
.650
54
WashuiRon
8 13
.381 11
New Jersey
8 14
.364
Central Division
M dwaulte.
18
5
783
Inchana
12 10
.545
5's
Chicago
9 12
.429
8
Atlanta
8 13
.381
9
(levdand
7 16
.304 11
Detret
6 16
.228 ll'a
Western Conference
Midwest Division
San Antisuo
15
7
.682
Utah
12
9
.571
2`4
Houston
9 11
.650
5
Kansas(Lt..,
9 14
391
Denver
8 13
.381
6'7
Dallas
3 20
130 12'1
Pacific Division
Phoenix
18
4
.818
Lai Angeles
16
7
.696
Giaden State
13
8
619
4",
10 12
Seattle
455
San Diego
8 15
348 lOis
7 15
Portlarsi
318 11
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 112, Portland 106
Philadelphia 106, Dallas 92 *
San Diego 106 Denver 94
Wednesday's Games
Portland at Boston
New York at Cleveland
Atlanta at Indiana
Utah at Detroit
Cuomo at San Antisuo
New Jersey at Kansas
Philadelphia at Houston
San Diego at Denver
Seattle at Phoenix

TENNLS
MELBOURNL:, Australia API - Thirdseeded Nana Mmdhkova whipped Elizabeth
little of Australia. 7-6, 6-2 and Britain's Sig
Barter ousted Amenain Diane Deskt. 6-2,
63 in the second round of the $200,000
Austrahan Open women's tennis tournament
In matches invotvuig Americans, Pam
Shrtver beat Sue Sahba of Australia 6-1, 7-5,
thndy Reynolds defeated Renate Tonanova
of Ibectosiovalua 6-4. 6.2; Betsy Nageisen
downed Diane Mormon 62, 6,3, Barbara
lialkaust Ilandled Kerryn Pratt of Australia
6-1.6.3. I grimy Morse defeated Australian
Brenda Cation, 6,3, 7-5, and fourtheeeded
Wendy Randal bested tale L'arood,6-2. 6-3
FOOTBALL
NEW °WEANS t AP - The New
Orleans Saints fired flick Nolan who, after
the two meat successful wasons in the Iranfuse's history, failed to win even once
ay,ainst 12 National Football league opponents this year
Dick Stanfel, the Saints' offensive line
conch since 1976, will serve as interun New
Orleans heed coach hr the rest if the season
GENERAL
LINCOLN, Neb. t API - University of
Nebraska basketball Cnoph Joe Opnano
bed at Bryan Memorial Lictiatal following
an 18-month battle with cancer He was 49

By The Asnociated Preis
BASEBALL
American Imam
SEATTIE MARINERS - Named Tommy Davis to the coaching staff.
FOOTILAII.
National Football League
CINCINNATI BENGAIS - Signed
Slider Suggs, safety, and Jim Breech.
placekicker Waived Sandro Vitiello,
*Mocker.
GROIN BAY PACKERS -- Signed Jan
Renee*, placelocker. Waived Tom Raney.
placeiciaer.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS - Fired Dick
Nolan, Mad coach Named Dick Slanfel, interim head coach
WASHINGTON IILIISKENS
Slimed
Kim McQuillan. quarterteck. Released Joe
Joms, defermve end, and Dan Pettis.
center
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Patrick Division
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I hiladelphia
15 5 3 92 54 33
N.Y Islanders
13 5 5 98 78 31
iSltary
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6 6 8 68 al 20
Washington
N.Y. Rangers
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Smythe Divinica
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St lam
Vancouver
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Chicago
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Ettnonton
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Winnipeg
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Norris Division
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12 8 2 IO2 48 38
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Roston
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4 II 6 72 90 14
tikwber
Turrieley's Ganef
(Ulgary 5. Montreal 4
Alain 5, Mal* 3
Colorado 4, Edmonton 3
Wednesday's Games
Breton *NY Bangers
Wiaisnitton at Detroit
Vancouver at Pithibirgh
Winnipeg at Hartford
Mnnemota at Qirtec
St I ow at Twat°
(loraito at Vilma**
Puled** at tow Meeks
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Complete music system' Records
from radio, phono Auto
-Stop-,
pause on tape deck. Two widerange speakers 013-1200

Reg. 219.95

Give a Calculating
Gift!
Radio Shack Y

8" Woofer
2'6" Tweeter
Reg. 99.95 Each

aS
1:300C, see„

A great Christmas buy on a speaker with
great looks and thrilling sound. The longthrow woofer is acoustically linked to a
tuned-port for deep, well-defined bass. And
its wide-dispersion tweeter gives clear,
dramatic highs 040-1987

15.95
COMIC Cat, 12-982
13.95
Pekingese, 12-967*
13.95
Raccoon, 12-971*
Country Mouse,*12-975 15.95
Brown Spaniel, 12-979* 15.95
12.95
Cuddly Cat, 12-983*

Save

With battery
#65-676

A TV Game Makes the Ideal
Family Gift!

Save 25%

Comic
Cat

2995

a
seen
on TV

Reg.39.95

"Driving Fun"
Radio-Controlled Vehicles for

as
seen
on TV

FROM

r
Batteries extra

1195 To 3995

29.95
.
02-Speed Off-Roader, 60-3039
......... 11.95
60-3015
Racer,
g Ferrari
39.95
Porsche-928 Racer, 60.3017*
Stratos, so-MI* 29.95
LanCia
-Channel
2
2294..9955
Payloader, so-3034*
Combat Tank, 60-3009*
0
19.95
Pan Am Jet, 60-3047*
* Not Shown

Science Fair. Aeronautical Lab
Hobby Kit

Save 28%

'188 Reg-

lc.

e.,95
Build a flyable model pla1n7
"rocket". helium balloon 100
proiects. 028-196
Kit. 28-218 Reg. 26.951995

Digital Computer

Batteries extra

AM/FM Clock Radio
Chronomatic•-213 by Realistic

OCCCIII\ on rv 35%
OcCCO -----Reg.
15CCL0
IOCCOO 1495
22.95

Cuddly "Pettable" AM Radios

NHL Standings

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
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AM/FM Stereo Phono/Cassette

by Realistic'

Sports In Brief

igh•

Open Late N
-ru Christmas

Your Christmas
Electronics Store!

Half Price!
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System MC-2001

Christian Co Invitational
Bowling Green 71, Christian Co. 66
• • •
Girls
Eminence 64, Ky. Country Day 61
Gamaliel 73, Hermitage Springs,
Tem. 44
Garrard Co. 43, Boyle Co. 36
Hart Co. 57, Campbellsville 45
Knox Central 55, Cumberland 51
Lewisburg 35,Greenville 25
Lou Angela Menci 75, Lou Ninth &028
Monticello 75, Nancy 41
Russellville 52, Edmonson Co. 46
Warren Central 79, Olmstead 62
• • •
TOURNAMENTS
Doss Invitational
Lou Southern 59, 1/J11 Fern Creek 45
Lou Doss 65, Len Waggener 23
Mint East Tipoff
Bullitt Central 53, Spencer Co. 27
Dixie Heights Invitational Campbell Co.64, Erlanger Scott 54
Covington Holy Cross 37, Dixie
Heights 32

makes the Jaguars the team
to beat in the Sun Belt Conference. Virginia Coinmonwealth, a surprise winner
of the Sun Belt tournament
last season, also figures to be
in the title chase.
Murray State and Western
Kentucky again will try to win
the Ohio Valley Conference
championship which they
shared last season.

restma

Florida State, led by Mickey
Dillard, and Virginia Tech,
featuring Dale Solomon, offer
the most serious challenges to
Louisville in the Metro.

Transactions

ts-C

North Carolina has long
dominated the ACC under
Coach Dean Smith,and he has
quality players in Al Wood and
James Worthy.

ad.° Maek

Louisville also lost an
AllAmerican guard from its
national championship team
— Player of the Year Darrell
Griffith. The Cardinals pre
favored to win the Metro Conference again behind the play
of returning starters Derek
Smith, Jerry Eaves, Wiley
Brown and Rodney McCray.

Prep Scores
By The Associated Press
'Tuesday Games
Boys
Borden, Ind. 57. Lou Ninth & 056
Breathitt Co.84, Sheldon Clark 58
Bieckinridge Co. 91,92. Romuald 55
Bremen 71, Ohio Co.63
Danville 57, Anderson Co. 41
Estill Co.65, Jackson Co. 52
FordsvIle 77, Cloverport 58
Gamaliel 76, Hermitage Springs,
Tenn. 68
Grant Co. 75,Gallatin Co. 73
Greenville 73, lewisburg 35
Harlan 62, Williamsburg 47
Hazard 67, Bockhorn 51
Len Catholic 68, Garrard Co. 52
Lou Jeffersontown 77, Lou Seneca 54
Lynn Camp 58, Barbourville 49
McDowell 75, Johnson Central 74
Madison Central 64, Frankfort W. Hills
57
Maysville St. Patrick 68, Pendleton
Co.
Powell Co.66, Owsley Co 56
Paris 50,Fleming Co 49
Rockcastle Co 52, McCreary Central 68
Todd Central 78, South Hopkins 72
Warren Central 84, Olmstead 31
Washington Co. 59, Bardstown
Bethlehem 45
.
Wolfe Co.63, Allen Central 60
• • •
TOURNAMENTS
Bullitt East Tipoff
North &Jilin 91, Bul Mt East 63
Jenkins invitational
Fleming-Neon 58, Whitesburg 38
East Jefferson County
Championship
Lou Waggener 58, luu Eastern 52
Consolation
Lou Atherton 44, Lou Male 40

Lamp also figures to be a
strong contender in the ACC.

Year in the conference that
traditionally has strong competition
for
league
supremacy.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings

Furman, Marshall and
Western Carolina should fight
it out in the Southern Conference, a league that will be
watched because it will use,
with NCAA permission, the 3point goal in vogue in the National Basketball Association,
Ed Rains and Rory White
combined for 38 points per
game for South Alabama last
season, and their return

Virginia, boasting one of the
moot dominant players in the
game, 7-4 sophomore Ralph
Sampson, and guard Jeff
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14
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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FBLA, DECA Teacher Advisers
Hold Meeting At University •

Fraacei Drake
FOR FRIDAY,NOVEMBER MOW
What kind of day will tomor- suggestion seems out of touch
row be? To find out what the with the way things are. Enjoy
stars say, read the forecast romance.
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
An unexpected change could
cause you to fly off the handle.
Otherwise, you should enjoy
harmony in close relationships.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Complete domestic tasks.
Wendell Edmonson, a second grade student at North Calloway Elementary, receives .
Enlist the support of others. A
individual instruction in Remedial Reading class from Jeannie Harrison, the remedial
close tie's moodiness will
reading instructor. Wendell is working with a System-80 machine, on a lesson in
pass. Watch out for mix-ups in
"Using Words in Corrtest,".which
an individualized audio-visual lesson providing
appointments.
practice, review, and reinforcement of the basic sight vocabulary.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Photo By Renee Miller
Some nervousness on the
job, but loved ones will do all
they can to soothe your ruffled
feelings. The p.m. accents
domesticity.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 72) GOO
You may be tempted to
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
overspend on pleasure. A
DEAR DR. LAMB — My three miscarriages. Now my Caesarean section often must family member though wants
husband is blaming her for not have another one. There are to help you out financially.
daughter. 18. has been a vegetarian for about five years. trying to have a son. Our several reasons for this. If the Socialize with close ties.
She does not eat meat, fish or ,daughter-in-law and our son first Caesarean section was LEO
eggs. What is a good diet fcir have told him that the doctor done because the pelvic outlet (July 23 to Aug. n) 4124-tik
advised against another preg- was too small for the passage
her and how about vitamins?
Despite your strong convicDEAR READER — It nancy. My husband says of the baby, that condition tions, not everyone will go
depends on what her vegetari- another child would not kill will still be present for all along with you. Let tact
an diet includes. You can have her. Is this true? I'm very subsequent births. Then, once
a reasonably satisfactory diet despondent about the whole there's a scar from an incision replace a tendency to be dicand still omit meat, fish and
in the uterus, it's more likely tatorial with others.
problem.
eggs. The complete protein in
' DEAR READER — Appar- to rupture. Some women are VIRGO
this instance must come from ently I missed something. I able to have subsequent nor- (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Edginess makes you more
milk and milk products such
was under the general impres- mal deliveries provided the
as cottage cheese. The other sion that the prospective par- basic reason for the first comfortable by yourself. Get
alternative is to have a suffi- ents were the ones who decid- Caesarean is no longer appli- necessary privacy. The aftercient variety of vegetable ed whether they wanted cable. but this has to be decid- noon finds you coming out of
proteins that complement another child or not rather ed on an individual basis.
your shell.
each other. Mature bean. than the potential grandFinally, why does your hus- LIBRA
seeds, particularly soybeans,
/1.2r2f,
band think the daughter-in- ( Sept. 23 to Oct. M) —
are -often very helpful in this parents.
It's
a
good
idea
to
Social
life
is
accented,
but a
follow
law
is
responsible
for
regard
•
having a
As a young woman she your doctor's advice on such son? The sex of a newborn friend's attitude towards
- could have an iron deficiency matters. I know nothing else baby is determined by money could irk you. You may
unless she's very careful. about your daughter-in-law's whether the ovum was ferti- buy yourself a small gift.
Women in the childbearing problems but it is true that a lized by a female or a male Spruce up appearance.
age tend to require about woman who has had one sperm cell from the man.
SCORPIO
twice as much iron as men do
(Oct.23toNov. 21)
anyway. The other possiblt
deficiency would be vitamir
Downplay. ego for career
B-12.'She can avoid both o
success. Someone may not
these problems by taking on€
take kindly to your style.
of the general purpose, daily
You'll achieve more from a
vitamin tablets that also conlaid-back attitude.
tain iron.
SAGITTARIUS
_ifOfy
It's a bit more difficult to
manage children on a vegeplexities of civilization to a (Nov. 22 to Dec.21) "I
The third film of the 1980-81
Travel and social life are
tarian diet because those are International Film Festival at primitive jungle, symbolic of
favorably accented. Stilt,
the years when they need
the green wall, In the jungle
•
Murray
State
University,
increased amounts of protein
there may be a slight change
for growth and two of the "The Green Wall," Will be setting, the father struggles to in plans. A private talk brings
amino acids that are not as shown twice Thursday, Dec. 4, carve out a homestead for his you benefits.
important to adults. ,Protein in the Student Center family.
CAPRICORN
requirements are also Auditorium.
A panel discussion will be (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Vj
increased during pregnancy
A 110-minute, color, 1970 conducted following the film .
Business interests are
and during lactation. There
by'Dr. John Ferguson, chair- highlighted. Try not to let an
are a lot of misconceptions Peruvian release, the film will
man
of
the
Department
of
associate's abrasive manner
about diet so I know you'll be be shown at 2 and 7 p.m. The
interested in The Health Let- showings are free. Language Foreign Languages at Murray get to you. Enjoy a business
ter number 16-2. Dangerous in the film is Spanish with
State, David Earnest, assis- luncheon.
Dieting, which I'm sending English-subtitles.
tant professor in the Depart- AQUARIUS
you. Other readers who want
Written and directed. by Ar- ment of English and David (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "b"--...s
this issue can send 75 cents
Unexpected business could
Polk, adjunct instructor of
with a long, stamped, self- mando Robles Godoy, "The
addressed envelope for it. Green Wall" has been ac- English at Murray State and interfere with partnership
Paducah Community College. plans. Travel may lead to
Send your request to me, in claimed as the best film made
business opportunity. Be flexi-.
care of this newspaper, P.O. in Peru. It has won awards at
ble when faced with change.
Box 1551, Radio City Station, film festivals in Chicago,
Flying foxes are the biggest PISCES
New York, NY 10019.
Panama and Barcelona.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
DEAR DR. LAMB — Help.
The film depicts the flight of of bats. The wingspan of one
Be protective of health and
Our daughter-in-law had two.
species reaches 5 feet.
Caesarean sections and two or a young family from the comdiet. Someone's "reasonable"

YOU BORN TODAY are
more inclined to the professions than business. Your
idealism attracts you to
teaching, publishing, science,
architecture, engineering, law
and politics. Often you choose
an artistic medium through
which to express your individuality.

Teacher advisers of Kentucky FBLA and DECA Clubs
in Kentucky schools recently
gathered at Murray State
University to begin developing
new classroom instruction
materials.
Under the guidance of Drs.
A.C. Krizan and Alberta Chapman, faculty members in the
Murray State College of
Business and Public Affairs,
the advisers will meet
periodically through June of

1981 to update teaching
materials and develop new instruction methods.
FBLA advisers participating were Mrs. Elizabeth
Cliburn, Franklin-Simpson
High School; Mrs. Martha
Crawford, Murray Vocational
Center; Mrs. Kitty Davis,
South Hopkins High School;
Ms. Denise Hamilton, Union
County High School; Arnd
Rehfuss, Campbell County
High School; Mrs, Diana
Underhill, Marshall County

High School, and Charles
Young, East Hardin High
School.
DECA advisers who attended were Mrs. Nancy Bolton,
Reidland High School; Mrs.
Esther Ford, Marshall County
AVEC; Miss Sandra Grayson,
South Hopkins High School,
Mike Hamilton, Union County
High School; Richard Lyons,
Meade County AVEC, and
Mrs. Beverly Nance, Marshall
County AVEC.

no,"

HEALTH

ts
FIKrdib

Aids to a vegetarian diet

Third Film In University's
International Festival
To Be Shown Twice

SUPER MARKET
"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

Blue Bonnet

Margarine
2
Yellow Quarters

Margarine

1 Lb. Packages59
C

rit•et'

Limit 2 Lb.
WITH $10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO & DRINKS ON SPECIAL

r.

)(

FRESH PRODUCE
Celery
Potatoes
Yellow
Onions

(With Exception Of Sale Items)
Are

Peas

79c

16 oz.

79c

Banquet 10 Pieces Fried

Fla. Juicy
125 Size del

Chicken

79c

In

32 oz.$259

19
II Lb.

Field's Sliced

Bologna
$149
1 Lb. Pkg.

Field's Pro Leaguer

Wieners
$ 09

1

Ii.,,pkg.

Field's Boneless No Waste

Spend
Club Check and receive a gift certificate worth 10% of your Christmas Club Check!

•

SMALL APPLIANCES TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
Come in and register.

.1-.4.44••••••••••

Frosty Acres Purple Hull

10 lb. bag

445)"

10%
Off
your complete Christmas

,

8... 2.198c

Spears

1 79

3 lb bag

69c

12 az.

Frosty Acres Broccoli

U.S. No. 1 Red

Canned $A49
Hams nb

All Items

7.1

Juice

stalk 49C

Morrell
Quick Carve

Dec. 1-2-3

• •

69c

Pork Chops

AICIVEB,SARY

MURRAY HOME
r.s.4.7.Z.'
&AUTO

12 oz. bag

Fresh Crisp

Oranges

,

Frosty Acres Orange

Cranberries

1/4 Pork Loin Sliced

26th

FROZEN FOODS

Fresh Ocean Spray

Phone
753-2571

Picnics

Lb I

Fresh Sliced

Smoked Center Cut

Pork Livers

Pork Chops
$169

.49c

Lean Meaty
Center Cut

Pork Chops

lb.

Butterball

Tenderized Ham,
Boneless Hams,
Choice Fresh Dressed .
Aged Country Hams,
At Market Price
Fresh Oysters
Check Our Price First

Turkey's

Any Size
From
422 Lb.

•PA

.
)4

.

.11•1...44 V

•
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BERLINERS PHOTOED

dvisers
rsity •

IAAS ANGELES i AP) — The
citizens of Berlin will make
their appea.rance at this city's
bicentennial celebration tn an
exhibition of photographs by
the well-known photo journalist Henry Ries.
A native of Berlin who immigrated to the United States
in 1938, Ries portrays the people of the post-war German
capital as they live in the
shadow of the wall that
separates West Berlin from
the East sector.
His-pictorial display, one of
the highlights of the Berlin-IA
200 Festival here, will be on
view at the Center Galleria of
Pacific Design through Dec. 3.

:hoot, and Charles
East Hardin High

advisers who attendMrs. Nancy Bolton,
I High School; Mrs.
'ord, Marshall County
dim Sandra Grayson,
.opkins High School,
milton, Union County
hoot; Richard Lyons,
County AVEC, and
/erly Nance, Marshall
LYE('

Treatment has changed
1116.
144
1

AZ%
IMPROVEMENTS — This gray Tabby is just one of the many anima s benefitting rom
recent improvements at the Calloway County Animal Shelter. These improvements include a new examining light and barred windows for the laboratory, construction of
an outside running area for cats, installation of double locks on the doors, linoleum
floor covering for the office and repairs to the doors on the dog runs. Plans are being
made for the construction of new drop boxes for the facility. These improvements
were made possible by the county government and the Humane Society.
Photo hv Martha me( allon

4111111111R1

IlljlatH5511/ING

We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps

La wrence E. Lamb,M.D.
my doctor gave me was to
that people with calcium
push water. Could you recomoxalate stones should avoid ing oxalate so it can't be
mend a regimen for medicacalcium We now know that's absorbed, may mean that in
tion, diet or activity to help
not true and it's important to many cases milk is actually
avoid my kidney stones'
limit the oxalate — not the beneficial in preventing a
DEAR READER — There
recurrence of calcium oxalate
calcium.
have been a lot of changes in
Actually, the calcium in stones
the thinking about kidney
your diet combines with the
To sort all this out for you,
stones in recent times About
oxalate inside your digestive I'm sending you The Health
75 percent of the stones in
system This helps prevent Letter number 11-2, Kidney
men are calcium oxalate This i absorption of
Treatment ha,
oxalate into Stones
type is relatively uncommon
Changed. Others who
your bloodstream.
r
in women The first step in
in
interested
these new vitaThe calcium in your urine
deciding how to treat a stone
which is used to form a calci- about the management of (lif,
patient properly is to know
um oxalate stone comes from ferent kinds of kidney stones
what kind of stone you had to
calcium in your blood Your can send 75 cents with a long,
begin with.
blood level of calcium is con- stamped. self-addressed enveYears ago it was thought
trolled by many factors other lope for this issue to me, in
than your diet. There are care of this newspaper, P.0
people, and you may be one of Box 1551, Radio City Station.
them, who have a tendency to New York, NY 10019.
have a high blood calcium
The management of stones
level. Eliminating calcium in in women, particularly with
urinary
tract infections, is
the diet in these people merely means that your own body entirely different. So what I
will mobilize calcium out of advise for you cannot be gen
• ..... eralized to apply to everyyour bones
For the above reasons, the body
The common substances
emphasis in recent times for
treating the common stones in that contain lots of oxalate
Specials Good
are
fruit juices, tea, beer, cola
men of the calcium oxalate
variety has been to decrease drinks and spinach. Also vitaoxalate intake and allow these min C can be converted to
people to use adequate oxalate so you shouldn't be
amounts of milk and other using massive amounts of
vitamin C.
foods that contain calcium.
The one recommendation
Milk may even contain various softeners that helps keep that everybody agrees on and
calcium and other minerals in it applies to all different types
solution in the urine. This, and of stones is that you should
the action of calcium in bind- drink lots of water or force
fluids.
Choice

DEAR DR LAMB
Eight
years ago I passed a kidney
stone Three months ago I had
the surgical removal of two
stones and an analytical
exammation showed that they
were primarily calcium
oxalate. There is still a stone
within the kidney and I do not
relish the chance of another
surgical removal should it
descend to the ureter.
I'm a male, age 59 and I'm
about 18 pounds overweight,
smoke a pack of cigarettes a
day but am otherwise in good
health.
The only recommendation

New Store
Hours
7 a.m.-8 p.m.

Wed. Nov. 26 Through
Tues. Dec. 2nd

Vernor's

Ginger Ale
15 0. 6 Bottl• Carton

Your

$159

Deau tell%
kg 46:

Breyers

Yogurt

CA el'

ASSORTED 8 OZ

By Abigail Van Buren

Thanksgiving 1980:
Our Blessings Still Flow

SAVE 2521
7
9

rifle

Pepperidge Farm
16 Oz. 8
Bottle
Carton

Stuffing

79c

With Bottles
or Deposit

DEAR'READERS: It's Thanksgiving again so
soon?) A few years ago I wrote a column especial:Afor Thanksgiving. It was so well received that I wits
asked to*repeat it, and now it's become almost it
tradition. Here it is again, with a few minor changes

pkg.

29... 47C

Southern Gem Green

Beans

Happy Vale Whole

Tomatoes

Geisha Mandrin
Heinz Sweet Gherkin

Oranges

c
S9

Sov• 10'

Pickles
Says 40'

Libby's Fruit
Flavor Kist Saltine

Cocktail
Savo 12'

Crackers

170s

1 Lb.

Hyde Park
Whole Spiced

... 32.z.$259

69

Glad Lawn Clean-Up

Peaches

Bags

29 oz

Seas 20'

Hyde Park Grapefruit

JUICE

; Pro Leaguer

Savo 8'

89c

46 Oz.

ieners
$109

Mussleman's

Apple Juice,
Save 10'

32 0.

Save
24'

79c

SI. pkg.

Trsst
LUNCHEON
MEAT

On this Thanksgiving Day, take a few minutes to
think about what you have to be thankful for.
How's your health? Not so good? Well, thank God
you've lived this long. A lot of people haven't. You're
hurting? Thousands — maybe millions — are hurting
more.(Have you ever visited a veterans' hospital? Or
a rehabilitation clinic for crippled children?)
If you awakened this morning and were able to
hear the birds sing, use your vocal chords to utter
human sounds, walk to the breakfast table on two
good legs and read the newspaper with two good
eyes, praise the Lord! A lot of people couldn't.
How's your pocketbook? Thin? Well, most of the
world is a lot poorer. No pensions. No welfare. No
food stamps. No Social Security. In fact, one-third of
the people in the world will go to bed hungry tonight.
Are you lonely? The way to have a friend is to be
one. If nobody calls you, call someone. Go out of your
way to do something nice for somebody. It's a sure
cure for the blues.
Are you concerned about your country's future?
Hooray! Our system has been saved by such concern.
Concern for fair play under the law. Your country
may not be a rose garden. but it also is not a patch
of weeds.
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can still
worship at the church of your choice, cast a secret
ballot and even criticize your government without
fearing a knock on the head or a knock on the door at
midnight! And if you want to live under a different
system, you are free to go. There are no walls or
fences — nothing to keep you here.
As a final thought. I'll repeat my Thanksgiving
Prayer; perhaps you will want to use it at your table
today:
0, heavenly Father: We thank thee for food
and remember the hungry.
We thank thee for health and remember the
sick.
We thank thee for friends, and remember the
friendless.
We thank thee for freedom and remember the
enslaved.
May these remembrances stir us to service
That thy gifts to us may be used for others.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and may God bless
you and yours.
Love,
ABBY

Save 30'

12 Oz.

129
Hyde Pk
Kraft French

in Meaty
nter Cut

I

Dressing

Chops
49

1

69c
Save 14'

°,,,,61. 0testmg.

't,t.

Oz.

Sine-Off

Del Ham,
$ Hams,
y Hams,
hsters
maim

TOwla LS

Sinus Tablets
R*9 $2.59 Sava $1.O
$1

53

The Honest Way!
e° ANY GOLD STAMPED'S
704-14*'. 84-221
WWIITi r. MA PC MFDAi
.0001 WAT(1115 551411 GOO/

We ore not 'fly By Righters' only In
tows overnight to take your roomy.
We've been frosted in Paducah for 49
years

2189c
Save 41'
Big Rolls

MICHELSON'S
rif5toie?4

24

k
-

ST COPY AVAILABLE
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THE

REUNION HELD - Some of the local members of the Third Army of Gen. Patton's 448th Anti Aircraft Field Artillery Bn. in World War II recently held a reunion at the Colonial House Smorgasbord, Murray. They are among
those in this group picture taken when this group of draftees from Calloway County left for service on Sept. 3,
1942. Most of them stayed together throughout the war until discharged in September 1945. They served with the
35th Infantry Division which in 10 months battled across the Elbe River to within 42 miles of Berlin, Germany. The
35th ended its occupational duties in Germany during the second week of July and moved to Camp Norfolk, one of
the Assembly Area Command's 17' redeployment camps near Reims. Elements of the Division served as honor
guard for President-Truman when he arrived at Antwerp. Reunions of the group are held each year in Ohio. Attending this first local reunion were Pete Farley, Wilford Howell, Grover E. Smith, Messrs and Mesdames Harding
Wells, F. H. Spiceland, Jr., W. D. McCuiston, Albert (Took) Wilson, Lloyd Buchanan, Harry Lee Potts, Garvin
Bourland and son, Earl Steele, Cantrell Jones, and Carman Morton, all of Calloway County; Sgt. Ike Kendall, Silver
Lake Ind. lames C. Holmes, Paducah, and W. T. Watson, Poole.

At Local Church

Thompson Among Speakers
"Science and Nature: Two
Votes For God" will be the
theme of the lectureship that
will be held from Friday, Nov
28. through Sunday, Nov. 30. at
the Green Plain_ Church of
Christ, located on the Old Murray and Paris Road.
Lectures will be at 7 and 8
- pan., on Friday. from 9:30
a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday,
and at 10 and 11 a.m. and 6 and
:.30 p.m. on Sunday.
The lectureship will deal in
a very straight forward way
with the current dilemma in
which people find themselves
today - whether to accept the
general theory of organic
evolution or the Biblical account of Special Creation,"
Dean Crutchfield, minister of
the host church said.
Speakers for the lectureship
will include Bert Thompson of
-t:ookeville, Tenn., Russell, Ar-__
ust of Nashville, Tenn., Bill
Harold

of

frvan

Williams

tion," "Evidences For The
Existence of God," "Theistic
Evolution;" "The Sovereignity of God," and "The Effects
of Evolution On The Home."
Artist will also speak on
Saturday and Sunday with his
topics being "Is Creation t%
Fact Or Fiction". "Alleged
Proofs of Evolution," and
"The Inspiration Of The Bible." He illustrates his lectures with color slides.
Dillon will speak, on
"Astrology, Fortune Tellers,
'Ghosts, Prophecy, Wit-

NORTH

.51

Gents.

After Thanksgiving Day
•irptillact

PRAGUE AMENITIES
ON INCREASE
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
API- Twelve yearsago only
119.3 percent of Prague,-tvorking families had a washing
machine, while latest figures
show that today all have one,
and 40.7 percent have an
automatic washing machine.
The
ownership
of
refrigerators rose from 42.2
percent to 99.2 percent in that
time; tape recorders from 9
percent to 55.1 percent; black
and white televisi6n sets from
75.9 percent to 106 percent
some families own more than
one set); with 4 percent owning color TV.

t
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)The Institute for Mining and
Minerals Research will offer a
course on the fundamentals of roof control and pillar design
Dec. 11-12.
The course will be held at
the Mine Safety and Health
Administration
Training .
Center in Lexington.
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WE'RE THE
GIFT
HEADQUARTERS
FOR THAT VERY
SPECIAL. PERSON
ON YOUR GIFT LIST

ANSWER: Three spades. A
pass is reasonable, but the two
spade honors may hold the
key to a good spade game.
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of the world to ann.; you
these unequaled
values.

carat

1980 and added that the cause
of Dethridge's death was a
gunshot wound.
Gregory's skeleton was
discovered in a field just off
the Barren River Road about
four miles north of Bowling
Green. Two days later, a pair
of hunters discovered
Dethridge's skeleton in a barn
about a half mile from where
Gregory's skeleton was found.
There have been no arrests.
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(API - Authorities have
positively identified two
SOUTH
skeletons found in Warren
•A1087652
County area over the
111 K 10 5 3
weekend.
The body discovered last
•Q 10
East-West Friday is that of 24-year-old
Vulnerable
Michael Ray Gregory of
Dealer- East. The biddingWoodburn, Warren ,County
North
West
South
East
All pass Coroner J.C. Kirby saki TuesMI
4•
1•
onening lead Diamond four day.
He said Gregory apparently
West bravely blanked the
club king, but declarer died on the same date he was
made her game by dropping reported missing, which was
West's king under dummy's March 3, 1978. Gregory was
ace and winning the last identified by his dental
records, Kirby said, adding
trick with her club queen.
Bold bidding, a little help that the cause of death had not
and some fine play make a
been determined.
perfect recipe for a good
Another skeleton, which was
score
discovered Sunday, was identified as Bobby Joe Dethridge,
Bid utth Corn
29, of Bowling Green. Kirby
South holds
I I 26-8
said Dethridge had been
•h .1
reported missing since May 7,
84
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I CARAT CLUSTERS

Bert Thompson
Chapel Church. Joel Smith of
Kirksey Church, and Linden
Ferguson of Hickory Grove
Church.
Thompson will speak on
both Saturday and Sunday.
His topics will be "Is Evolution A Fier (Tr Fictior",
..Alleg_ed Proofs of Evolu-

Famous Brands
Reg. $38.00446.00

chcraft" on Friday at 7 p.m.
Irvan will speak on "Why I
Believe In God" at 8 p.m. on
Friday.
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. Smith
will speak on "Does The Bible
Contain Errors and Contradictions?" and at 1:30 p.m.
Ferguson will speak on "Why
I Believe In Jesus Christ."
There is no charge for the
lectureship and the public is
invited. to attend, according to
Crutchfield. For information
or transportation persons may
call 44W'-8206.

ACES°RA G CORN, JR

"Never tell people how to
do things. Tell them what to
do and they will surprise
you with their ingenuity " -George S. Patton
In today's bold venture,
declarer found an ingenious
way to make her doubled
game
When prospects
seemed most bleak, a series
of endplays saved all and
declarer earned herself a
very fine score.
West's diamond four was
covered by dummy's nine
and East's- king, and declarer ruffed. Declarer was
Marge Gwozdzinsky of Rego
Park. Mich., and a look at
dummy held out few hopes.
Nevertheless, declarer knew
she couldn't get anywhere
breaking suits herself, so
she allowed the opponents to
break them for her.
At trick two, declarer
played ace and a spade and
East was in. East led a
heart that was ducked tc
West's nine and West was
already in an embarrassing
position.
If he. led diamonds,
dummy's spots would give
declarer two tricks in that
suit and a club lead would
surrender a free finesse: So
West decided to exit by
playing the ace and another
heart (a club exit would
have been best -- declarer
would have lost no clubs,
but would have gone down
one, losing three hearts and
one spade).
Declarer took her heart
king, ruffed her last heart in
dummy and led dummy's
diamond queen. East covered and declarer ruffed
and noi,v West was forced to
guard both minors. Declarer
ran off all her trumps and,
when it was time to reduce
to only two cards, West
could not hold the diamond
jack and protect the king of
clubs.
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Authorities Identify
Skeletons Found
In Warren County
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lentify
Jnd
unty
added that the cause
Age's death was a
wound.
'Y's skeleton was
ml in a field just off
en River Road about
es north of Bowling
wo days later, a pair
iters discovered
e's skeleton in a barn
tall mile from where
s skeleton was found.
iave been no arrests.

MSU Political Science
Teachers Attend Annual
Convention In Atlanta
Four members of the Joseph Rose,
associate proDepartment of Political fessor; and Dr. Mark Wattier,
Science and Legal Studies an assistant professor.
faculty at Murray State
While participating in the
University have returned to proceedings, Winfield Rose
the campus after attending served as chairman
of a panel,
the recent 52nd annual con- which discusses
"The Contemvention of the Southern porary Presidency," and WatPolitical Science Association tier was a panel member in a
in Atlanta, Ga.
discussion of the topic,
They are Dr. Winfield Rose, "Transformation and
Change
departmental chairman; Dr. in the American Party
Farouk Umar, professor; Dr. System."

irse Offered
KF'ORT, Ky. ( AP) —
itute for Mining and
ReseaFch will offer a
the fundamentals of
.rol and pillar design
2.
,urse will be held at
Safety and Health
tration
Training
Lexington.
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By Abigail Van Buren

No Sweet Sorrow at
This Party's Parting
DEAR ABBY: About the question, Who else is coming to
the party?" You say it's bad manners to ask. I say,
sometimes it's good to know.
I recently broke up with John,the man I had lived with for
two years. It was a very unpleasant parting with much
bitterness on both sides. All our friends were aware of it.
A couple with whom John and I had been very friendly
invited me to a party and told me to bring a date. The man I
brought was an old friend of whom John had always been
insanely jealous.
When we arrived at the party I was shocked to see John
there. I had all I could do to keep John and my date from
each other's throats. Everyone there knew what was going
on. It was a Jniserable experience.
Afterward I asked this couple why they had invited John
and me to the same party, and they said,"You are both our
friends, and we didn't want to choose between you."
They should have told me that they had invited John,so I
could decline. Now I'm sorry I didn't ask, "Who else is
coming'?"
Do you still think that would have been rude?
SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR SAN FRANCISCO: No. In your case, it
would have been shrewd.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: Thanks for the letter from the policeman
who resented mothers who threaten their kids by telling
them that if they don't behave, a policeman will lock them
up in jail. '
I'm .a nurse, and I resent parents telling kids who are in
the hospital, "If you aren't good, I'm going to get the nurse
and she'll give you a shot!" Then they wonder why kids are
afraid of doctors and nurses.
My sister is a school teacher, and she has told me that
parents threaten their children with "the teacher." Then
they wonder why kids hate school.
JOY IN TULLAHOMA, TENN.

•••

DEAR ABBY: It is appalling to think that people will
stoop to sneaky, devious methods to get rid of their
company. Whatever happened to honesty? What's wrong
with saying, "Well, folks, I've enjoyed your company and
we've had a pleasant evening, but it's getting toward my
bedtime and it's time to say good night."
Then see them to the door cheerfully and go to bed without
any feeling of guilt. A lie is still a lie.
HATES A LIAR
DEAR HATES: Nothing is "wrong" with simply
announcing that the party is over and it's time to go
home. But no matter how you phrase it, it's still
sending the company home, and that takes courage.
•• •

POVIIAII
IOW NOM SO

.° $78800 •

erif I

DEAR ABBY: This is for SENSITIVE, who was
embarrassed and annoyed because someone he called
"English Teacher" insisted on correcting his grammar in
the presence of others.
To paraphrase Lord Chesterfield's advice to his son: Wear
your education like your watch. For use, and not for show.
D.H.R. IN PA.

The only modern amenity
allowed at the dinner will be
the food, said Greg Bingman,
director. Bingman, a senior,
music major from Carmi, Ill.,
explained that Elizabethan
food probably would not be
palatable to modern tastes.
Bingman said a recipe was
tested for a fig pudding
popular during the time
period. But it turned out very
bitter, he said.
As the guests dine on baked
ham, assorted vegetables,
dessert and wassaill'they will
be entertained by the eightmember chorus. Bingman
said many selections from the
Oxford Book of Carols will be
performed.
Singers and attendants will
be dressed in the style of
Elizabethan England. For the
men, tunics and tights will be
the style. The women will
wear full dresses fitted tight at
the waist. Blue and royal red,
popular colors of the rennaissance, were chosen.
The madrigal dinner was
observed in several European
countries, most notably
France and England. It could
last for days and the primary
ingredients were singing of
carols and a large feast topped
with Elizabethan formality.
The dinner, now in its fifth
year at Murray State, has
become a tradition on campus; Elingman said.
Times were 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 13, and 1:30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 14, in the Recital
Hall Annex of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Tickets are
$6 and may be obtained by
telephoning 753-4550 or by
writing Phi Mu Alpha, 2275
University StatiOn, Murray,
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"In the beginning was matter, which begat the ameba, which begat the worm, which
begat the fish, which begat the amphibian, which begat the reptile, which begat the lower
mammal, which begat the lemur, which begat the monkey, which begat man, wile( imagined
God. This is the genealogy of man." So stated Charles Smith, former president of the
American Association for the Advancement of Atheism, in his booklet, Godlles Evolution.
"In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth." So stated the 5spired prophet
Moses in the first chapter,the first verse, the first book of the Bible — Genesis 1:1.
Who is right? Is there a god, or isn't there? Is Exodus 20:11 correct when it asserts "For in
6 days Jehova made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, and rested the
seventh day...?" Or did organic evolution the result of spontaneous generation millions
( billions?!)of years ago—produce all that you see before you today? What is the answer??
This is a situation of intense proportions and tremendous magnitude. Either there is a
God, or there is not. There is no middle ground. Any attempt to remain neutral is
automatically synonymous with unbelief. No one avoids the ultimate decision as to whether
or not there is a God,all attempts to the contrary not withstanding.
God — is He, or isn't He? Whatever decision you reach, it is an important one. And who
among us makes important decisions without first gathering, sifting, examining, scrutinizing, and weighing all the facts of the case? No one likes to make important decisions on a
priori grounds — that is, without adequate factual evidence. So the question arises, what is
the evidence for ( or against) God's existence? Who is right? Is there a God,or isn't there?
If there is a God, then there is an eternal heaven to be gained and an eternal hell to be
avoided. If there is a God, then nothing else really matters; if there is no God, then nothing
matters at all. If there is no God, then the atheistic creed of life, with the grave as the end
and a life to be filled with pleasures of the moment, is entirely satisfactory. If there is no
God,there is nothing to stop us from living by atheism's golden rule: "Do your own thing; if
it feels good,do it." On the other hand, if there is a God,and if the Bible is His inspired word
to man as Christians claim it to be, then we are faced with an entirely different situation.
Suddenly we come face-to-face with the stark realization that mankind was created with a
purpose — and a lifetime to fulfill that purpose. To succeed means joy forever with God in
Fternity; to fail is to fail throughout all eternity.
What evidences are there for God's existence? Is this an "open and shut" case with
nothing more to be said? Did man simply evolve from some non-human ancestor? Or did an
omniscient, omnipotent God specially create man "in his image" (Genesis 1:27)? What is
•
"
the correct answer?
If you would like to examine•the evidtnces for God's existence, we invite you to attend.. .
the Third Annual Calloway CouRty Lectureship, entitled SCIENCE AND NATURE: TWO
VOTES FOR GOD, being held November 28-30 at the meeting place of the Green Plain
Church of Christ. The.lectures will begin at 7:00 p.m. on Friday, at 930 a.m. on Saturday,
and at 10:00 a.m. on Sunday. There is no charge whatsoever for the lectureship. Everyone is
invited for additional information or trqsportation please phone 492-8206.
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Building Has Changed

In a National Education
Week visit to the Middle
School t formerly Murray
High School) last week, I
10 I
found that the building inside
isn't what she used to be. The
changes are far superior to
what they used to be - I taught
there from 1920, off and on, to
accumulate 34 years, retiring
Jeannie Harrison gives instruction to a second grade Remedial Reading class at North
in 1966.
Calloway Elementary. The Title I Remedial Reading Program is designed to provide inThere are new windows,
struction and learning environment that enables students to improve and master
lowered ceilings, divided
hallways to meet fire regulareading skills appropriate to age, grade level, and individual capacity.
Phoil, Si Kenei• Miller
tions, carpeted floors, modern
lighting, air conditioning and
a three-room plus workroom
-lita=ary on the first floor instead of being an inadequately
furnished one on the third
floor. The auditorium has new
seats, draperies and stage
curtains in be
and black
and carpeted aisles, and a new
Trailridge Rd., Brandenburg.
The atmosphere of a pom- Ky.,42071.
Kathy Copeland, a senior
pous renaissance tradition,
Members of the chorus are
piano.It was the brass plaque,
the Christmas Madrigal DinBingman, the son of Mr. and music major and the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn engraved on the piano, "Class
ner, will be recreated at MurMrs. Kenneth R. Bingman of
ray State University Dec. 13 503 Webb St., Carmi, Ill.; Jere Copeland of Boaz Rt. 1; Kathie of 66" that put me in a reflective mood. That class was
and 14 complete with sixteenth
Adams, a junior music major Grisham, a senior music mavery close to me. Thirty three
jor
and
the
daughter
of
Mr.
century dress and song.
and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
were on the yearbook staff
Members.of Gamma Delta
James T. Adams of 1230 Pied- and Mrs. Jesse R. Grisham of
that I sponsored. We worked
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha, promont, Paducah; Nathan Mid- Robards Rt. 1; Leanne Marmany after school hours on the
fessional music fraternity,
dleton, a sophomore music tin, a senior music major and
book in the library and in my
will entertain dinner guests in
major and the son of Travis the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
home. The book almost made
the style of Elizabethan
Middleton of Murray and Mrs. Warren L. Martin of 471 White
Plains Ct.,Severna Park, Md., National Award.
England. It will be a lavish
Judy Baker of Murray; Mark and Tandy Clark, a junior
Coming home from my
display of sixteenth century
Jonson, a senior music major music major and the daughter school visit, I reviewed the '66
lifestyle with two hours of fine
and the son of Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Clark of annual to recall many
singing and horn fanfares and
William H. Johnson of 439 Salem.
precious events. Members of
colorful ceremony.

P.N.HIRSCH
CO.
.44

the stall left sweet messages
written in my copy. The head
staff members were: Steve
Douglass, editor; Mary Robbins, assistant editor; Lynda
Allbritten, business manager;
assistant business managers,
Mary Warren Swann, Rita
Hurd and Melissa Trevathan.
I'm listing the others on the
staff by the names I knew
them. Because some are married and I don't know their
married names, I'll treat
them all alike:
Arlo Sprunger, Jr., class
president; David Fitts, vice
president; Lynda Allbritten,
secretary; Shirley Lyons,
Melissa
treasurer;
Trevathan, Linda Harris and
Rita Hurd tied for "Miss Murray High"; Pam Clark, Toncla
Parker, Lynn Stranak, Steve
West, Linda Brownfield, Bar-

Aft

tiara Brown, Carolyn Butterworth, Carol Champion,
Shirley Cochran, Carolyn
Cowin, Betty Sue Culp,
Deborah Dibble, Patricia
Doran, Barbara Flynn, Judy
Hargis, Greer Houston, Edna
Jennings, Michale McDaniel,
Sharon Miller, Mary Jo
Oakley.

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

Danny M. Dunn's

Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8, Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

A11111r"
-

Olympic Plaza
Murray
753.7650
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Christmas
Sale

No
Finance
Charge
For
Our
Layaway
Plan!
Huggable Plus

Dog Radios
AM radio concealed inside cute little plush dogs
. from 3 Lovable Models

Beautiful Gold Rated—

Costume
Jewelry
4 IN PRESENTATION BOX

Ladies'

Double handle 4-poster and
hobo shoulder strap styles in
quilted polyurethane. Zip
tops. Brown, Wine, Black.

$2"

$588

Matching Girls' Embroidered
Girls
Sizes
7-4

Jeans and Shirts
$588

THE
SHIRTS

Bright short sleeve button front no
iron styles. Gay embroidery trans

$788

THE
JEANS

Matching 65% poly 35% cotton
poplin jeans with piping, em
broidery trans.

Reg.
$3.49

Cannon

Bath Towels
Sheared terry reverses to loop
terry with jacquard border.
Solid Blue, Green, Yellow, Rust
Rag. $2.39 Hand Towel,1.86
Reg. 81.39 Wash Cloth, 1.06

'Hibernator' Wraparound

Body
Garments
Real Energy Savers
Surround yourself in
cozy comfort Choose
from variety of over
all prints in
asst.
colors Polyester fill

Large Size

Flannel
Shirts
Bold Printed
Plaids
Full cut with long sleeves,
long tails, button thru flap
pockets. Machine Wash

$466
Reg. 5,99
Sizes
S-M
XL

Another Energy
Saver
Men's
Corduroy

Cozy
Comforters
Quilted, machine washable
comforters with warm
100% polyester fill,
in an array of patterns,
and colors

House
Slippers
Moc Toe Style
Brown

Medium Size

15

Men's
100% Cotton
Heavyweight

In Bright Fashion Colors

Santa Cruz' Design

$2"

Assorted
Colors •

Handbags

Fantastic Selection of pendants,
earrings and
necklaces
Gold
plated with rhinestones and other
simulated stones

GOD — IS HE OR ISN'T HE???

•

Observations

_
*F\

Christmas Madrigal Dinner
To Be Recreated At University

DEAR JOY: And in some quarters the surest way to
scare a kid is to say,"I'm going to tell your mother."
(And Mamma says,"Just wait until your father comes
home!")

60404.%.,

AIAS•••••1•11•••

Ii

13
100%
polyester
fiberfilled

co/demur
OP...
bloc* foam sols• vern, lined

$i144

AiIe

Reg
*5.49
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Despite Loss Of Outside Support

NAGE 17 T

State Pen Art Program To Continue

_ • Ai,

DOUBLE SEALING — The Calloway County Road Department has recently completed the double sealing of two parking lots at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and the driveway and adjacent parking area at the County Animal Shelter. Above,
road crew members (from left) Bilk, Blanton Jr., David Hudspeth, Hale Mathis and
Willie Futrell are shown working on the new doctor's parking area of the hospital.
Below, the newly resurfaced parking lot at the Calloway County Animal Shelter.
Pholo•b• Mar-11).. Mt allon

.

EDDYVILLE, Ky. API -Kentucky State Penitentiary
officials say an art program at
the prison will continue
despite loss of outside support.
The City-County Arts Council Inc. of Paducah and McCracken County recently
voted to withdraw its financial
support, but to continue aid for
a transition period so the program will not be interrupted.
Don Hayes, arts council executive director, asked prison
officials in a letter to assume
control ofthe program.
Ralph Evitts, deputy
warden, said the prison will
operate the program, though
probably without an art
. teacher. And inmates said
they would prefer a program
administered by the prison.
Since March,the council has
spent more than $4,000, including a $1,500 grant from the
Kentucky Arts Commission,
on the program.
It has paid for supplies, and
also for the salary and exof instructor Van
Stewart Bevil of Paducah,
who has conducted weekly
classes at the prison. .
When the program began,
the plan was for it to support
itself financially within a year
from the ..sale of inmates'
work. •
Bathe council has received
only $144 as its share of the
sales of the inmates' work at
•
exhibits, Hayes said.
The prison set up an incentive plan to involve more inmates by returning 50 percent

4.

Splendid Specimen Of Proud
Poultry Low On Public Esteem
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
coinparkon?
AP Special Correspondent
. If Benjamin Franklin had
PHOENIX, Ariz. AP: — had his way) the president of
. 1 ie of the tonier Christmas. the United States would be
c.italoes, from the Sakowitz seated in the Oval Office
s!ore in Houston, offers- (for under the sign of the turkey,
tile . oilman who7r-lias instead of the bald eagle which,
c•ierything
happy hour. :
he put down as "a bird of bad
:cktail glasses with the moral character ... a thief ... a
C.essage: It is difficult to rank coward ..."
,
,•• ar with eagles when you.
"The turkey is in comirk with turkeys."
parison," he wrote his sister
What has happened to the from Paris, "a much more
ii••ble bird s....Lhe . piece de respectable bird and withal a
rosistance of our Thanksgiv- true original native of
ing feast, that it has-become America. He is though a litsynonyritous with- jerk, - dolt, tle-vain and silly, it is true, but
buffoon cOxComb, nerd, nin- ,not the worst emblem for that .
(_ompoop?.
— a bird Of great courage and
Granted that the turkey would not hesitate to attack a
never was mild) - -on- flying, grenadier of the British
-d7sotte its- magnificent Guards who 'Should presume
wingspan, but what has caus- to invade his farmyardtt a
ed this splendid specimen of red coat on."
plIoud poultry to swoop so low
:John James Auduben, the
irf pub4 esteem? Why is call- great artist and ornithologist,
ing sonfone a turkey an insult pave the ,turkey first place
rather than a complimentary among the 1,000 species and

435 plates in his monumental than a million, without the.
"Birds of America." Even dressing.
The turkey has always been
before setting out on his great
bird painting expedition down a thoroughly Arndican bird.
the Mississippi in 1820, Courageous.. Freedom-loving.
Audubon had , chosen the Gregarious. Vain aliclut his ap• 1V.-icance,although inclined to
.:::644
...•••..,'"X717
metallic bronze and green go to pot and paunch with good
plumage and magnificent tail living. Gifted with enormous
feathers as -his personal endurance but subject to comfavorite. When he was a fron- mon cold and heart attacks.
tier storekeeper in Henderson, Boastful ,in the presence of
Ky., Audubon kept a pet ladies, nervous about flying, a
turkey. It trotted about with a trifle pompous, albeit utterly
red ribbon on its neck and charming — how American
followed "any person who can you get?
called it and became a
For all his foibles and fanfavorite of the village."
cies, the turkey deserves his
Audubon's almost priced his place of honor at the
massive work out of -the Thanksgiving . ,table.
market. He had painted the Domesticated, he is American
turkey life size — all four Feet to a fault. Wild, he is the
of him — and decided to do the ndblest expression of the
same with the other birds. The American wilderness: the bigresulting coffee table sized gest, bravest, most beautiful
volume had to sell for $1,000 a game bird in the world.
So don't call the turkey a
copy. Today the turkey plate
alone would be worth more turkey.

of the proceeds to their individual accounts, 40 percent
to the arts council and 10 percent to the prison canteen for
indigent inmates.
Bevil said the financial arrangement has not worked
out.
"A big part of it is the
economy?' he said. "People
just aren't buying paintings
like we thought they would
when we started."
In 10 art shows, only $360
worth of paintings were sold,
he said.
Evitts said sales may
finance the program, but probably won't pay the salary of
an instructor, and the prison
has no funds budgeted for an
art teacher'
One of the inmates may be
assigned to lead the class, he
said.
If state corrections funds
were usesi for the program, he
said, "then the inmates
couldn't get anything from the
sales and I don't think many
would want to do it that way."
Hayes said the arts council
withdrew not only because of
the lack of financial return but
also the lack of control over
the program.
"This program of recreational therapy is most
valuable and should continue," he said. "But a third
party is not able to exert the
kind of control necessary in
that situation. Our only control seems to be to dole out
money for supplies and instructor's fees."
And the project became so
expensive, he said, that "we
frankly can no longer maintain it at the presentlevel."
He said some inmates had
used class supplies for
freelance work, such as painting portraits for other inittates. Profits from that Work
go only to the inmates and the
council did not get its 40 percent back to buy supplies,'he
said.
Hayes said some inmates
reported to Bevil that other.inmates had marijuana in class.
He said prison officials found
no evidence of that, but if such
incidents did occur they could

put Bevil and the whole program in jeopardy.
•
"The prison could do a far
more effective job of preventing supplies from being used
for yard work as well as
eliminating any association of
any kind with drugs on art

Genei

school premises," Hayes said.
Inmates said a prisonadministered program would
be preferable.
"We're in daily contact with
these guys (at the prison),'
said John Roeder. "We have
easy access to them and
they'd know our needs bet-

ter."
Paul Crews, an inmate ar—
tist who has just been granted
parole, discounted the stories
of drugs in classes.
"Inmates tell stuff on each
other all the time, but I can
tell you there's been no drug
use in this room (the art
studio)" Crews said. "We
police ourselves. We know if
they found drugs in here,
they'd close us down and that
would just hurt us."
Robin Walker said he hoped
the program would be continued by the prison.
"I look at it as a rehabilitaa week after the incident. tion program that should
Procter & Gamble paid for
an autopsy on the mouse at. benefit us when we go before
Bowling Green, Spencer said. the parole board," Walker
He added the mouse was said. "Besides, I've changed
decomposed and the bottle since I got into this program.
I've set some goals. It keeps
contained both hair and feces.
you away from the general acJude said the mouse and
tivity on the yard — it keeps
bottle are being kept in the
you clean."
freezer of his refrigerator.

Couple Files Lawsuit
Against Company After
Mouse Found In Crisco
PILGRIM, Ky. (AP) —
Charles and Nettie Gay Jude
have filed a $100,000 lawsuit
against Procter & Gamble Co.
and the owner of a local
grocery over a bottle of Crisco
Oil that allegedly contained
the decomposed remains of a
mouse.
Mrs. Jude said she
discovered the mouse one'
morning last May while frying
pork chops. Her husband sait:
he lifted the bottle toward thy
kitchen light and "these two
big eyes came right down to
the bottom."
The eyes, according to a
laboratory report from Bowling -Green University in Ohio,
belonged to a white-footed
mouse. It now is referred to as
"the $100,000 mouse" in the office of Martin County Circuit
Court Clerk Carolynn Horn.
The Judes are seeking that
amount for alleged physical
injury, pain and suffering,
emotional and mental
anguish. The _suit also asks
$525 for the week's wages
_
Jude, a coal miner, says he
lost as a result of the incident.
Mrs. Jude said the bottle
was more than half empty
because "We'd eaten off it for
two weeks."Lawyers for Procter &
Gamble declined comment on
the suit. Dan Copley, owner Of
Copley's Market in Warfield,
could not be reached for comment.
Lowell E. Spencer, a Paintsville attorney representing
the Judes, said the couple
could neither eat nor sleep for
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The Squeeze
Is Off!
Pay-As-You Drive Car
Insurance Now Available
Now you can buy top-quality /Etna Automobile Insurance without a big lump-sum outlay
/Etna's new CBS(Customer Billing Service)lets
you pay your premium in easy monthly installments! What's more, you'll always be notified
when changes have affected your premium
Best of all, you can pay, within minimum and
maximum limits, as little or as much of your bill
as you choose — just as you pay for other goods
and services. For further details, simply call our
agency.

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think ...

KING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

Ph. 753-8355
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CHRISTMAS
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PRICES GOOD THRU
MON DECEMBER 1
•
4.46.
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POLYESTER

KNITTED
SUEDE

•

99

;:••••
•••

••

oil, •)
-Oa*"
--

,

RAYONT
'
-'

LUSTROUS COLORS
K SOFT Pll F
)PY
'

S699

-

4

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF FINE

WOOLEN

ORDURO
POLYESTER & COTTON
SOLID COLORS-45" WIDE
SAVE '/.-REG. $3.99 YD.

0105,..

5 5,
TTI•

.

1/.3 4E,

$299
•••

FUR

1104,

.11

STRETCH TER

• e POLYESTER & COTTON s299
WHITE PASTELS
R DARKS 60 WIDE
S 3 99

KLOPMAN'S

VD

1/
4

•
•
f

keg 52 99 Reg 55 99
S 19a- S399

vttotiR

ARNE L & NYI ON $299
54 SOI ID COLORS
D
'SAVE . RFC, $399

POLY DOUBLE KNIT

ONTE-DE-ROM
PANT & SLACK WEIGHT
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG $4 99 NOW S3 99

OUTING FLANNEL
BO% COTToN 20% POLYESTER..
60 WIDE HAND WASH REG $999

65% POLYESTER -35% COTTON
WHITE II COLORS—REG $2.29

.W•

AL

CCTTON MACHINE WASH
REG SI 99 YD

$79,?,
•
,.••sile•

/!-

West Ky. Rural
Eledric Cooperative Cooperation

2
99
YD

WHITE AND PASTEL COLORS

BROADCLOTH

441441fltwitiVNIt

To all ourfriends go sincere wishes
for a happy, healthy
Thanksgiving Holiday!

ACRYLIC - POLYESTER
ALL THE
CHRISTMAS COLORS
SAVE R3

4.

SIGN'

$199

Happy Thanksgiving, America.

L
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MAN MADE

LONG & SHORT PILES
54' & 64" 100% WOOL
DECORATIVE,TOYS, ETC.
AND WOOL BLENDS
COORDINATING PATTERNS REG. $3.99 TO $14.99 YD.
ENTIRE STOCK ON SALE
REG PRICE $7 9910 $10
YD.
OFF
REG
PRICE
PRICt

4r1

!•.1

PINWALE

;
al

fi•

ELVEt

Central Shopping Center
Highway 641 & Arcadia Ct.
Mon.. Tues., Sat. 9:00-6:00
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9:00-8:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00

•
•

FULL 60" WIDTH
ELEGANT COLORS
SAVE It,-REG $599 YD
$

On this special day,
let us show thanks with friendship and
love ...give thanks with reflection
and prayer...and celebrate the many blessings
each of us has to be truly grateful for.

•

Murray-Mayfield

41r.

-104014-4104001

I
•-•

•

1
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Fifth Man Sought For Robbery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Al'() Four men, including a former
Jefferson County policeman,
are in custody and a fifth man
is being sought in the wake of
a robbery at the home of Ellie
Brown, former wife of Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Witfiin a little more than 24
hours after Monday's robbery,
police had recovered all of
Mrs. Brown's stolen silver and
jewelry.
Mrs. Brown was tied up and
robbed at gunpoint Monday
morning at her stately white
brick home on Lightfoot Road.
Well over $100,000 worth of
jewelry anIS silver was taken,
police said.
Maj. John Quigley, head of
the criminal investigative services unit of Louisville police,
said a detective who inter-

viewed Mrs. Brown recognized the name of a man who occasionally did yard work for
Mrs. Brown. That man had
called shortly before the robbery to ask if Mrs. Brown
needed any yard work done,
police said..
At 5 p.m. Monday, police arrested James F. Head, 37, of
Louisville. They found two
guns and the three most
valuable pieces of jewelry - a
diamond watch, a bracelet
and a ring valued at a total of
$60,000 to $70,000, Quigley
said.
Early Tuesday, police
charged James. M. Lewis, 26,
and Oscar M. Tooley, 41, with
robbery and burglary.
Later Tuesday, Joe Randazzo, 52, identified as a former
county policeman who now

Police recovered six "yen
expensive" pieces of jewelry
plus a collection of silver
candlesticks, trays, and other
pieces valued at more than
$50,000, Quigley said.
They also found a velvet
evening coat with a fur collar,
an ostrich evening jacket, a
small television set, and an
assortment of plastic
bracelets and other pieces of
jewelry.

NOTICE

ar
'able

The following members of the MurrayCalloway County Insurance Agents
Association will be closed November 27th
and 28th in observance of the Thanksgiving
Holiday:

Ink...

753-8355

Kupchella,

4es

4101k
One of ihe favorite Mods of the American Indians was
popcorn. Here Rachel Neale serves "(racker jacks" to her
North Elementary first grade class. The students enjoyed
making this delicious and nutricious snack. Children are
Tony Khajavi, Nicole West, Cindy Tucker, Jamie Wilson,
Mitzi Anderson and Chris Roach.

The governor said the men
made no threats against the
children but knew whom they
were robbing because they
referred to Mrs. Brown by
name.

eze

Automo
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Company Seeks Rate Hike

runs a second-hand store, was
charged with receiving stolen
property.

The Murray Insurance Agency
Holton and Melugin Insurance Agency
Don Henry State Farm Agency
Jane Rogers State Farm Agency
Larry Krouse State Farm Agency
Bob Nanney Insurance Agency
King-Landolt Insurance Agency
Ray and Terry Broach Kentucky Farrii Bui eau
Agency
Ross Insurance Agency
Johnny Williams MFA Insurance
Agency
Joe Sledd Insurance Agency

Security Federal I
Savings & Loan
1300 .Johnson Blvd 759 1 234

Photo By Renee Miller

Ceremonies Held For
Library Renovation
ASHLAND, Ky. 1AP) —
Ground-breaking ceremonies
were held Tuesday for the
planned renovations of the
Ashland Public library.
Among those turning the
ground with the golden shovel
was Boyd County JudgeExecutive George Hall, even
though the library board has
sued the coisiity fiscal court.
The suit was filed last year. to
try and force the county to pay
a share of money it had pledged to the library, but then
found it did not have the funds
to pay.
Head librarian Juliette
Bryson told reporters at the
ceremonies that the matter is
now in the hands of the Kelltucky Supreme Court, which
has agreed to hear the case.
Library Board chairman

WE'RE NOT WAITING
FOR NEW YEAR'S DAY
TO OFFER THE
BEST FABRIC
BARGAINS
OF THE YEAR.. .
THEY'RE ON SALE
RIGHT NOW!

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

We Will Be Closed For
Thanksgiving
Thursday, Nov. 27

June Smith from Murray State University is reading
some favorite books to the first grade students. Pictured
with Smith are: Jonda Canup, Mitzi Anderson, Holly
Walston, Amy Kirks, Travis Russell, Kristy Collins, Tony
Sledd and Lee Ann Herndon,

TEAT THE SNOW &ICE
FABRIC SALE!

Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
Cardinal Point Shopping Center

Captain D's,
$179

Holiday Chipper Special
Otter good Irom Nov
BIM NM MB NM MN

Dec 71080 (at participating Captor Os)
rxre ,.ourdon Per customer

am

No

imm

mom mon

DISCOUNT
FOODS
Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Charles

POTATO
CHIPS

Cut Green Beans
Sweet Peas
Tam Halves
Pumpkin

Prairie Farm

Williams

BUTTERMILK

SAUSAGE
1 lb

25'
25'
25'
25'
44'
47'

Gal.

89;4
1 2

$1 49

3P
34'
33c

Green Beans
Early June Peas
lima Beans

73'
51'
55c

Asparagus
Peaches
Pineapple

Real Lemon Juice
Prune Juice

994

89'
93'
xxx, 83`
89'
s 1 76
ri,,
37.,

Cranberry Juice
Grapefruit Juice
Dill Pickles
Breakfast Mix 0....

CORN
FLAKES

Naas
TOATO
JUICE

COFFEE
CREAMER

83'

594

994

RALSTON

MA'
_

1

Reg. $2.29

T-Mart

Whole Kernel Corn

1111N1•111

inn on

min
Captain D's

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

;ream Style Corn

at fr

Paducah, Ky.

Hugh Wittich said he plans to
resign from his position when
two things are accomplished
-- apparently referring to the
library renovation and the
decision on the lawsuit.
The 'plan calls for $1.2
million to be used to tear down
the original section of the
library and build an. addition
to the newer Weaver Wing of
the. facility. The Ashland
Library hopes to move from
its temporary headquarters in
St. Paul's Lutheran Church
and into the new facility in less
than a year and a half.

• 2 pieces of fish fillet
creamy cole slaw
•crisp french fries
•2 Southern-style
hush puppies

69

HANCOCK
FABRICS
•

its last rate hike In May, when
the URC approved an annual
revenue increase of nearly $10
million. That amounted to
about 62 percent of the $16 2
million the company had been
seeking.

pressures are extremely
strong, but is required to provide the level of service expected by General's
customers and this commission," the application stated.
General Telephone received

FRANKFURT, Ky.
General Telephone of Kentucky has filed fur a 21.7 percent rate hike,asking the state
Utility Regulatory Commission to approve a revenue increase of about $23.4 million.
According to the company's
calculations, the rate hike will
mean a daily increase of 27
cents, or about $8.10 a month,
in the telephone bills of the
average consumer.
General Telephone, based in
Lexington, said in its application that the 'request was prompted by the rising costs of
capital orpansion and service
improvements.
The expansion "is occurring
in a time when inflationary

Flour

Evaporated Milk

Apple Butter

Peaches)

Marshmallows

Bar B. d. Sauce

Grape Jelly

Margarine

Block Pepper

Wheaties

Salad Dressing

Frosted Flakes

43(
„., 69'
45'
49'
S'
I 39
1 19

Heavy Duty

Creamette
Med. Wide 8. Egg

FOIL

NOODLES

89

534

12 oz

Dog Food
Kitty Litter
Super Suds
Bleach
lig. Detergent
Steak Sauce

69'
59'
69'

Yellow

POPCORN

59,
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Deadline Set To Apply For
MSU ROTC Scholarships
.
high school seniors interested ui applying for foursear college scholarships offered by Army ROTC must do
so before December 1, LIC
Ramie!! Rutin. Professor of
Military Science at Murray
State University , announced

today .
Applications inay be obtained
from
high
school
counselors or the Military
Science Department. Murray
State University More than
1.01M four-year. full tuition cotlegs' scholarships xii I
hr

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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1. Legal Notice _

w ai aca to lora i school SelitOrS

I THOUGHT YOU WERE
LOST FOR 60017 59
MOVED A FEW OF Mie
THINGS INTO YOUR ROOM

MURRAY
HOME
Et AUTO

Sealed proposals for furnishing, delivering
and providing start-up service for one
Standby Emergency Power Generator Set
with appurtenances as specified to the
Murray Water Plant will be received by the

ttiooks. putcly academic fees
and supplies, and $1011 subsistence allum ;ince is paid for

up to tell
Applicants

call use the
scholarships at one of about
olleLes and IIIIIVt`I'Slties
!k ,,tII4.; the bury ear Antis
lii
program. Students

open
be
Will
Thanksgiving Day
for your shopping
convenience, from

City of Murray, Kentucky, at the Office of
the City Clerk until 5:15 p.m., C.S.T., Thur-

1 p.m. til 5 p.m. We
will also be open
1
Sundays from

sday, December

4, 1980, and then immediately thereafter opened and read aloud
at the Public Works Committee meeting of

at college

chosen.

p.m. til 5 p.m. now

the Murray Common Council, City Hall, 5th
and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky,

l'pori completion of ROTC
and craduation froni college.

thrc
.
•=trin.

42071. Specifications and Bid Documents
may be obtained at the Office of the Water

holarship %% inners are coinsecond
the 1, S. Army and serve on
active ihityfor four years.

and Sewer Superintendent, 401 Olive Street,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071. The City of

BIBLE CALL
The Sabbath or thi
Lord's Day - Whir li
759-4444. Bible Stor,,
759-4445.

Murray, Kentucky, reserves the right to
reject any and all bids, to waive informalities
and to negotiate with the apparent qualified

Selo •11i111 ut scholarship winin..rs Is based upon such factors asqhe results of the stuAmerican College
1,•iit's
resting Program I ACT) or
Scholastic
Aptitude -rest
SAT 1, his or her high school
,o -adeinic record. participation in eStracurricular acPhyskal examinati,
tion. alid interviews with a
lloal iit riny Officers. Final
soluctiiin :ire made at Headqii:irtut.:. Training and Doctrine Coininand, Fort Monroe.
Va., and will be announced
before September 1981.

best

bidder

to such

extent as

may

be

necessary.

Ordinance Number 610.0
An Ordinance ammending Ordinance No. 610.0
Relating to operating charges of the Hazel Natural Gas
System.

Be it ordained by the City of Hazel
Ordinance No. 610.0 is hereby amended to read as
follows:
Rate increase for 1st 500 cu. ft.
55.50
All over 500 cu. ft.
$5.35 per 1,000 cu. ft.

This ordinance shall become effective December 18
billing 1980.
Adopted the 3rd day of December 1980
City of Hazel, Kentucky
By. Wm. Pratt, Mayor

\YAVi WhiteWestinghouse

In Stock At
PURDOMS,
INC.

2.?Vial
i Direct! A letter from SanSend $1 dollar with child's
name and address to P 0 Box
1041 Murray

THE DRESSER,THE COUCH,
THE RUG, THE END TABLE,
THE LAMP, THE BED AND THE
MARTHA WA5H1N6T0N CHAIR
WILL TAKE A LITTLE LONGER

Bible FactsFree Store for the
flee:', 759-4600.
MURRAY HOME El
INTEREST'

AUTO

DAYS, Dec.

FREE

5th Et 6th Lay-away
Now!!

753-4872

• 5.Lost and Found
Lost: Passport. Reward offered!
761-2986
Lost in vicinity of Aurora, KY,
one female Beagle hound,
black and tan with white spot
on neck. Liberal reward' Bill
Hooper, 474-2259.

6. Help Wanted
GALLIMORE'S
Hazel, Ky.

NOW GO

GET BACK N
LINE

will be open Thursday 27th Nov. and

7-

TRICK ANDNOVELTY
SHOP

///

will
serving
be
Thanksgiving Dinner.
492-8962

BEETLE BAILEY

REMEMBER WHEN
PEOPLE•USEP TO SAY

"YOUR SLIP IS SHOWING"
-2

The Apple Tree School now has
openings for 2 year old
children A limited number of
openings are also available for
3-5 year old children.
Transportation provided to and
school
public
from
kindergarten programs for information about quality child
care. phone /53-9356 days,
753-1566 nights, or visit the
facility at 1503 Stadium 'View
Drive
While

your family is
together capture the
occasion
with
photographs from:

CARTER STUDIO
304 Mr.

11;top'

753-n298

Tropical Fish Hut, new location.
327 East Wood St.. Paris, TN.
Open 10 AM til 6 PM, closed
Sundays. Special this week:
Guinea Pigs. regular $11.99,
special $8.99 Redwag Platys,
regular $139. special 89t, all
tanks $1 above cost. 642-4172.

EQMSTEAC::),
WAKE UP'

;

;11111151%
-%

FACT

JUNGLE, IN OUR
VILLAGES. THERE HAS
NEVER BEEN CITY
CRIME OF
THie kltso.
IN OUR

FOR A LLONGO WARRIOR
SON„TO ROB AND
BEAT AN °GAN! ELDER
WILL CAUSE OUTRAGE
AMONG THE PEOPLE.

„ MY

THE).

WILL KILL
MY SONON SIGHT,

Vei. ,45K YOU TO FIND

HIM FIRST.. TO SAVE
_(‘ HIS LIFE!

eyelle4c,

TOLD YOU..
MEDICINE. TO
MAKE YOU
STRON4.
GOLD! I'M
READY!

LLON I HERE
TAKE THESE •

12th 8 Poplar (4
753-1227

Bonnie Watson Spann is now
working at Evelyn's Beauty
Salon. Central Shopping
Tuesdays.
on
Center.
Thursdays, Fridays. and Saturdays. Call 753-2511 for an appointment

I

DON'T TURN

I WILL
TRY.

STARKS
ot
4§ HARDWARE
g4

KIN6 LL ION TO
O L Lotti6o.

SoFT ON ME,

Antique day bed Best otter
Call /53-6232

1-3.-FOr Sue or Trade
Will trade white wrought iron
patio furniture. (4 pieces) for
redwood patio furniture Call
436 2289 after 5 pm

14. Wirtraqy
111 Acres or less of timbered
land in Calloway County, from
an individual owner, no realtors
please. Write Box 10408, Murray, KY.

Wanted person to do washing,
waxing, buffing and light painting on large trucks and
trailers. Apply in person
between 8-5 Monday through
Friday. See Don McCord at
Trucks, Trailers, and Buses.
Inc., Hwy 641 South.

Cabinet model stereo with AM TM radio, antique oak buffet
and dresser. Call 753-6553
For sale Antique round oak
table, 48", $325. Call 7532480 after 5 pm.
For sale. Nice plaid couch, extra long, $125. 753-3418 after
5 pm.
Like new bed, chest, stereo and
stand, t.v, tables, and lamps.
Call 753-6063.
One avacado Magic Chef 30''
cook stove with a continuous
self-cleaning oven, in good con
dition. One three stack electric
heater. Call 762-3379.

1965-66 Mustang convertible.
Little or no rust on frame. Body
any condition. 759-4509.
Want to buy. Used mobile
home, any size. 527-1362.
Want to buy Bicycle exerciser.
Please call 753-0806 after 4
pm.
Want to buy: Standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service. 'Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office.
Paris, TN
Organ, Lowery electronic console type, full rhythm and base
Built-in tape deck Call 4362432.

All BUGS CALL
/WU , li 1"
41

'Kelley's

Termite /A
%

& Pest Control
Phalli:1753-3914

Catfish fingerlings, will be
available on or about December
1st. Call Murray Bait Co. to
place orders. Order before
November 29th. 753-5693.
Crocheted afghans. also quilts.
753-6379.
For sale: Used 10 screen doors,
wood storm windows, wood
storm doors, 3 aluminum storm
doors, 2 bath tubs. 2 lavatorys.
1 commode, barrell pump, 2
sets inside shutters, 3 interior
doors, one round top door with
storm, miscellaneous drawers,
one 100 amp fuse box, one
heat vent tan. Call 753-4124.
For sale: Frigidare clothes
dryer. Also would like to buy
10" table saw and draftsman
table. 753-0565 after.5 pm.
Leather repair, dying, cleaning.
and alterations Also saddle
and harness repair We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests.
tack, belts, purses. brIlfolds,
and many other gift items. Call
747-3934.

Legal secretary with 15 years
experience wants part time
work. Types 90 wpm, shorthand 120 wpm. Accurate,
dependable, efficient. Call
753-1301.
Will do sewing, alterations and
babysitting for 1 child between
1-4. Call 753-0952.
Will do babysithng in my home
in Lynn Grove area. Call 435
4308.

,

24:11iiiellaneous
Firewood: 18"-24" seasoned.
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536,
18 Foot enclosed truck bed
with sliding overhead 'door. Will
make excellent storage
building. $750. Call 753-8078.
Town & Country Yamaha.
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and Irckory, $22.50
delivered. 753-8649, 4892492. or 753-0798.
Firewood, oak and"hickory, 18"
or 24-. Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327 or 489-2853.
Firewood for sale, oak and
hickory, $25 a rick. Also light
hauling. Dial 753-5857.
King automatic wood heater,
brick lined, cast iron grates
and doors, lift off cook surface
top, model 8802B. $259.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
Wood for sale, seasoned or
green. 436-2758.
.•

You ore cordially invited
to a Special Day of shopping at

COURT SQUARE ANTIQUES

9. Situation Wanted

26.

Philo
stand
Call 4

Want(
nerd
contri
&B

27:1

1973
bedro
condi
$450(

For S
turms
Call 3

12x65
dryer,
pin nit
Good

19/0
bedroi

sIldint

porch.
allrem
lurnis
exce
04801
1977
bedroi
setup
paymE
th. Ca
even ii

2U

For rr
near
2611.

12x60
See I
Trailer
Theatr

Two I
pletely
lion,
8964.

Two bi
on 6'
deposi

Two b(
home.
If 2 mi
th. $
Availat
753-9C

30. 1

Sati
tion

7. Storage Illdgs.
Custom
portable
Built
buildings. Call 753-0984.

Wing
and g
8038

For
10'x4;
near U
son. F
.3482.

23. Exterminating

1971 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup, 37.000 miles, camper
special. 411 Read end, 454
engine, p.s.. a.c., cruise control, AM-FM radio and topper.
Sharp! 1966 Karmann Ghia
V.W. sharp! 2 horse trailer,
good condition. 7 year old
gelding, registered walking and
racking with papers. Call 1536123.

24.

-Downtown on the Square

Old
oak
cloc
trun
tool

Murray, Ky.
Please join us on Friday, November 28, 1980,
anytime from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. and enjoy a
cup of punch or coffee as you browse.
From out of the past: furniture, quilts,
glassware 8 china,
owning or giving...

wonderful

things

worth

...Antique jewelry (Shirley Cornish will have
her jewelry in the shop this one day only), type
trays, wicker...
From the present: Christmas ornaments(many
hand blown into antique molds), stocking stuffers in the antique mode, reproduction brass and
copper...

010

"Wes Oft Wrapping is A41
3Speela1ty Al
PHANTOM Ah'

Refinery Corp. offers
plenty of money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits to
mature person in Murray area.
Regardless of,uperience, write
:F.C. -Sears. Pres.. Box Ill, Ft.
Worth, TX 76101.
Texas Oil Company needs
mature person for short trips
surrounding Murray. Contact
customers. We train. Write T.G.
Dick, Pres. Southwestern
Petroelum, Ft. Worth. TX
16101.
Texas

RESTAURANT

NANCY

„
BLONDIE

Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newel mobile homes See or
call Johnny Williams, your
M F A agent 753-0445

FOR SALE
Local Children's
retail store. For further information
write P.O. Box 230,
Murray, Kentucky.

Section 11

/1-26

JOB?

16. Home Furnishiw

Biggest towel bargain every. 30
cotton rayon towels $3 50
postpaid. 90 towels $10.00
Gibbs Enterprises, 110 Jones
St., Truth or Consequences
N.M., 87901.

What we do best is care.
Needhoe. 753-6333

HI SLUGGO-D10 YOU
GET THAT PAR 1_-_-_rikE

12.--Ws
urance

15. Articles For Ue

Section 1

\pplicants who will start
ciilltee next fall must be at
Icast 17 years old by October 1.
l'hose who renter college in
inid-term must be at least 17
prior to the date the scholarship becomes effective. All applicants must be able to complete tIll requirements for a
commission and a college
degree before reaching age 25.
If development of the
,Airh..orr egrun -the world's
largest • rain forest -- continues at its present rate.
some scientists estimate that
its ecosystem would be mostly
destroyed b) the year 2,000.

THE BOOKS AND THE
RECORD PLAYER WILL
BE EASY TO MOVE BACK

2.&lice

INVITATION TO BID

PEANUTS

-L SEE 'lOU MADE ,T
HOME 816 BROTHER..

1. Legal Notice

+0111111111111111

this c.ri IN the ArttiN lii addition to pat mg tor tuition, tilt11(111'S lul.iistiip covers tex-

mast 4,r :tempted

PUT IT IN THE

11110

NOTICE
Effective
mmediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

Colonial House Smorgasbord
Thanksgiving Feast
641 North

W=11

753-2700

Turkey and Dressing
Roast Beef - Fried Chicken
Baked Ham - Codfish
•An Array Of Salads
.4 Vegetables •Hot Bread
•Pumpkin and Mincemeat Pie
All You Can Eat For Only

$475

(Includes Drinks & Tax)

Open 11:00-8:30

BEST COPY AVI

4
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
lie Furnishing
day bed Best offer
6232
nodel stereo with AM
), antique oak buffet
ser Call 753-6553
Antique round oak
8", $325 Call 753
er 5 pm
Nice plaid couch, ex$125 753-3418 after
bed, chest, stereo and
v tables, and lamps
6063
cado Magic Chef 30"
ve with a continuous
rung oven, in good conne three stack electric
all 762-3379.

cuum Cleaners
ix Sales and Service
ntgomery. 753-6760.

lofts Ectuipment
ol People: Invest in a
of security, largest
lowest priced. no
ion or red tape in Ken;ountry Boy Store, 9
rst of Hopkinsville junc164-117. Hours 8-5,
12-5,(502)885-5914.

usical
J used Baldwin piano
ins. Lonardo Piano Co.,
rom the Post Office,
.owery electronic confull rhythm and base
tape deck Call 436

.terminating
wiaT
IL BUGS CALL

IU'

•
44

ley's Termite
Pest Control
tone 753 3914

,

ieIlaneous

d' 18-24"
18-24- seasoned,
hardwoods, $25 per
livered. Call 753-8536.
t enclosed truck bed
ling overhead door Will
excellent storage
I $750. Call 753-8078.
Country Yamaha.
cut any length, mostand hickory. $22.50
J. 153-8649, 489753-0798.
1, oak and hickory, 18"
Also custom cut sizes.
7 or 489-2853
for sale, oak and
$25 a rick. Also light
Dial 753-5857.
tomatic wood heater,
led, cast iron grates
rs, lift off cook surface
del 8802B. $259.99.
ardware, Paris, TN.
ir sale, seasoned or
362758.

ITIQUES
ire

nber 28, 1980,
n. and enjoy a
se.
titure, quilts,
things worth

nish will have
lay only), type

aments(many
stocking stuf:tion brass and

bord

24. Miscellaneous

30. Business Rental

34. Houses For Rent

43. Real Estate

Wing shallow well pump tank For rent 2 large commercial Two bedroom house.
1'7 miles
and guage and loot valve 474 buildings across from M S U on 641 South. $200 and
431-ir
campus, available May. 1981
8038
deposit 753-4699
Call 753-2967 after 5 pm
8-.111-Radio
Two bedroom unfurnished
32. Apts. For Rent
house in Murray. Also one in
753-1222
Philco 19" color t.v. with
Apartments
rent,
.near
for
country Married couples only.
stand, $125 Good condition
downtown
Call
753-4109.
References and deposit Call
Call 435-4543
LIGHT LP
Wanted Person to take up pay- Apartment for rent, close to 492-8594
YOUR LIFE
ment on 4 month old remote M.S.U.. no pets. $125 per mon- Three bedroom house for rent
With this 5 bedroom
control color Lir Warranted. 1 th, $100 deposit. Call 753- with garage Referigerator and
home in Canterbury
6564.
stove furnished, garden space.
& B Music, 753-7575
Estates. Over 3000 sq.
27. Mobile Home Sales Duplex, 2 bedroom, carpet, gas 2 miles from town. 153-46/8.
ft. of living area in this
heat, central air, kitchen ap- 37.1vestock•Suplii
roomy family home.
1973 Champion 12x60, one pliances furnished Available
Living room, large
25 Cows, 5 small calves, one
bedroom. 2 window air- now 753-5924 or 153-1681.
eat-in kitchen, den
registered bull. Call 492-8502.
conditioners, new carpet.
Furnished apartments, one or
with fireplace, 19'x17'
$4500. 753-7987
OE;
two bedrooms, also sleeping 600 lb. Grade herd bull progame room, storage
For sale. 1973, 12x65, fully rooms Zimmerman Apart- spect. 34 Polled Hereford, 3 4
furnished, washer and dryer ments, South 16th 753-6609 Jersey. Also registered Hereford "Have a nice day! Have nice day! How many galore, and large concrete backyard patio
bull ready for service Oury people you know have a nice
Call 354-6616 or 437-4537
day?"
One bedroom apartment, $90,
for those summer
12x65 Furnished, washer, 2 bedroom apartment. $110 Lovins. 436-5324.
43TItal Estate
cookouts. Offered well
43. Real Estate
dryer, air-conditioned, under- per month Water, stove, REE MAR ARABIANS 753below placement cost.
*************4
pinning, and storm straps. refrigerator furnished, at Lynn 6126.
Reduced to $74,900.
* Beautiful spacious *
Good condition. 474-2342.
Want to start saving
Grove Phone 753-7874. Ken- 38. Pets-Supplies
Phone 753-1222, Kop* home at the waters* today? You can when
1970 Mobile home, 1240, 2 ton Miller.
perud Realty for Real
AKC Minature Dachshund pup- * edge of Kentucky *
you
put
your
money
inbedrooms, with new carpet, One bedroom apartment, fur- pies Champion bloodlines $60
Service in Real
*
not
It
only
is
Lake.
*
to
the
two
mobile
sliding glass doors and nished or unfurnished. low and $75 each Call 527-9700
Estate.
* well built, secluded,* home lots on Highway
porch.with underpinning arid utilities. 1414 Vine Street.
after 1 pm
INVESTMENT
restful
:
and
but,
:
is
280.
City
water
and
allready tied down partially
PROPERTY
Two
bedroom
maintenance
*
AKC
free
townhouse
registered
and*
Cocker
apartSpaniel
septic
tanks.
Each is
furnished, gas heat, washer, in
36x187 building on
Carpet,
ment.
refrigerator,
puppies,
two*
into
be
divided
*
males.
can
7
weeks,
$75
175x350
feet. Some
excellent condition Call 75380x200 lot. Could be
1
living 4
owner financing possi0480 or 437-4514 after 6 pm. range, dishwasher, disposal, Also AKC registered Beagle *separate
utilized as one rental
washer, dryer hookup, central puppies, ready for Christmas ;
quarters. Enjoy the * ble. Call Anna now. Of1977 Windsor 14x70, 2 heat and air 753-7559 or 753- Stud service for above breeds
unit or divided into
*convenience of your * fice 753-1651 home 753bedroom, unfurnished, on 7550.
several units. Buy this
Call 492-8861
*own private boat dock. * 2477.
setup on two lots. Take over
and get a good return
payments of $187.00 per mon- Two bedroom duplex available Basic and Advanced dog obe- *$59,500. Call today for *
on your investment.
an appointment to see *
th. Call collect 615-645-7700, January 1st furnished or un- dience classes. Breed handling,
Priced
$64,00O.
furnished. Call 753-9400.
tracking, and protection. All *this gorgeous home. *
evenings 615-645-5497.
Located at corner of
breeds
and
ages.
Professional
Two bedroom apartment,
*2 bedroom,home with *
4th and Chestnut
28. Mob. Home Rents redecorated,
adults, no pets. instructor. 436-2858.
Streets. Phone KopFor rent. 2 bedroom trailer, Lease and deposit. Call 753- Basset Hound, registered, *central heat and air *
South I 2th at Sycamore
*with walk out base:I
perud Realty, 753-1222.
near Murray. No pets. 489- 9208 after 4 pm.
$125: unregistered, $15. From
Telephone 753.1651
ment, located near *
2611.
hunting stock. Long ears and *Kentucky Lake. On *
P. 0. Box 381
33. Rooms for Rent
Income property $315.00 per
sad faces. Will hold for *paved street, large
For rent- Mobile home,
Girls
room
for
rent,
one
month
block
Small apartment
Christmas. 753-0612.
10'x42', furnished, natural gas.
:ooded lot, outside * Wooded Lot provides serene set, building fully rented For sale
near University, prefer one per- from University.- Call 753-1812 For sale: AKC registered Boston *storage..$
*.ling for newly decorated three
15,9_ 00
an. ,.
by owner Low $20's Call 753son. Phone 753-3895 or 753- or 759-4909.
Terrier puppies. Call 753-7438. *
* bedroom
brick located lust 8742.
ea
2 el. 30
.3482.
34. Houses For Rent
Prentice New - 753-5113
* west of Southside shopping.
For sale. Minature Pinscher
- 133•1403
12x60 Mobile home for rent Farm house, near city limits, puppies, often called %nature * Shirley
* Fenced backyard provides
AMU,REAL I r, on.
Wlfewel- T33.1146
4sIors
/
See Brandon Dill al Dill's garden, spring water, wood Dobermans. 8-12" tall full * Terve s,...,..., anflowpr * security for small children and
••• tette, the
mehens Sweet fad seirrl
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In stove. $200 monthly. 753- grown. Call 753-5421 after 5 *
kb,. pets. Glassed in back porch
153-1324
FARMS-HOMES
p.
Theatre entrance
;lust off U-shaped kitchen pro8096.
pm.
*
BUSINESSES
p.
seclusion
vides
and
privacy
*
Murray-(alloway
*
LAKE
AND
bedroom
Two
trailers, com- House -for rent with built-in For sale- AKC registered Old
RECREATIONAL
Transferrable loan available A
County Rs.
PROPERTY
pletely furnished, good condi- dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, English Sheep puppies. Call *
A
. with lower than currerfr
p. Listings needed! Offices
• (502)7534146 *
tion, from $145 Call 753- air-conditioner. Also 50' t.v. 753-2792.
A
„„.12511251.5,.s
* terest
Coast
to
Coast.
8964
Buyers
tower, antenna and rotary.
p.
41. Public Sale
Alwriny,I,.42071 * 1492 Century 21 lorettiloes.
*
from
Everywhere. A
Two bedroom trailer, P: miles References required. Family
A "Free"
k***********t Realtors
21
Catalog.
Toys and miscellaneous sale!
on 641 South, $150 and preferred. 753-5737.
STROUT REALTY
deposit. 153-4699..
Nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath lake November 29th, out of New Mr. Executive.. If you were ever
le. I woo.SW.,
Concord on Highway 444, go 1 to believe an advertisement
12 r2
RI
•
Two bedroom furnished mobile home waterfront lot, big mile, turn right, go l2 mile
Money ly
believe
this
one!
This
hand
fireplace
Coleman
Real Estate,
home. central heat and air, onsome
753-0186
tri-level
is
brick
and
wood
753-9898
or
435-4349
A
ly 2 miles from city $150 monAnyhow
with wrought iron fenced court
th, $50 deposit required Nice, large, clean house, inJAMES'
0
7531222
yard.
Now
picture
this
home
Available December 1st, Call sulated, storm doors and winCountry Living lust minutes
ANTIQUES
setting amongst dozens of tall
753-9036 after 5 pm
dows, built-in cabinets, city
from town! Be ready to Move
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
water, electric heat, garage. Custom Stripping and
RENT?
WHY
right into this immaculate 3
lawn underneath. This spacious
30. Business Rental large garden, near Murray. Repairing
and
This-home presentlybedroom. 2 bath ranch house.
home has 'everything. game
References and deposit reRefinishing. Custom
consists of two apartfeaturing 4 acres of tendable
room with free standing
Mini
quired. Couple. No pets. $175.
Cabinets and Woodland lust some of the extras
fireplace, family room with 'ments -but could be
753-5593.
Warehouse
dipping.
working. No
easily converted back
besides good neighbors are a
cedar paneling, brick fireplace.
Hwy. 641 South
breakfast bar, ceramic tile
Partially furnished 2 bedroom
to one family dwelling.
Storage Space
built in bookcases (very warm
bath, extra large closets, and
house, North 6th. No pets.
492-8850
There is a separate
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen
For Rent
much more! This one won't last
Deposit and lease required.
garage and large
has quality cabinets and loads
We Buy
7534758
long! Hurray and call Wendy at
Call 753-9208 after 4 pms.
of ceramic. 3 bedrooms, 3 full
garden area. Ideal inAnd Sell
Spann Realty Associates 753baths Call 753-1492. We can't
vestment property at
begin to tell it all! Oh yes.
$16,000. Phone 753- /724
43. Real Estate
iiiiii mumumnrIMIlftirrirmiram
-owner will consider partial
1222, Kopperud Realty
Reduced. At 602 West Main, financing and owner wants offor full time real
the Mrs. Ed Filbeck estate, the fer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
estate service.
large 13 room -house and 5 lobs, Realtors.
EVERYTHING
room garage apartment on lot
YOU'VE BEEN
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to own
LOOKING FOR!
approximately 93x200, is now
Saturday, November 29th at 10:00 A.M., 641 Auca port of Mother Nature
Over 2000 square feet
priced at only $43.500. This
without being out a lot of
tion House, 3 miles north of Paris on Murray Highway.
of living area on a tree
cash!! 23 rolling acres on
property is ideal for business,
Old spindle back rocker, oak dresser, oak dining table,
shaded lot. This home
Groves-Marshall County line
offices, residential apartments.
oak lamp table, 2 stone tables from Greece, old
Professional ServIces
just north of Hwy. 80. Rood
has a large cedar
or combintations of same, with
With The Fnendly Touch"
clocks, old Alladin lamp and parts, odd tables, chairs,
frontage on East and West
paneled family room
high
rental
income
potential
sites
building
sides with two
trunks, oak wardrobe, gloss, dishes, cooking utensils,
with a wood burning 3
Both buildings have central gas
NEED MORE
Tobacco base and barn. Only
tools, guns, and lots more.
fireplace, lots of
518,500. Need further dives
ROOM?
heat. A buying opportunity like
cabinets and is close to
tient Just coll. We'll help!
Then this is it, lovely 4
this does not come often! Call
a .shopping center in
JOHN SMITH
BR., and • study,
to see this property and make
quiet neighborhood.
situated on treean offer. C.O. Bondurant RealHouse is surrounded
studded lot. This charty. 753-9954 or 753-3460.
by other quality-built
ming home has large
homes. All this plug 3
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
living-dining area,
bedrooms, and 2
baths, brick veneer hbme.
country kitchen, large
baths. Mid $60's. A
1621 Keenlaad Drive. Home-rec. room, 2 baths,
753-7411
new listing through
features Olympic size pool.
elec. heat. I,ess than
AROUND THE CLOCK
Kopperud Realty.
central heat and air, fireplace.
replacement cost at
burglar alarm system. For more
only $52,900.
information call Purdom &
A MOST
Thurman Real Estate, 753TEMPTING BUY
▪
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
1508 Sunset Blvd.,
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
225 L. P. Miller St.
• Near Murray High,
Across From Community Center
charming 3 bedroom. 1
S Portholes & Thurman
bath, B.V. Spacious
Open
0
Hours
1
nnnnnn
co &
0
3 living-dining room,
0
Real Estate
Mon. Tues. 7:30-12:30
B plush carpeting, elec.
SeuttosIde Court Sq
heat, built-in range,
Closed
Wednesday
, saarray, Kentucky S
▪ exhaust fan, 2 window
8:3012:30
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7.53-4451
air conditioners, two
bedrooms have built▪ in vanities, desk,
Low cost home loan money
bookshelves. Outside
won't last long For applicastorage building plds
tions, incomes can vary up to
workshop. Fenced-in
$22,500 for a five member
backyard.....Quiet
famrly Give us a call now at
neighborhood, divided
75311492 for information on
street. A good buy at
this 10 7/8% interest Yes, you
$3*,1/11
read right - under 11% on a 25
year term Dial 753-1492 We'll
753-8080
help you Century 21 Loretta
of
lobs, Realtors

zukcipito
23

AUCTION
SALE

Shortie McBride,
No. 247, Auctioneer

At
Thanksgiving,
our word is
Thanks.

53. Services Offered

47. Motorcycles
61.1 Honda Lxpress $100
el 753-3561

49. Usedtars

53. Services Offered

ustum made cabinets -music Fire damaged rest a.
centers, book cases. hutches 44266/b,527 1908
Reasonable 436-2566
Fence sales at Sears now I •
• Cungungtiam's
Perlable Sears
Welding. Weekends and nights est ima'
nights after 5 30_253-92 r'.
ROOFING
Driveways and parking : •
Commercial and Resiwhite rocked and /alga I.dential Shingle and
estimates. Clifford Garrisor
Built-Up Roofs Refer753-5429
ences
work
all
For your home-care pt''
guaranteed 753-6581
core, hdu.sewares. and
or 759-1859
vitamin and mineral
ment needs, call your lur way distributor' at 75.1
Need work 10
. yfiui
'to;
after 4 pm
•r!g
pruning, ",,hdpiiii
.te removal and mo,,
T.V. TOWERS
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE •
professional tree cars
T.V. ANTENNAS
8536
INSTALLED
Ray's Antenna Service
Painting
Phone 435-4165
General frldi:.;,'„1 ,
estimates /5919k'
Guttering by Sears Sears con Reynolds alumin,
tinous gutters installed per ALUMINUM SERVICE Lir
your specifications. Call Sears 753-0689.
753-2310 for free no.Insulation blown
COURTNEY SMALL'
save on these high heating di''
ENSURE RIPAIR ANO,'
cooling bills Cali Searr, 75'
SAW SEROWE - Stale'
753-4$64 Low pokes
1
lowrii
of
Big selection depression
overhead.

19/4 Cutlass Couple Devine
damage bumper right fender
and door, $1500 Also 1966
Mustang
cylinder
6
automatic $900 Call 753
7827
1910 Chevelle SS, automatic
power steering. power brakes,
and air. New tires. Super sport
wheels 759-4740
Good hunting and fishing station wagon 1964 Buick $125
753-7765
Import Auto Salvage, 1977, 7
TC Toyota, 1975 2 TC Toyota
1974 Datsun 1200. 1979 Dar
sun 1400. 1977 Fiat 1200. al
low miles Call 414-2325
1973 Monte Carlo. 7 .
miles, best offer Must ,e
759-1767
1969 MGC-GT. 6 cylinder. Call
753-0379 ask for Bob
1976 Mercury Marquis wagon
loaded with extras excellent
condition $2200 753-9644
after 5 pm
1912 Plymouth Duster. slant 6
2-door, new front seat. Asking
$900 Call 753-0193 after
glass, on colors, all patterns,
4.30
•
butter molds, Aron bottles,
Coca
Cola arms, China, old
1914 Plymouth Voyageur will
non pots, dog irons milk
dow van with rear seats, factory
cons Select now for Christair. 8-track. $1250. 753-0866
mas!
1979 Pontiac Grand Prix, local
Laverne Freeland
ly owned, good condition. Rally
901-642-4565
ISIZE.:
wheels, AM-FM stereo tape
210 Memorial Drive
Call'75j-9694 days,. 153-4097
Paris, TN 38242
evenings.
.ise? We r:
Across from Wel Mort and
Joe Mohan Ford
482-6120
1979 Thunderbird T-top red
loaded 36.000 miles $5895
Will do plumbs,.
Call 753-9710
& IC Stump Removal. Do you Oarriterg• roofing
1974 White VW excellent con- need stumps removed from 753-2211 orf-758-12i...:
dition $1800 Call 759-4813 your yard or land cleared nt Wet basement' We make we.
stumps? We can remove
or 753-6082
stumps up to 24" below the basements dry work complei,
or wri.
ground. leaving only sawdust ly guarenteed
50. used Trucks
C
and chips. Call for tree Morgan Construction
For sale Dump truck extra estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 :Route 2. Box 409A
KY 42001 or call clean 753-1537
or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
•
1973 International 1600 truck, Licinsed Electrician and as in- 1-442-7026
air-conditioned power steer- stallation. heating installation Will haul driveway wh
ing, radio. 14 bed $3500 and repairs. Call
and Ag lime also have
753-7203.
of brcwn or
753-8061.
Leather repair, dying. cleaning. Also do- tv
1974 Vega Wagon, looks good., and alterations. Also saddle
runs good automatic air. and and harness repair. We 'mak Roger Hods
'-6763
power steering $890 See at leather clothing chaps. vest
Coldwater. Call 489-2595.
tack belts purses billfold. 56. Free Column
and many other gilt items Ca..
53. Services Offered _ 247-3934
We are located in the
'downtown shopping •
center. Open 9-5 Mon.- s
•I .
Fn. and 9-noon Sat.
•PRESCRIPTIONS.FRESH FRUIT DRI ks
.1 CARTER STUDIO
SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND s
•HOSPITAL
Main
75341298
304
•
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETIC'S
!HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
CARPET CLEANING, free
limit.
on Prescriptions in
estimates, satiSfied references
Free Delis
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
mg Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
CASA Vol GOLD SAYER - CASN FOG GM SAYERCourtney Small Engine Repair
•S
and Chain Saw Shop 8 to 5
weekdays. 8 to 12 Saturday
Coldwater 489-2853.
If you hove been selling your
gold rings and silver without
Concrete and block work. Block
getting our offer you've
garages, basements. driveways
probably lost some money
walks. patios. steps. free
KM Se get our offer before
estimates. Charles Barnet.
yeti sell It makes Dollars and
753-5476.
Sense. Free Appraisals Secur-

WALLI

LOOK!!!

41,1

IVO

N.

Se

ity provided,
foAkes end Lwow of 110441(.1•16
$1-07'.4.1.51114741
4peo 41144416

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
Work. References,
753-0'689 Day or
Night.

5
3

Gold it Silver Pawn Shop
Bey, 5.11 Cr trade
Olympic Plate

-MO felt GOLD & SM.VElt- CAW

753-7113

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

I

753-3685

`lifj_ 1 21
LORETTA JOBS, REALTORS.
,1200 Sycamore
Murray. Kentucky 42071

29 Acre farm with 3
bedroom ranch style
home, west of Lynn
Grove, Additional 2
bedroom, 8 year old
home on same farm
for only $19,900.

Well give our word tclyou.

EST COPY AVAILABLE

1153.10111 .
•
•14i ts1.11
PROPERTY MANACINI NW
•

The Deluxe
Ashley
Imperial
Model
C-60

44. Lots For Sale

Beautiful sloping corner lot
with trees. Kingswood Subdivi
sion. $4000 Call 753-2329

Left to right: Bill Rayburn: Ellen Iones, secretary;
Geri Andersen;
Bill Kopperud. Broker; and George Gallagher.

Happy Thanksgiving From
The "HOME TEAM"

45. Farms For Sale'
In Stock Now
At...

PURDOM'SI INC.
753-4872

Approximately 17
cleared. 372' offrOntage
*swell Road. State Highway
1550 Priced to sell quickly
Call 703-971-1403 aftat 6 Dm

47. Motorcycles
Harley Sportster )(ICH. 1975
black, 12050. 753-6700

753-1222

I

Vol SOLD & 5841/1111

1'1, I

MIllI

f,,

110730

I 1111,1 it & I 1‘11.1•4

DEATHS & FUNERALS
e Moubray Of
Dies With
..,t ral Thursday

Rudolph Geurrn Is
Dead At Age Of 70;
Services On Friday

Melissa Mitchell
Dies At Hospital
With Rites Today

Mrs, Gladys Driver
Dies At Her Home;
Funeral Is Today

Civic Music Association To Present
Adaptation Of 'Christmas Carol'

foil tightly around the sales to small saucepan over low heat,
The Murray Civic Music almonds
111 s • Gladys in it ei
Association will present the all
mediuni-Azed tart cooking secure it Drape a dampened ignite it with a match and pour
Mitchell,
Melissa Carol
I Is cusburi.:. 04. iliem I Sttaiday
new stage adaptation of apple, peeled, quartered, cor- kitchen towel over each mold it flaming over the pudding.
seven days, died Tuesday at at her home She was it
and tie it in place around Mc
II make about'I
('hurries Dickens' - A ed and coarsely chopped
12:15 p.m. at the Vanderbilt nienilwr of the Hebron Baptist
cup BRANDY BUTTER
Christmas Carol" here,at 8;15
2 small carrots, scraped and sides with a long piece ol kitnominal, Nashville. Term: Stir Church.
chen cord. Bring two opposite
4 tabit•spoons unsalted butp.m. Monday,lier. 8.
coarsely chopped
iyas born Nov. 18 at the
Survivois include nine
Admission to the beloved
3 tablespoons finely grated corners of the towel up. to the ter
County
Murray -Calloway
top and knot them in ..the
Mrs. Vivian
daughters
'a top superfine sugar
yuletide fable complete with orange peel
:is a retired
Hospital.
Sir 11crit I iexter, Mrs Thelma
3 tablespoons brandy
Scrnoge. Twy
2 'teaspoons finely grated center of the mold: and then
711( I' IA:1117'4i 616. .71111 14 ;IS,
She is survived by her -Sexton, (timbal, Ala., Mrs
bring up the- remaining two
1 teaspoon vanila extract
spirited company of 30 actors, lemon peel
. 10.) ))1 4114. SC14.11411 ,11114
piirents, me. anti Mrs. Glenn
Is nit Sanders,'Whiting, Ind
singers and,musicians is by
'2 pound finely chopped beef corners .,. and knot . them - 'Combine butter, sugar,
Mitchell, Murray Route 4; her
11114 , /i )). I Ills( 4444111
Garrett,
liean
Mrs.
similarly.
brandy and vanilla in a bowl,
season membership in either suet
11111)411, Ile
I
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Booneville, Ind., Mrs. Vi Vii
Place the molds in a large and beat with an elietric
the Murray or paducati Com2 cups all-purpose flour
4444 late 14:44144
lainies C. .Mitchelt- Murray
1444 4041
pot and pour in 'enough boiling
Ventertawn, Mrs.,
beater until the 'mixture is
'want). Cwwert Associations'
4 cups fresh soft crumbs
,,•44 ),
,t
Route 4. and Mrs. Roberta ,f tloria Blaclunan and Mrs
or tt ith a Murray- State . made from homemade-type water, to Come about three smooth and well blended.
Hutchens, 725 South Fourth
lirentla Roberts, Old
Refrigerate at least 4 hours, or
University identification card. white bread pulverized in a fourths of the way up their
Street, Murray; great grand- Tenn , Mi'sa Reeky Congto..
until firm. Brandy butter is
Limited memberships blender or shredded with a sides. Bring the water toli boil
mother, Mrs. Willie Taylor, Marion, and Mrs Detra
over high heat, cover the lt
traditionally served with pion
numbering 100 in the Murray fork
a 11,rtil,1 I .
725 Nash Drive, Murray; fan-. Cainpbeit. l'alcert
four. -.anseesa tion watt
tightly, reduce the heat to
1
Iso be.
S cup dark brown sugar
lippoir
.
,ittii,
741r,114111!..1""votlikerflcd..aunts, Mrs.- Kenny i Anita 1
sons
1- aron linver of Dexlowest point and steam /hi. i w"-ilt4R4)Y Al.Pl.l'M
ty,„ ,Ltutth[ers`.
availatde that ev eiinig on a
1 teaspoon group allspice
Morgan, Murray, and Miss ter. Ralph and Garth Driver,
puddings for 8 hours. As water
PUDDING — 1979
I irst-come basis for inNellie .1,, Hale. Valle)
1 teaspoon salt
Karla Mitchell, Murray Route
Portage. hal , and Kamen
in the steamer boils away,
I-Dne lb. can purple plums
dividuals only wishing to see
arc' 11[ s Charles I,
6 eggs
4.
I trivet., In cusbure
*replenish it with additional
1 pkg. Gingerbread Mix
the Dickens' in uso•al
Ootland, Nlurray
1 cup brandy
The 'mother is the former
Ali',, Dris.cr is also survived
boiling water.
"
.• teaspoein salt
Tii add a turther touch of the
11olane I y [in
cup
fresh
orange
juice
Melissa Diane -Hutchens.
When the puddings arc
by two sisters. Mrs, Grate
- I i•up light raisins
Doris
-Dickens' spirit- to the holicup
fresh
lemon
juice
The Rey. Jack Jones is 44 Peak and Mrs
Dorothy
done, remove from the water
bopped California
WO S4'41444411, the association
cup brandy,for flaming
I Whiting at the services being
Ly
County three
and let them cool to rain
0.';'11-nu
''tts11)
its t suggests that amateur
are three
Combine
the
currants,
held today at 1 p.m at the
('totter' Knight
In others
Drain plums - reserving
chefs serve sointhing old and seedless raisins, white raisins, temperature. Then remove
11[. Howard
Livingston
North .Pleasant Grove
syrup for sauce. Remove pits
out Itot
different to their holiday candied fruit peel, cherries, the towels and foil and on
Whit Wily, Fid[zhain,
Cemetery. The Blalock the molds tightly-with
awl cut into •pieces. Prepare
County , and fhili.) Knight.
guests
traditional 'En'glish almonds, apple, carrot,
JAM' Nlae Moulway.
Coleman Funeral BS/Llle LS I1Lgrand- Plant- fresh foil. Refrigerate the laidGiagerbread Mix acrording tu
4
r
1
:
44.
orange
anda,
and
Mrs.
lemon
ielil Route
peel, an
vharge of the arrangements
dings for at least 3 weeks .7 package directions - addina
, 11[1,11i%; 10 great grandDo•kens' England of 1843. .•
beef suet, tossing them about
Waits, St. Clair
before serving Plum pudsalt and plum pieces. Stir in
buji
-In
his
beloved
holiday
tale,
with a spoon or your hands un111
,• two"brothers,"
•
dings may be kept up to a year
is being held toraisins and walnuts. 'Iranst en
hekens
wrote,
-Mrs.
Gratchit
N101110"a;
til well mixed. Stir in the flour,
tb 55:1y
day .at 2 p.m at 1.11e-chapel of
catered. flushing but smiling bread crumbs, brown sugar, in the refrigerator or other . batter to well greased 6 cup
Tt'101
13.1(1
Edcool place; traditionally they
mold. Bake uncovered in
the 1/win Nlortuary
proudly with the pudding, like allspice and salt,
(11,0r, 1(4
were often made a year in admoderate oven 3751 about 1
dy vole, with the Rey Travis
a speckled cannon-ball, so
Mrs. Donald I Maudeiglin
In another bowl, beat the
"011(0'011: thi •e ga.et
hour. Loosen edges and imICI I VII Iit icriting. !hit ial
hard and firm, blazing in twit.- eggs until frothy. Stir in the 1 vance.
Cooper died at the St. Fran( is
loldren
To serve, place the mold in a
mediately unrhold the Plum
Ill the lit71/1 Ce111(.71.C71.
amuarter of ignited brandy, cup of brandy, the orange and
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.. on
pot and pour in enough boiling' ("inkling on serving plate.
lions:II will be held
111.71I.7
and bedlighl with Ctn.-1'
Monday at 2:30 p.m. Her
80"s lemon juice, and pour this
water to come about three
flurn Sauce: Add water to
lay at I ..to p iii at. the
holly stuck into the top.death at the age of 31 followed
mixture over the fruit mixot it has been received of
fourths of the way up the sides
reserved plum -syrup to :make - .
I of 1.11, lila lock-t'oleman
a
long
illness
An
ill)10,
'
,1,11°11
reriBe
for
tore.
Knead
vigorously
with
iii tielite %vitt) John ILI-lie the death' of the Rev. Law
1'2 -caps - combine '.1 cup
the oudding billows the tradi- both hands, then beat with a of. the mold. Bring to a boil
Born Feb. 15, 1929, in Hem
over high heat:cover the pot; aunt cornstarch in small
1'4f I'
,army'letter officiating Mobley of Laurens, S. G., who
Ilona-1
recipe
the
Tenn.,
she
was
County.
wooden spoon until all the in
on
reduce the heat to low awl
Bolls ilk-citing, the died at a hospital there
sauce pah. - gradually stir in
Mary
Mrs.
Iva
daughter
of
Recipe For
gredients are blended. Drape
ha
s rom the Seventh 011(1 Tuesday.
steam for 2 hours. Run a knife--vturn syrup. Cook over
'
Plum Pudding-1843
a dampened kitchen •towel
1 w 0 pet
ervectimi .Watkins Moffitt of Route
Bev_ Mobley
41444 444
around the edges of the mold
inediuM heat - stirring con-.
.Puryear, Tenn., and Lloyd I..
„
t„
To make 4 puddings
over the bowl .and refrigerate
n
minister
of
the
Baptist
ChurZt
and Place ao inverted ser'y ing
ti Ill fonott ill the
stalitIQI mixture thickens
Steele who died July 8. 1978 _Ili",
tehttits„tuttt „ear
1' • cup currants. dried
for at least 12 hours.
before
he
Gastonia.
S.
t'.,
at
• )),..tieldVeinit'ry Gardens.
plate over it. Grasping the
amild .1.)4 its. .00k 1 minute - add
She was a .rnendwr of a_Mis- port in an accident Tuesday in
2 cups seedless_riusins. .
Spoon 'mixture. into four I:snits •
mold and 'plate 'fiCinly•
NH 711 the retired due to ill health.
.e,SerVe hot.
-4- -24-u3)s.w-1414,e-rwsm.
i4itBa.e' BPphstcharch ,
guarLErighslf pudding -basins =
IT, me 'rived hy-bis wife',
He
IT T1, 717H7 ;Of, T S PIii
together, turn them over. The Hard Sauce: Thoroughly
Survivors include her tins- Thirray.
'1 cup finely chopped can- or plain molds, filling them to
Mrs. Miriam
MuElrath
pudding should slide outeasiCream together
cup
band, Donald Cooper. 200i
within 2 inches of their tops. ty.
The accident occurred ai died mixed fruit peel
MobWY, daughter of the late
margarine and 2 cups confecAvenue,
Memphis:
Gayle
cup
finely
chopped
canCover
each
mold
with a-strip------TrYJU
Dr :Ind Mrs: Hugh McElrath
in. when Sharon
Wouldlike to set the - tioners sugar. Stir in 1 beaten
(fled cherries.
of buttered foil, turning the
it,
.,rsi.iLys\-;iii3,11:1:
1i.i t.,,
pi.;Iit(
ii•[.:,till'liittisi,11..(1 siMi, ts _ Tenn.: her mother, Mrs. 110f;cti1:
11(IINI11).ttitiria
pudding aflame before you
egg y °Ili and 1 teaspoon
:outh
ii.R.114:
,
Tem,
Edward
overton,
Mt:
one
sou,
1
cup
blanyhed
•
slivered
edges down and pressing the
S.
its,tills
serve it warm the branth in a
vain Ila. Serve cold.
Memphis_ Tenn : four stiTchildryli and Several
Sell collided with a insults; one sister, Mrs. Frances driven by Airs. Cloteal Coles,
granifi•hildren.
Ann Coleman, Patuxent Route
The funeral will be held
Ilatel. -at the
River. Nifd•: tw" brothers, t. 111._,Int ay 1628 intersection.
Thursday ;it the First Baptist
I) Steele, Paris, Tenn_ and ia tICto 0 t - ttauway.count,
.
Church,1.am•ens, S.C.
St
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WASHINI,Ii'', \ i'
wan authorities abaut an .1merican
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e spokesman.
NIuskie alsii scheduled a luncheon
three
Carpentersville.
noic delivered by the Algerians earlier
day wait, the Limed States today
presstons.of .;sympathy. take
The spokesman added that
with the difflomatic delegation.
.
this inorith in response to the four condi— 'AROUND THE WORLD the form of contributions to grandchildren: several nieciAni- Coles' car left the road and received the official Iranian message
In advance of today's meeting. adand nephew s.
tions Set v the Ifanian Parliament on
that could determine how far apart the
the American Cancer. Society
struck a parked car in the carministration'Xoffichils
'said
they
exPROTECTED •,fith
The funeral is beitig held to- port of the.Clirrence 13
Nov 2.
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Paris, Tenn., with ...the Rev. .. ii,„iin.,- cal' into the side ot It.,
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rs. Hopper Dies
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Day.
cloudiness ever Kentucky today with
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pet . 87, Route 2, Buchanan,
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ww 0. See
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The National Weather Service said it
show ers riossilge by evening. Snow or
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heading anti, a meeting with Saunders,
,. St. aimer's husband. Jat k.
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especially designed f or
over Northern and Western Kentucky
Mrs. Hopper died Monday at - 51.3
I ' 7,o7 7..77 t77
rain or snow over the southeast.
tgrefultitiver
the Murray-Calloway County
I lospnal. Born Nov. 26, 1892. in
1
KING-LANDOLT
'1 enn.,she wasthe
The
daiighter of thl‘ late James
Monroe and Nancy Jackson
Insurance Center
Pi-lc-tact stcyks of loyal interest at It
Continued from Page 11
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— The state has
& Tones by First of %orogen
'She was married in 1945 to
901 Sycamore
anI
NI;icy's !epri..sentativeS at 5 a.m.
Nolen, 24, of Dyersburg, and Richard
dropped vehicular homicide charges ,
Corp , of Murray
tbirence I hipper who surr—rr
Thai this .
t
Wells, 25, of Springville, shortly before
against two West Tennessee men in
Industrial ,\i slat'
7531355
yes • Mrs Hopper was a
rrircr Arid I rrthri
Alr Products
lirt.akfast will follow before the band
the.two .men were to go on trial in Circonnection with a hit-and-run boating
'laSt,,b,.4...
AITILTICall Motors
4•
RIVERSIDE INSURANCE COMPANY
member of the Walnut Street
hits the street- for the actual parade
cuit Court.
accident in which a Big Sandy man was
Ashlarid ...
BATTLE CREEK MICHIGAN
finalist Church. Louisville.
.
Ainerican Telephoht.
.tr
which ends at New York's famous
Prosecutors said they did not thin&
killed._
Chrysler •
rtti lent store.
their case was strong enough to win—
Judge Wiley Holloway dismissed the
22', a
I
',pl. .111.111N' t
.
1./.1
ii
F
4011-11
Ill...11 MI
.1s the _parade finale, the Murray
.tt ..tt
convictions against Nolen or Wells on
It toils'
1111,0 O./ 111,
)1,11),,, 1.2 bulk •
hand,will join the other 10'bands ill a
the vehicular homicide charge, which
44eneral Motors „
1140 I0 ito :4) no .10•1441,104•411tun
-4444444e4414444444trrerticy-of- five Trristinas carols to
stemmed from the-May death of Donald
41).14 it.))11) t t.1.41-:440 II) 5.4044.4.4
l;oodrich
'1st
.717It• 7):4-V), ,I)
saline ;Santa. Claus' entrance. More
Rich, Assistant District Attorney
Co4odyear
,
Gulf Oil ..
than 1,500 student
General Albert Schoonover told the
WIII 1/410
11,4). Ion) to)
51s1 loc.', loos
liardees
14.4) I .44. mid )114,1)111; ,.41404her, 1.2210;8
court, however, the state would press a
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, .14111
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charge that Nolen failed to report the
The band will be. treated to a
t
15 it so.4, ,,, I
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A Baby Contest, planned to be held
boating accident to authorities.
Thanksgiving feast at Rockefeller
4120.11.s,
K40,141
i),44, I I t iii
41/
Ku1414.4414));
K
Co
HO
NI
IN'1
1
1•11
II)
annually, has been announced by the Xi
444, II, 4'.
Nolen pleaded guilty to failing to
Center Iwtore returning to Alexandria.
1973 Clic, rolet Impala Coupe power steering, power
ION-011 16 41-1711-1
Pen02.4:41t
20501
M.NNI I,, 'to
Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi,
. Thursday night. They will make uu
report the-accident and was fined $50.
711iNS, air I!!!!i!!g. 5899. 5799. $599.
Quaker Oats
27',''I 7.77 6 .7 01.116 74111pH lb 771
7.
The deadline for entries in the contest
short stop in Philadelphia to see the
He and Wells were ordered to pay court
U-S,auhacc),
for children, infant to one year old, is
aberty [Wild:id Independence Hall.'
costs.
N'eud4 s
I ice.- 12.
other hands in the parade are: The
Rich was killed May 25 when a boat
The winner will receive gifts donated.
Golden Regiment Itand, Blue Springs.
piloted by Wells-was struck by iiiiiither
Its local merchants, according to a
McDonald's :SU-American High
boat at Eagle Creek Chute on Kentucky
chapter member.
School Band: liiyerview High School
Lake, Another 'passenger. Barbara
Entries for the contest should haKu It ie Band. 'Sarasota, Fla.:
Evans.suffered minor injuries.
S
1973 Chevrolet _Monte Carlo, Black, power steering,
m wiled, along with a fee of 42, a recent
11m- int. Druni
poi..., mak ec, air conditioning. S'473t.$149, 41299.
Rich's brother Michael also nuts in
Bugle, Corps,
photograph whieh is non-returnable,
5Vashington. 11.1' ; t;lenbrook South
the first boat.
child's name, part•nts. name, address.
High School Band, Gletwiew, III.: !JanWitnesses saki the second boat fled
MURRAY
and telephone nunilx•r, to Baby. ConKeep That Great GM Feeling
ine:don Beach. Ili ghi School Band, Hunthe scene of the accident, but
test. Southside Manor, Apt. E-2, Murtington fieii(•11. Calif.: (lreene Central
authorities later traced it to Nelen, who
ray, Ky. 42071.
High School Band, Snow Hill, N.C.:
was arrested May 28.
Funds from the contest will be used
Wapahani Imperial Marching Band,
Wells was arrested in July after the
641
753-2617 GOMM_ M0111113 NUM IIIVLHION
South
for civic and phi lanthrophic projects of
Selma. Intl.;
, Henry County grand jury returned a
Reginwnt
the It oval sorority chapter, a spokesman
S.C.: and Warren Junior Military
sealed indictment charging hp with
said.
Squires, Warren. ow n.
vehicular homicide
; %limb; iit Juil South
eeI Murray , died
at JO ti m at tiw
.....4.7.411ww ay 1.:::atuity
7 ' 11 IL was 68 y(O's LII

Rudolph Geurui of Murray
Route (died today at 8:30 a.m,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was 70 years of
age and was born June I.
1910, in Calloway' County.
The Calloway inan is survived by his nite, Mrs. Mildred
fucker I;eurin. Murray Route
3, one 44411, the 4142v. Jackie
t;t•ttrut and lus wife, Mary Ingilt'. (1reenville; three grandDavid Glen
onrt
and Jacqueline Joy -Geurin,
t
:aid Jerry Lynn
Il mond. Missouri.
\lc
I :curio, 1 retired
• tanner, was a member of the
I'; in Grove Baptist Church
wherejuneral services will be
held Friday afternoon with the
Rev. Cal VIII C. %BUDS oft:elating
Burial null follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the arrangements 5 the Max Churchill Funeral Houle where
friends may call after noon on
Thursday.
:Vielam-fly-requests that exp ressions of sympathy take
-the. form of contributions to
the Building Fund of the Flin
I.:rove Baptist Church.

Rites On Thursday
For Rev. Mobley

Mrs. Cooper Dies
At The Age Of 51
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Two Treated At
Hospital, Damages
Reported After Wreck

U.S. Gets Message From Iran

Storm Watch issued Today

M
At Local Hospital

Hog Market
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Livestock Market

Stock Market

State Drops Homicide Charge's
In Paris Landing Boating Death

Band....

Deadline For
Entries in Baby
Contest Is Dec. 12

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

OPEN SUNDAYS
FROM 1-5 P.M. NOW
TILL CHRISTMAS
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